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MUST-WIN SITUATION

HAWKS GROUNDED
BASEBALL BEAT DOWN

Women look for bid into NCAA Tournament

- SEE SPORTS, A10

THE ARIYA ON CUE .
LOCAL BAND BATILES

-SEE SPORTS,A10
.

•

- SEE the indie, INSIDE
.
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Prankster duo fights fliers with fliers at Student Union
CHARLIE WEISE
Staff Writer

Some street gangs require new
recruits to run a gauntlet, an initiation
rite in which the participant must fight
·his way through the physical beatings
of two lines of assailants to enter the
gang. During peak hours, UCF students have to run a similar yet less violent gauntlet of bar ads, cell phone
offers and club fliers as they try to

enter the Student Union.
A pair of UCF students decided to
express their annoyance at the constant accosting they receive on their
way to the union and at the same time,
provide students with some stressrelieving laughs during midterms.
Sophomore Mike Mathers and junior Zach Berry spent Tuesday passing
out more than' 500 fliers, urging students to stop doing what they just did
- accept fliers in front of the Student

I

Union. Along with their message was a
crossed out stick-figure taking a flier.
"I find the fliers annoying," said
Mathers, a social work major. "If you
just got out of a hard day of testing, you
don't care what some bars' drink specials are, and you don't want to hear
some awful band. You just want some
Subway. Instead, you get 10 pieces of
paper that you don't know what to do
with."
The majority of student reactions

were positive, according to Mathers.
Most people mindlessly took their flier,
did a double-take ·and laughed. One
student told the pair their flier was "the
best thing ever."
The only hostility they ever
encountered was from a woman who
handed out fliers for the blood bank
and the occasional few who made vulgar remarks. They quickly smoothed
things out with the woman from the
blood bank once they assured her she

wasn't the target of their joke.
The duo's hijinks are mainly
-tongue-in-cheek. They refer to their
fliers as a "random act of silliness," not
a serious protest campaign. ·
"I like to take the mundane and
make it weird," Mathers said. "I like to
think it brightens up people's days,
esp~cially when everyone is so
stressed from midterms."
PLEASE SEE

STUNTS ON A9

Spring:Break BLUE
.,

Sometimes a week of partying can turn into seven days of embarrassment

A

h, Spring Break. Only a few days away, it has many students' minds

on a few things: completing midterms, getting away from school,
heading to hot spots, going home or just catching up on some sleep.

INSIDE
From Key West to
Cancun, UCF students
have had crazy times.

.HORROR, see A6

Most students have heard the
glory stories ,of Spring Break. For
many, the week-long break indudes
fiestas on the beach, hangover-glazed
siestas by the pool. one-night stands,
parties in Cancun and countless shots
that were a moment of glory soon to
be forgotten.
.
But for every glory tale, there's also
a gory tale. How many students ever
hear about the horror stories that
come along with the most exciting
week of the collegiate school-year?
Nothing can change an experience
from being the time of your life into a
total nightmare, like being arrested,
robbed, injured 01; even worse, permanently embarrassed in front of
your closest friends.

No matter the situation,-though,
Avoiding these siruations depends
on making smart choices. Following ,these horror stories almost always
some. basic guidelines for Spring begin with: "Man, I was so drunk, and
Break survival can ensure that photos the craziest thing happened."
taken during this weeklong retreat
The stories on page A6 are true
can be looked and shared with family accounts from UCF students, past and
and friends years from now. Throw- present, from Spring Breaks of ypre.
ing caution to the wind can lead to These tales couldn't possibly be made
compromising photos usually burned up and, if anything, are warning signs
· to conceal the evidence.
for the upcoming week. Some of the
Just from watching MTV's Spring storytellers didn't want their full
Break coverage, anyone can see that names ip.cluded for obvious reasons.
alcoholUsually plays a role in the aver- Read carefully and learn the lesson of
age experience of a college student If each stocy,; because it could happen to
a student decides to drink, it is impor- any of yot'l. Aiid who knows, maybe
tant not to drink too much and to your story will end up in these pages
always make sure to have some sort of this time next year.
backup pl.an. including a designated
- VANESSA FERNANDEZ
driver.

Contributing Writer

COURTESY.OF BAR(

BARC members pose with piggy banks used by area businesses to raise
mpney for the Meatout. The event takes place March 12 at Lake Lilly.

Animal
rights club
beats meat
'Meatout' walkathon
encourages vegan diets
BRUCE RABIN
Contributing Writer

A lJCF animal rights dub, the Body of Animal
Rights Campaigners, is teaming up·with the Orlando Animal Rights Alliance and the Farm Animal
Reform Movement to bring Central Florida its
first-ever Meatout Walk on March 12 at Lake Lilly
in Maitland.
Walkers in the Orlando fund-raiser will be
accompanied by characters in full-body chicken
and cow costumes. Free vegan food will be served
at noon before the walk begins. The walk will last
from about 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Every ye.ar, on or around March 20 - the first
day of spring ...,.... thousands of people around the
world will attend informative and educational
Meatout events. Activities indude colorful street
theater, public videos, cooking demos, information
tables and a congressional reception in Washington, D.C.
Meatout supporters ask their friends, families
and neighbors to "kick the meat habit (at least for
a day) and explore a healthy, environmentally
friendly, nonviolent diet of fruits, vegetables and

(

PLEASE SEE

BARC ON AB

Multiple-term
registration 9n
tap for students
ILLEANA RODRIGUEZ
ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This is no .tunnel of love - it's of oppression
Multimedia event explores misconceptions, stereotypes and societal injustices
MEAGAN JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

The LEAD Scholars Program
opened the fourth annual Tunnel of
Oppression Wednesday in an effort
to challenge people's thoughts and
perceptions about societal injustices.
The event, a multimedia tour
through the types of oppression
people face in society, continues
from 8 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30

open people's eyes.''
p.m. to 3 p.m. today mthe Student ty.
Jackson, a LEAD Scholar,
Union Key West Ballroom. It
Afterward, groups are allowed to ;
involves skits that are based on real- sit down and deliberate over their worked with the event as ap actress
istic situations designed to chal- experiences and feelings, while on- in the negative perceptions skit. Her
lenge students and faculty to campus counselors from Counsel- role was to discriminate against
explore their own misconceptions ing for Personal Concerns assist someone in the workplace based on
· her perception of that person.
and stereotypes.
with any questions.
Sophomore LaTanya Suragh is
Last year's event included skits
Bridget Jackson, a sophomore
about body image, domestic abuse majoring in athletic training, said, "I involved with the event and acts_in
and suicide. With actors yelling was surprised at the issues we · a skit about mental illnesses. She
racial slurs at audience members, _ talked about. The Tunnel of plays a young girl who cuts herself ,
the event is held to display the Oppression made me aware of cerPLEASE SEE SURAGH ON A7
harsh reality of oppression in socie- tain issues I had overlooked. It helps

Contributing Writer

Students will be able to register for the entire
upcoming academic year starting March 28. .
Multiple-term registration will allow students
to enroll· and plan ahead for the upcoming terms
of summer, fall and spring at UCF.
"By allowing students to enroll for all three
future terms, they will be able to review the class
schedule for each term and make better choices ·
based on classes that meet their degree requirements," said UCF Registrar Dennis Dulniak.
Once their appointment date arrives, students
are not required to register for all three consecutive terms, but it is encouraged.
"It gives the students a chance to have more
options," said Mark Allen Poisel, interim associate
vice president qf Academic Development and
Retention. ''You want students to be able to register for classes before they start, so they can se~
what's available. This allows students the opporPLEASESEE

NEW ON A9
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The Mu1ticultm3l Student
Center will be addiug three

new~-~If ~

Professor Anne Ma:rumoen
her
. :-ana-blue
bangs
of1e: eyes as she Jecmres her Hi• ••aa,1isi ic: T-radirion
I class onPhro
Socra!'es.
"'Ladies and gedlemen. the
1mexami11edlife. notwonhliving,." she 5a'fS. She tells heir class
that at age 13 she read those
wunis, and they stuck • ha:

Oifll'itml!!(JJ] 15 ~

bttp-.//www..m.sc.ncf.edn to
apply; or srop by
U ·
.R!KJm 305 for more information.
DanceM2rathcra 2006 Executive Board applications are
DOW available in the Office
Student hlvolv~ Student
Union.Room 208.
~ application deadline is
April 1by5p.m.
ror more information, email Tu:ra O'Keeffe at

CABD f@mml uc:fedn

A representative for The
Wasbingron Center will hold
informaticmal sessions with
students at n a.m.. today in
How.mi Phillips Hall Room
206.

The Center manages an
internship program in as ~ D..C., that is open to all
majors. These internships can
earn students UCF credit.
For more information, oontact Linda Hargreaves at 407-

823-4395.

p

.

wrrect

A business etiquette session
will beheld at11:30 a.m. today in
the Student Resource Center:
Rooml85.
Learn the ru1es for business
dl'ess, workplace communication and business dining.
For more information, contact Career Services & Experiential Leaming at 407-823-2361.

Channel ofmm

~.out

the~

and two years bier li came to
me one day:' She said the
~
her lifeWc!S to '"learn
3!!

can and help poop1e:

In this dramatic fa:shlon,
Mwlronen will incmpome
many an anecdote
her personal • • herdassroommate-

rial
MaukDnen wm ren JU11 that
she is 1()().000 years o1d and
:remembers the establisbme:nt
of the mrien! Egyptian c:alendn However;. she will admit
that t:be year of her- birth was
~ in the Buddhist year
2494-. or about I95l fur us Westerners..
Tulk • her for any length
oftime, and.~ will notice her
quiriy sense ofbumm; her lore
fur her smdeuts and tmt what
she teaches is not just part of a
nmicuhrm, it's her way oflife..
At. age 13 she read about
Socrates' tacit agreement. an
idea she interpreted to me.an
that as acffizen-'Who bad aa::epted the benefit of the state, she
was ob~ to uphold the
Jaws of that srare. She kept that
notion in the back of her mind
as she completed high schooL
She peacefully protested the
United States' policy in Vietnam. She felt strongly about
freedom of speech and her
respons:!Dility to exercise it.
While protesting, she said she
lWS fmstrated that "disapproval
ofgovemmentpolicywas tnmslated fu1seJy to lack ofsupport of
U.S. soldiers.."

ed to finish her hachelors
degree at UCf.
After completing her master's in libernl
at RolJim
College,.Maukonen wasencooraged by UCF Professor Krislin
Congdon to try for a teaclring
position. Maukonen aas now
been tead>ing humanities at
UCF since 200 as an adju:na
wm:kedinintelligenre androm- professot:. She sean:hes through
manrications, spending most of music files. creates her O\VB
her time in South Korea. While class Web page and.makes elabenlisted she 1eamed how to sky orate ~'S with piau:res,
maps and djagratn'i- "She gpes
dive., which sbe still enjoys.
Afterfidfi]Jingherd:ury inthe way abo\:e and beyond the call
military. she wmked other jobs, of duty." slid Nancy A 5ranlidr.
:raised a family and finally dec:KI- assistant professor of phiJoso...
She described her participa-

tion in protests as life..chmging.
Her memories of reading the
tacit agreement res:mfacat She
said,. "I started asking myself
what could I do to liveuptotbat,
to show my appreciation," for
the rlgbts she enjoyed evaydalc
Mankouen sbodced her family by enlisting in the Army. She

"ca1io;

The Center for Multilingual
MuJticu1tural Studies will hold
a weekly Conversation Hour
between intemationalstudents.
UCF facu1ty. staff and students
at 1 p.m. today in the Ymg International Complex: next to the
Barlm:a Ymg Centei:.
For more inIDnnation,. conUict I..utja
asowska at 40782M:J-i5.

were not J&ll'U'ftui.

the &gbdad

•

Dru e
four beers within the
hour prior to the traffic

;J.-'=

Johns was charged with

Volunteer UCF is looking
for donations of cell phones
with chargers, phone or gift
cards and household supplies.
Donations can be dropped off
at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pegasus. ABC. Free fuod
will be available..
For more information, email Christie R<;piritu at espical5@yahoo.com.

Letuskno
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club.
org;mivrtion or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column,. send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition. and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

:-£w
1). i!f
!. ;~ff/f,1

stop.

Fazi administered the

card

am. when the officer spotted
him tnn•eling 48 mph in a 25
mphwne.

Brannon noticed the suspect
was wearing an armband and
asked him where it was from.
Cbiofhlo responded that he was
coming from Wall Street Plaza
downtcmn.
'The suspect had a hard time
walking toward Brnnnon when
the offirer asked him to step
ofthe vehicle.
Chiofhlo first refused to~
mit to field sobriety tests
cbangal his mind when Brannon told him that driving a micle in florid.a requires the driver
to submit to any requested

standard field sobriety
Brannon asked Chiofalo, who
drlviog under the influence
.,q,.;. tests on Johns. who failed the officer described as appearFeb. B after being pulled over
all three.
ing "very tired and inooherent
for an illegal U-tum on UCFs
Johns was traiisportoo to the if be was speeding because of a
main campus.
Otangec.ountyDUI testingcen- ·medical emergency. Chiofalo
Offirer Donald Massey ta; where he b1ew a 125 and J35 \\135 surprised by the question
and took about one or two minstopped Johns at about 3 a.m. on the breatbalyzer test
and asked the suspect and his
He W3S then transported to utes to answer that be was just
pas.-;engerto stepoutofthevebi- the Orange County central trying to get ho:me.
The suspect handed the offi..
de.
booking office. where his bond
When asked how much he was set at$500.
cer his driver's license and insurance card and then asked the
bad to drink that night, Johns
officer if he needed to see his
told Officer Matthew Fazi that Ou~
smy
card?
he had two beers and that he
Melbourne resident Jacob insurance card
was sorry for disobeying the Chlofa1o was charged with drivWhen Brannon returned
,.,......,
drinki
ing under the infbrenre after he fromchedring Chiofulo's license
"95PL ~~ng-~
Accoidiog to the police was stopped for speeding on with the UCFpolicedepartmem:
report, Johns later adrrriited that GreekP.n:kDm.-e on Feb. 9..
dispatcher. Chiofa1o said that be
he had two shots of rum and
Officer James Brannon could not find his insunmce

e·gger
Location!
.

~CQAPDOOK.
[HEA~TERS/

e

':'he us. Fmlu:sy - the
?Al injured America:os were
amm:ig
poop
• the
blast,
no Am!eDl::ans

killed

sobriety tests.
He fuiled all three sobrietv
tests and'was transported to~
OrangeCouoty DUI testing center. where be refused to
piete a breathaJyzer tesL

rom-
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We are here
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Victim

e have classes, crops
in our Larger classroom.

Services

Our senices m·ctoo·r :
• Crisis ln!en-entio
• f.moliooal ~ & ~ '1.~-,..,.,,,..,,
• Information and
• F.ducalioo and 1hintJtrg
• Volunteer Oppcrtunillies

Someofou:rproduct l ines:CoJolflok,. Stickopotomus,

Disney, Mrs. Grossman, Jolees & a Huge paper seledfo

s

Professional Eye Care • Contact lens Exams
Bob Yip, O".D. and

ssodot es, P.A.

a t erlor d lakes To w: Ce
325 • Afafaya Trail

er

(407) 737-3580

MGET

Op~
•

•

ca:ns..

stopped Chiofalo at about 2:52

~~~~~;

e '

· bombing. a ~ tmck
packed wiili explo!iNes blew
up. killing at least diree people
and WUl!!ld!ng the ?Al Ameli-

olice Beat

Eighteen-year-i>IdBrire

oanammneeded

J

•

Do I bare to file a police report~
Police n;J1or1S are eooouraged, but not mandatmy
ucr \ictim adrocate is available 24-hours a

All sen-ices are &ee of charge an.d c"'......... . .,,"'-'......~....
You can call \'ictim Srnices at 407-823-2-J
busin€$ hours 8:00 am. to 4:30 p.m. , I
After hows. ~kends. and holi~ p
Communications Center al 40

•
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*1.9 linancing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson tor.Details~ oner good through 3/31/05.

2004 NEW
BEETLE GL

2004 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

, )

BUY S239
)

.

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Cass, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless
Remote, Alarm and Much More!

TURBO DIESElS
AVAllABlE

PER MONTH

'0%financing for 66 months. WA.C., tax, tag and fees down. ·

See Salesperson for details.

0%financing for 66 months. WA.C., tax, tag and fees down.
See Salespersonfor details.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 NewGTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, ·Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!
·

: P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

·

TURBO DIESElS
AVAllABlE

PER MONTH
* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $199 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealerfor details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 3/37/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless.Remote,
Alarm·Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

$274

BIG SElECTIONI

* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $274 which includes security deposit. PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 3/37/05

. HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLEI HURRY WHILE THEY LASTI.

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005 ALL NEW .
PASSAT GL
LEASE FOR

PER MONTH

PER MONTH+
·
MONTHLY TAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEREI

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $274

which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See .dealerfor details. Leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Ciedit. Expires 3/37/05 -

• .4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
·• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

PER MONTH

Bo Topless!
30 To Choose From

"

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $295, which includes security deposit, first

payment. See dealerfor details, &tax in advance with approved credit. Leasing W.A.C
,thru Volkswagen Credit. 1.9% financing available. See dealer for detials.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty .

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 3/31/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
CREDIT
We Can Assist You With:
BUYER

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

'rs/' PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 .MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Af• •17 411 ·•t :1z *4T
~c
,, ·1-< • -wA• =• N

41·75 S.

H~

17-92

.

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD}

-.'.. 4 0 J-3 6 5-3 3 O O!. _

_ s_ER_v1_cE_oE_PT_o___
PE_N _
sAT_u_
Ro_Av_9_- s____.
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· Nation &World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Business-school applicants get
a lesson in ethical behavior
BOSTON - Admissions
sites of at least six schools
were illegally accessed by
applicants eager. to get an
early glimpse to see if they
were accepted or rejected
for about 10 hours March 2
after a hacker posted
instructions on the online
forum. In their attempts,
some applicant.s saw blank
pages and others viewed
rejection letters before
access was denied.
.. In a blanket rejection,
Harvard denied 119 applicants who hacked the admissions site. MIT followed suit
Tuesday, rejecting 32 appli- ·
cants. Carnegie Mellon was
the first to act, delivering the
bad news to its "hacker"
applicants last week. ·

Or(ando's On(y 'U_pscafe Veaas Styfe Louna·e

~~~
~
p

~VQOKA

Student seriously hurt during
suicide scene for film project
SAVANNAH, Ga. - A
college student was seriously injured while acting out a
hanging for a film project.
Savannah College · of Art
and Design students were
making a movie for class Saturday night with a script
approved by a professor.
Allegedly one student decided to change the ending.
Details were sketchy, but
during the scene Daryl
Goins somehow hit his head.
Other students gave him
CPR He was hospitalized in
serious condition.
Police have the video and
are investigating. The school
is reviewing whether to pursue disciplinary action.
Goins was enrolled in an
Introduction to Video class.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

:i.Jor 1 'Drlnfu Ti[( 'Milnif3lit
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Jackson accuser's brother
challenged in court
SANTA MARIA, Calif.
Michael Jackson's attorney tried
to damage a key witness' credi- .
bility in the singer's child _
molestation case by getting him
to contradict his own testimony
and that of a psychologist who
interviewed him.
The 14-year-old brother Of
Jackson's accuser testified Monday about allegedly witnessing
two molestations in the master

XOXO .Ladies 'lfiefit "'1-{ues &' 'Kisses''
1fo Cover &' 'Free 'Drin& ti[[ midniefit
for a[[ tfie .Ladies
(rTi[[ 'M:idiiiefit)

'Friday

"'First C[a$S 'Friday's"
'UC'F "'U Can't 'Finish" (§iant 'Martini)
'Martini Syeci~Cs (rTi[[ 'Midnif3fit)

•

Saturday

HECTOR MATA I ASSOCIATED PRESS

plan for allowing younger workers to divert a portion of their
Social Security payroll taxes into
private investment ~ccounts.
The trustees for the Social
Security and Medicare trust
funds are expected to release
their 2005 report on the long-.
term financial outlook of government programs later this
month. The trustees estimate .
that by 2042, the trust fund will
be empty and the program will
have only annual payroll taxes to
pay benefits. ·

PUEBLO, Colo. - Officials at Colorado State University-Pueblo are investigating a student's complaint
that a professor called Mexicans "lazy and bitter" during
a classroom tirade against
illegal immigrants.
According to two students, tenured anthropology
professor Dan Forsyth
allegedly said illegal immigrants and Mexicans have.
filled up U.S. prisons and .
"raped the system," the
paper reported. .·
Forsyth denied the allegations, saying he only reminded students after class about
a campus appearance by
Rep. Tom Tancredo, R-Colo.,
an outspoken advocate for
tighter immigration controls.

•

Michael Jackson, center, accompanied by·his father Joe Jackson, left, brother Tito Jackson, ·
second from right, and mother Katherine Jackson, right, arrive for another day in court. 1

LAWRENCE, Kan. - In
the weeks before his former
wife was slain, a professor's
computer was used for Internet searches of terms including "the best way to murder
someone," "how to hire an
assassin'~ and "how to poison
someone," a detective testified.
The professor at Kansas
State University in Manhattan is charged with killing his
former wife.
A certified computer
forensic examiner said the
searches were performed on
a computer at the professor's
univeniity office. The first
search, for "how to murder
someone and not get
caught," was made after a
child custody mediation
appointment between the
professor and his wife was
canceled.

University reviews professor's
remarks on illegal immigrants

Li;:'Muruo ~"I '/,,,ufay • ,_., "!""

~1
~~~
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cr'fiursday

FROM

PHILADELPHIA - · A
university plans to offer four
full scholarships a year to
children who have had a parent killed in action in Iraq or
Afghanistan.
The program, which was
announced Tuesday by
Widener University and will
start this fall, will provide
$25,000 a year for up to four
recipients. The students will
be eligible to receive the aid
for up to eight semesters, or
until the completion of
undergraduate requirements
- whichever comes first.
The program is open to
dependent children of U.S.
military personnel killed in
action either in Operation
Enduring
Freedom
in
Afghanistan or in Operation
Iraqi Freedom.

"'""'""t!

\.~ ~~

Detective tells of Internet
searches involving murder

Scholarships offered to children
of military casualties
·

SundauLivina 'Room Jam

..

'"A6so[ut Saturday's Jeaturine 'DJ 1'1-{'Jl.'J-.LO
'Jl.6so[ut Vodfa 'Drinf SyeciaCs &' V'JP '13ottfe SyeciaCs
(rr'i[[ 'Midnif3fit)

bedroom at Jackson's Neverland
Ranch.
But defense attorney Thomas
Mesereau got the boy to
acknowledge Tuesday that Jackson had not really shown him or
his brother a particular sexually
explicit magazine.
The boy appeared caught by
surprise when Mesereau confronted him with his testimony
from Monday that Jackson
showed him and his brother a
magazine called Barely Legal as a
significant piece of evidence
seized from Jackson's home.
The boy reiterated he was
sure it was the exact magazine
Jackson showed them in a suitcase full of magazines.
The boy testified Monday
that he twice saw Jackson touching his brother's genitals with his
hand. But Mesereau noted Katz
had told a grand jury on March
29, 2004, that the boy had told
Katz lie saw Jackson's genitals
touching the accuser's buttocks
in the second alleged molestation.
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Week in Health

researchers have not been able
to determine the source of
laughter benefits, they recommended 15 minutes of laughter
on a daily basis.

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

'Most authoritative' Web site
about breast surgery launched

Gene analysis may help determine
patients' trauma treatments

A site hailing itself as the
"most authoritive resource
about breast implants on the
Internet" was launched by two
leading plastic surgery societies, The American Society
for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery
and the American Society of
Plastic Surgeons. The site,
http://breastimplantsafety.org,
presents the pros and cons of
saline implants - the only
devices currently approved {or
all uses by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration - as well
as the advantages and disadvantages of silicone implants.
The site also covers the history
of implants, medical research,
safety information, clinical trials and links to other informative Web sites. The goal of1the
Web site, according to the president _of ASAPS, is to give
women a reliable resource as
they investigate the vast, often
confusing and sometimes inaccurate information available
online about breast implants.

A new genetic tool may help
doctors identify genes in seriously injured patients and
choose the best treatment
according to the results. This
tool,
dubbed
functional
genomics, has proved effective
in a wide range of experimental
clinical settings and has the
potential to identify which
trauma and burn patients are
most likely to become seriously ill.· The research, which
involves several universities,
including the University of
Florida, aims to understand the
genetic features that enhance
patient's recovery and the elements that cause people to die
weeks after an injury. Traumatic injuries claim hundreds of
thousands of lives each year in ·
the United States and cost society more than $200 billion.

a

New York City air to be sequenced
in the air genome project

Craig Venter, the sdentist
who raced to decode the
humari genome, is planning to
Laughter found to be good for
sequence the genome of all the
cardiovascular health
microbes in the air in New
For
the
first
time, York City. The air genome projresearchers have proved that. ect, according to Venter, could
laughter is linked to the healthy lead to the discovery of previfunction of blood vessels. ously unknown organisms and
Using·
laughter-provoking aid biosecurity. Each day, Ven.movies, scientists measured. ter gathers air through two
the effect of emotions on car- clandestine meter-high filters,
diovascular health and found one outside and one inside a
that laughter appears to cause building, and amplifies the
the tissue that forms the inner DNA of the fungi, bacteria and
lining of blood vessels to dilate viruses it contains. Although
and increase the blood flow. On only 1 percent of th~ microbes
the contrary, those who in the air can be grown in labs,
watched niovies that produced · they may reveal interesting
mental stress suffered from results. Some scientists are
constriction of blood vessels, skeptical of this project, while
an unhealthy response that others believe that it could lead
reduces blood flow. Although . to new discoveries.

We sell your stuff on eBay!
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WE MAKE IT EASY!
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UCF Health Services

What is osteoporosis and
how can I prevent it?
Osteoporosis is a disease in
·which bones become fragile
and are more likely to break. If
not prevented or if left
;i untreated, osteoporosis can
progress painlessly until a
bone breaks. These broken
bones, also known as frac~ tures, occur typically in the
hip, spine and wrist. ·
All bones can be affected,
) . but ones of special concern
are fractures of the hip and
spine. A hip fracture almost
always requires hospitaliza\ tion and major surgery. It can
. impair a person's ability to

)

·-Classic 0 3 MAZDA EAST 401-681-2222

walk unassisted, and may
cause prolonged or permanent
. disability or even death. Spinal
fractures also have · serious
consequences, including loss
of height, severe back pain and
deformity.
Before the age of 30, building strong bdnes can be the
best defense again?t developing osteoporosis. Maintaining
a healthy lifestyle can be critically important for keeping
bones strong.
In addition to maintaining
healthy lifestyles, women on
certain forms of birth control
are at an even greater risk.
According to the Food and
Drug Administration, women
who are currently using the
Depo-Provera Contraceptive
Injection are at a greater risk
for developing osteoporosis.
The longer the .birth-control
drug is used, the greater the
loss of boh~ density in a user.
In addition, bone-density loss
may not reverse completely
when women stop using
Depo-Provera. The FDA and
the drug's manufacturer have
taken action to ensure that
physicians and patients have
access to this important information by ·
Osteoporosis is preventable for most people. Prevention of this disease is very
important because, while
there are treatments for osteoporosis, there is currently no
cure. There are five steps to

•••

'

prevent osteoporosis. While important for good bone
no one step alone is enough to health. You are more likely to
prevent osteoporosis, all five reach your. peak bone density
may increase the chances of than those who are inactive, if
you exercise regularly ·in
maintaining healthy bones.
childhood and adolescence.
Steps to bone health and osteoThe best exercise for your
porosis prevention:
. bones is weight-bearing exer1. Get your recommended cise such as walking, dancing,
daily amounts of calcium and jogging, stair-climbing, racquet sports and hiking. If you
vitamin D.
2. Engage in regular, weight- have been sedentary most of
bearing exercise.
your adult life, be sure to
3. Avoid smoking and exces- · check with your health-care
sive alcohol.
provider before beginning any
4. Talk to· your health-care exercise program.
provider about bone health.

YOU DIDN'T

SLEEP

THROUGH ECON.

Calcium tips

Vitamin Dtips
Vitamin D is a steroid hormone that is known for its role
in regulating body levels of
calcium and phosphorus, and
in mineralization of bone. It is
needed for the body to absorb
calcium. You will be unable to
absorb calcium from the foods
you eat, and your body will
have to take calcium from
your bones without enough
vitamin D. Vitamin D comes
from two sources: through.the
skin following direct exposure
to sunlight and from the diet.
Experts recommend a daily
intake between 400 and 800
IU per day, which also can be
obtained from fortified dairy
products, egg yolks, saltwater
fish and liver.

Calcium is essential for the
heart, muscles and nerves to
function properly, and for
blood to clot. Inadequate calcium is thought to contribute
to the development of osteoporosis. National nutrition
surveys have shown that many
women and young girls consume less than half the
amount of calcium recommended to grow and maintain
healthy bones.
An appropriate calcium
intake falls between 1,000 and
1,300 milligrams a day,
depending on your age. If you
have difficulty getting enough
calcium from the foods you
eat, you may take a calcium
supplement to make up the
difference.

Exercise tips
Exercise

SHOW YOUR PARENTS

is . especially
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~ $500

COLLEGE GRAD .REBATE:

We'll lay an extra $500 on you toward the purchase of any exhilarating new Mazda, as
long as you'll graduate within the next six months or two years (depending on degree
program)-or you have graduated within the past two. And that's even on the all·new
MAZDA3. The car that delivers so much for so little. it'll make you rethink what's possible.
407-681-2222 • crogers@classlcmazda.com •HWY 436 BETWEEN
COLONIAL DRIVE & UNIVERSITY BLVD NEXT TO CLASSIC NISSAN
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E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

AND YOU MAY GET YOUR TEXTBOOKS FREE

UCF BOOKSTORE TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIP
)

Write a 250 word essay explaining ''If I were a book, my title would be... "
and you have·a chance to win free textbooks • . There Will be two scholarships
awarded per college. Winners are chosen by the Bookt?tore .Advisory Committee
·and Will be notified via telephone.._ There will be an award cer~mony for all winners.
Deadline for Fall 2005/Spring2006/Summer2006 Scholarship is Monday March 21, 2005 by 7:00pm,,

Applicant Criteria
-3.0 GPA
-Resume
-Attached degree audit

')

·1

-Enrolled in 12 credit hours (Undergraduate)
-Enrolled in 9 hours. (Graduate)
-Stapled Cover Letter (provided from the UCF Bookstore)

Bookstore
Your On-ca1npus S tore

.

4000 Central Florida Blvd; OrlandoJ Florida 32816 Phone (407) 823·2665 .Fax (407)
823--6282
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Horror stories from holiday
DomesticAlmported
Takina time out in Texas ·

Some ol'my fraternity brothers and I had no choice but to lock him in the bathrented aWinnebago and planned a trip to room. Well, we noticed another problem
South Padre, Texas.We had about reached when we realized our keg was in the bathTallahassee when we noticed abum on the · room.We chose to live without beer until we
side of the highway trying to hitchhike.We could drop him offand get some airfreshendecided that it would be fun to pick him up. er.He was pretty noisy for alittle bit and was
HeaskedustodrophiminPensacolaandwe complaining about having to sit in abathagreed.The only problem was that when he room,but after awhile he became quiet ...
got on the Winnie, he smelled so bad. We too quiet.We checked in on him and discov-

•Budweiser
• Coors Lite • Bud Lite
• Miller Lite • Ice House &

Cruisin' for a boozin'

ered that he had been drinking our keg beer
the entire time and passed out after puking
all over himself as well as wetting his pants.
Disgusted by this tum of events, we pulled
the Winnie over just outside Pensacola and
dropped him on the side of the highway.

Two years ago, some friends and I went on
acruise for Spring Break.One night after alot of
drinks I was walking down aflight of stairs and
Ijumped over the rail and tried to hold on to the
bars. It didn't work. I ended up falling to the
ground and breaking my hand and wrist in two
spots. I spent the rest of the night in the cruise
ship's clinic, which wasn't much of atreat. They
gave me this cheap sling and cast and sent me
on my way.We landed in Key West the next day
and I was pretty bummed out and frustrated
about my injury. On the last night of the trip, I
said,"Screw it," and went out with my friends to
have a good time. I got wasted and met this
random girl and she said she had been watching me all week, so I decided to go for it. We
went back_ to her ·room for a little late-night
action.The only problem was I couldn't do anything because my arm was in asling. She had to
do everything from undress me to put the condom on. I could only lie back and let her do
everything. Maybe it's not such ahorror story.

- BRYAN ELY,27
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Domesti1 Kegs.~. $46" +
Kirin lchiban ___ 5 99 99 +
Rolling Rock ___ 5 79 99 +
Killians Red ___ 5 66 99 +
Michelob Lite ___ 5 60 99 +
Yuengling ___ 5 67 99 +
Heineken ___ 5 1 24 99 +
New Castle ___ 5 1 59 99 +
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GOOD QUALITY WINE
. CIGARffiES •CHIPS• CAND.IES
DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL

-DANNY,22

Four friends and I went to Key West in 2003
and we shared one hotel room. We went out the
first night and drank our heads off.Three of us came
back to the hotel room around 3 a.m. One of our
friends met a girl who was staying down the hall
from us and he went home with her.They had their
fun and she passed out. He went to the bathroom,
left afloater and was apparently proud of this.The
fifth guy came back to the hotel room around 5
a.m. He was so drunk that he opened the nightstand where we keeping our cell phones and he
relieved himself all over them. I had to buy a new
phone.

•

12 PK. BUDWEISER

12 PK. Kirin lchiban
bottles
O~LY $799

, ONLY

$899

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443
Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - 2am

Rough

Weekend? ~
l

- BARRITT MULFORD,23

- STORIES COMPILED BY ASHLEY BURNS

On ice in Cancun
I went to Cancun witlr a bunch of
friends and one night we were at aclub,of
course, drinking.I had to go to the bathroom, but the line was way too long so I
decided to go out back and find abush.As
I left the club, Idon't remember much, but
a guy approached me as I was relieving
myselfand I ended up in acop car.
There was an officer driving and an
officer in the back seat with me. Every
time Itried to speak,the officer in the back
seat would raise his hand like he was
going to slap me. Finally, I ended up in a
Mexican jail around 2 a.m. I didn't know
what to do or where I was, but I knew I
didn't want to be in a jail for my entire
Spring Break so I started yelling,''l'm not
here on vacation! I came here to work! I've
been working all week and you arrested
me while I was working!"
I offered the cops money and I
begged and pleaded, but the thing that
worked was screaming and yelling for a
solid half-hour.They eventually let me out
and since all Iknew was that they drove in
one direction to the jail, I had to run in the
other direction to get back. So it's 3a.m.
and I'mrunning down astreet in Mexico
and I don't have aclue where I am.I didn't
have to spend a penny to get myself out
of jail, but later on I found out that my
· friends all chipped in some money and
paid a cop to get me out. Too bad their
money had nothing to do with me get- ·
ting out of jail.
-OMAR,25

No rest in Key West
Two years ago we had agroup ofl 1
friends heading down to Key West to stay
in arented condo.We stopped offin Palm
Beach Gardens for anight so we could be
fresh for the long ride in the morning.One
of the smarter guys in the group decided
we should hit a liquor store on the way
down so we didn't run into any stores
that were.hiking its prices for people like
us.One of.the guys in our group was alittle strapped for cash that week, so he
decided he'd buy two liters ofthe cheapest liquor he could find and live offofthat
for the week.
He kept asking himself,''What am Iin
the mood for this week?" After a halfhour of painful deliberation he decided
on screwdrivers (vodka and orange
juice). Picking a cheap brand of vodka
was easy because all he had to do was
look at the very bottom shelf. He felt a
desperate urge to save as much money as
possible and go with the cheapest possible bottle.The result? Murmansk vodka.
None of us had ever heard of it a·nd
the only result we expected was alaugh
at how cheap he was.Six or seven hours
later, depending on how much time it
took us to track down the condo's landlord with the key, we settled into our residence for the week. It was much nicer
than some of us had expected, but; of
course, some bitched and moaned
because we had to share beds - something we knew the entire time we
planned this trip.
Complaints aside, we began our
weeklong binging, and our fearless com-

panion began enjoying his Murmansk
vodka. The first night went fine.Everyone
was blitzed, everyone was happy. But
then the second night arrived. Apparently Murmansk and our friend's stomach
began to disagree.
We hit Duval Street, as did the rest of
the UCF student body staying in Key
West, and our buddy decided he didn't
feel well and needed to go back to the
condo.We returned forthe evening many
hours later to hear asound coming out of
the bathroom that was like a cross
between a bear giving birth and two
trucks colliding. It was our friend throwing up violently ... for three hours.
The neXt day he thought everything
was fine so he went right back at it. He
dran~;some Murmansk and nothing
happened. He couldn't get drunk.So he
decided Jagermeister was the answer.
Eight shots later he led the way to Duval
and by the time he made the street he
couldn't even stand up. His last triumphant moment of that Spring Break
was when he stopped arandom female ·
on thestreet and screamed to his friends,
"Look at these boobies!" He then stumbled back to the condo and fell asleep on
the table on the back patio.
Fortunately he bounced back and
managed to have agood time. God bless
M1,1rmansk vodka. Unfortunately, his fraternity little brother hooked up with agirl
staying four condos over arid he ignored
herforthe rest ofthe week, so she superglued all of the locks on his car doors.
1

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Cond uct ·
. . ?.
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.

Some friends and I go to Key West every year.
We booked ahotel room last year and we picked up
beer and burgers for abarbecue when we arrived.
We also picked up some fireworks. There were
about 20 of us drinking arid eating, and we started
lighting off mortar shells and roman candles. This
old guy sitting on the patio next to us complained
to the cops and the hotel manager and we were
kicked out oft.he hotel instantly.No warning whatsoever.
So it's 1a.m: and we're running around trying
to find another hotel but none are open. Finally, we
find one hotel that's still open and we get one
room. This room could maybe fit four people comfortably and we snuck 15 in.I had one bed to myself
because I had a broken collarbone. Everyone else
was packed like sardines into whatever space was
left in the room. It's about 4 a.m. and the room is
silent when one of the guys begins singing"lsn't it
Ironic." Everyone is irate because we're all trying to
sleep. Finally, everyone falls asleep around 5 a.m.,
but tWo people started fighting and woke me up
soon after.
I fell back asleep, but was again woken, this
time by a fire alarm around 7 a.m. We thought it
was ajoke, but it turned out the hallways were full
ofsmoke.The fire department came and we all had
to go outside in our boxers. It was about 40 degrees
outside and we had to wait until the fire was put
out.Turns out the two guys fighting decided to start
afire for no reason.Maybe it was their way to make
up.
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The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you
free written information about my qualifications and experiences.
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Protessional
Car Wash with
Oil Change!

- KEVAN STONE,26

Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~:::4

umversity Blvd

~

~

• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required
• Check & fill transmission I transaxle fluid

I

' First time guest, one per customer
Waterford Lakes location only

·Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure
• Check headlights
• Check serpentine belt
• Check coolant in
reservoir

~.~
East Colonial Drive

~ Cl

..

Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vlih1cles

I
I
I
I
I
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·----------------------------------·
UCF6

7583 University Blvd.
~.nter Park
·

I Sat-Sun 8-6 t?.m. ' ·j
Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m.
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Does This Sound Like You?
• Feeling down or sad ·
• Have difficulty making decisions

)

• Feeling hopeless or worthless
• Can't sleep or co'ncentrate
• Feel like crying
• Low energy and ·no appetite
• Just don't enjoy things the way you used to
You May Have Depression, A Very Real Disease

If you're between the ages of 18 and 65 and have taken
medication for your depression, you may be eligible.
,l

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

) . Sophomores Jennifer Torres and Brian Rizo, both ~sychology m~jors, take part in a skit that spoke about the spread of HIV and AIDS.

. Suragh: This event will teach
, people about self-mutilation
FROM

Al

·• to relieve tension. "Tbis event
will educate people about cutting or self-mutilation," she said.
"I didn't even realize cutting
was a problem in the United
States, but it is."
Both students said they felt
2 that the tunnel will help educate students and faculty on
issues they didn't know were
present
in, today's society.
)
Junior Deena Shortridge
eagerly awaits this year's event
and is thrilled she can attend "I
·~ never could make it because I
would find out after it took

GRE

place, but this year will be dif- Hate with Understanding,
ferent," she said.
Compassion and Acceptance"
Shortridge feels the simula- on Monday.
tion can help educate others
Students sang and perand alleviate discrimination on formed poetry to raise money
campus. "I feel that in life we · for the Matthew Shepard Founshould not be looking for ways . dation, which was started by
to bring each other down but Shepard's parents in hopes of
instead uplift each other, educating people about the
because life is hard enough as it negative power of hate.
is," Shortridge said
Sl:).epard, 22, died after being
Another group on campus beaten in an anti-gay hate crime
also worked last week to edu- in Laramie, Wyo., in 1998.
cate students about oppression.
Attendees to the event paid a
Project Spotlight, an on-cam- $5 donation, which went to the
pus organization that sponsors foundation to aid in events such
productions of film and theater, as high school and college lecstaged an event titled "Replace tures.

GMAT

LSAT

Call CORE Research at 407-644-1165 to see if you qualify for
a clinical trial researching an investigational drug for the treatment
of depression, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Squibb.

People who participate in this study will receive study-related
medication, medical care, and lab work.

Call today! 407-644-1165.
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Short Courses Available!

Finally,
One low rate,
One high score,
One great ·place!
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"Bringing UCF to You"

(407)882-0260
. i

-

Most nu rses spend t he ir entire careers in the same hospital. In the Unit e d
States Air Force , it's unli ke ly you'll even spe nd it in t he same state or country.
You'll have t he opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared
responsibility w hen you have the. opportunity to actually lead your team.
So u nd li ke the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRFORC E. COM / heatthca re • 1 - 800- 588- 52 60

BARC: 'Orlando billboards
needed to expose cruelty'
FROM

Al

whole grains."
"You don't have to be vegan
or vegetarian to support animal rights," said Sara Beniamino, co-president of BARC.
"I just think if people had all
the facts, as I do, they'd get
there, a'cause I used to eat
meat, too."
To commemorate th~ 20th
anniversary of the Meatout, for
every $1,000 Orlando activists
raise for FARM, a billboard
will be placed on a major
Orlando roadway informing
passersby of the- realities of
factory farming and encouraging viewers to become vegetarians.
Dan Holbert, co-president
of BARC said: "The money
raised for this event goes to
FARM, which does great work
within the United States and
around the world to address
the plight of farmed animals. If
OARA and BARC raise at least
$1,000 together, then
get a
billboard in the Orlando area
showing people the cruelty of
factory farming ·a nd asking
them to go veg! If BARC and
OARA each get 10 people to
raise $50, then we've got the
billboard."
FARM started the Great

we

American Meatout on March
20, 1985. Since its inception,
animal-rights activists have ·
held events on or around
March 20 to raise awareness of
the plight of farm animals and
to encourage people to kick
the habit of eating meat. Since
1985, the Meatout has grown to
glob.a l proportions, with
events in 11 countries and 38
states this year.
According to BARC, more
than 100 universities and secondary schools in the United
States encourage students, faculty and staff to give Meatout a
try.
"Every being deserves a
voice," said OARA leader
Sarah Miller. "Won't you join
us in being that voice?"
The walk is .free to attend
and · participate, but walkers
who pay a $20 registration fee
will receive a T-shirt commemorating the event. BARC
encourages walkers to find a
sponsor and come out, support
animal rights and enjoy a free
vegan lunch.
BARC has a table outside
the Student Union on Wednesdays. Representatives want to
talk to people interested in the
group and educate students
about the issues facing animals
- particularly those used for

foods - but also animals used
for entertainment, those tested
on, endangered species and
other mistreated animals.
For more information on

animal. rights activism, go to
http://barcdontbite.org,
http://ineatout.org,
http://orlandoanimalrights.org
or http://farmusaorg.

Curious. Disciplined. Detennined. Aperson with a flair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fit the bill? Then there's a job waiting for you at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching fot:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Posi~ions at all le~els ar~ open now
and throughout the spring semester. Full/partial scholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regul~rty, a~ ~ell as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice a week. Scholarship position.
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who ~nt to grow with th_e
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently bemg
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.
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Teaching is her
'whole enchilada'
FROM A2

simply wrong to be offensive."
She does not make overt
political statements in class, but
she does encourage her students to think for themselves.
While lecturing her students
about Antigone, Sophocles' play
about a woman who challenges
an unjust law, she said, "Some
laws may be decreed that are
not right. Just because you have
power to make a law doesn't
make it right. True patriots get
in trouble even today for questioning laws made in the last
few years, and ofcourse, then all
hell breaks loose."
She compares herself to her
hero Socrates, who was falsely
accused of corrupting the youth
after he criticized Athens' leadership's decision to engage in an
unwise war. He carried out his
own death sentence by drinking
hemlock to show that as a citizen he respected the decisions
of his country. She said, "I don't

mind getting in trouble and
·drinking hemlock, but I'll
choose when and where I'll
make my splash."
Considering the news lately
about a college professor at
another school who was investigated for voicing his political
views, it's possible her reference
to hemlock refers to her fear
that by making political statements she could be fired from
her job.
. Despite her perceived risk,
she is brainstorming ways to
exercise freedom of speech. She
talked about wanting to figure
out a way to sky dive and drag
an enormous banner behind
her. She did not disclose what it
would say, but ifshe has her way
about it, we will all find out
eventually.
Whatever the future holds,
there is something that Maukonen definitely wants to be
doing: "teaching one way or
another, learning one way or
another, until I die."
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NeW way to register for
:class not a requirement
FROM

Al

> tunity to do so in advance."

As the institution grows ui
size, school officials need to be
able to plan better, Poisel said.
J "One of the ways to do that
would be to get people to plan
ahead and think about a whole
year's perspective."
Multiple-term registration
evolved from the Grad on
Track program, which is
J UCF's four-year graduation
program that started last fall.
The program identifies freshman students who have cho~ sen a specific major and provides them with a four-year
plan and the ability to register
for courses a ·year at a time,
"> guaranteeing that they will
graduate in four years.
Judy Sindlinger, director of
..the Office of Student Support
in the College of Health and
Public Affairs, said she
believes multiple-term regisiJ tration will help ·students.
''.Students need to plan ahead,''
she said. "This will help them
look into the future."
The College of Health and
Public Affairs offers eight lim- .
ited-access programs, includ~ ing nursing and social work.
"Students are selected in the
spring term, but are unable to
register until they have been
1 accepted,''
Sindlinger said.
"However, since the classes
are small, [students] can
almost be guaranteed a class."
In the meantime, they will
be able to register for electives
and prerequisites they need
for their program, she said.
1
Students who register for
their prerequisites and fail to
meet the requirements to par) ticipate in a particular course
may be dropped from the
dependent courses.
"Once students register for
·1 their prerequisites, the system
will allow them to register for
the additional courses," Poisel
. said "The system assumes the
·~ student is going to pass their
class. Therefore, it won't pre·vent the student from register> ing for future courses."
; "Students will need to monitor more closely their course
selection for future terms,''
, said Melissa Dagley-Falls,
director of the College of Engineering and Computer Science A.cademic .Affairs. "For
• example, if a student is unsuccessful in a prerequisite
course, th.e y will need to make
,., schedule adjustments for possibly two semesters in the
future."

The College of Engineering
and Computer Science already
has five-year projected schedules for its programs. However,. due to the new changes,
there will be schedule-building for three semesters at a
time instead of one or two
semesters, Dagley-Falls said.
The College of Engineering
and Computer Science isn't
the only college planning
ahead.

"multiple-term
registration will
benefit me
because before,
Iwould want to
know what
classes were
being offered
.ahead of time,"
- REINA MIRANDA

"Many departments in the
College of Arts and Sciences
have been preparing for the
past year,'' said Lee Anne Kirkpatrick, director of the Office
of Academic Support and
Informational Services for the
College of Arts and Sciences.
"Each department is trying to
do what's best for them."
The Department of Biology
will be enforc·i ng prerequisites. "We feel that this is necessary for you to be properly
prepared for yoi,rr various
classes and to help you to succeed in these classes," said
Frank Logiudice, undergraduate program coordinator for
the biology department.
Kirkpatrick said the departments are doing everything
they can to . help, but she
encouraged students to consult with their program advisor, which they should do at
the start of each semester,
regardless of the changes.
"Students need to understand that they should still
seek advisement throughout
the year, even though they may
not need to change their
course registration,'' DagleyFalls said.

The Registrar's Office has
been working with colleges
and academic departments to
begin the class scheduling
process for the upcoming
terms.
"We have expanded our
focus to prepare the schedule
Web guide for online access,''
Dulniak said. "The online
guide also includes updated .
tutorials to assist students
with the registration process.''
According to UCF officials,
the dates, deadlines and procedures will not change." Tuition
and fees will be due during the
term of instruction, and enrollment appointments will begin
March 28 and last through the.
add/drop period of the respective term. Students will have
until that add/drop period to
change their class schedule.
"I personally feel as though
multiple-term registration will
benefit me because before, I
would want to know what
classes were being offered
ahead of time,'' said Reina
Miranda, 20, a microbiology
and molecular biology major.
"Now I won't have to guess
because I'll already know."
Like Miranda, some students, especially those graduating within the next three
semesters, find multiple-term
registration beneficial. However, others disagree.
"I think it's an unfortunate
idea by the university,'' said
Gustavo Rodriguez, a 23-yearold microbiology and molecular biology major. "This has a
high possibility of completely
limiting the student's potential. Quite frankly, this lends
itself to constricting the student's ·academic curriculum by
mapping their entire next
three semesters, as opposed to
allowing them to enrich and
diversify their education.''
Erica Bass, 23, feels as
though she will not gain any
benefit from the multiple-term
registration. "I appreciate that
the university is trying to make
our lives a little easier, but I
don't feel as though this is the
way to go about it,'' the political science major said.
Said Poisel: "There are a lot
of benefits that come along
with multiple registration. But
it is a change that will take
some time for people to figure
out and feel comfortable with.''
The Registrar's Office has a
Web site to help answer questions students may have. For
additional information, students can visit http://registrar.uc£edu/MTR_l.htm.
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11651 Universnv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• limited Maid Service
• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

· Stunts riothing new
") FROM

Al

Yet this isn't the first stunt
for Mathers and Berry. They've
:~· oeen close friends and partner
pranksters since their days at
Rutherford High School in
Panama City.
ii
"I had an idea for ALF to run
as our senior class ·president,''
said Berry, a digital media
major. "[Mathers] was in TV
~· production and ran ads for ALF
on the school's closed circuit
Tv."
To their surprise, the students of Rutherford flooded
the ballot boxes with write-ins
for the famous puppet sitcom

star. Unfortunately for Mathers, a much less infamously
faulty Floridian voting machine
almost cost him his high school
academic career.
"The voting machine was
old and not designed for writeins and read them as voids,''
Mathers said. "The machine
was only used to dealing with
about 10 to 20 voids at a time.
All of a sudden it started
receiving hundreds, and the
machine overheated. It created
an internal fire.''
The fire was put out, and a
manual recount was performed. The administrators
didn't find Mather's ALF cam-

paign quite as funny after it
cost them an expensive voting
machine, and they threatened
him with suspension.
Mathers views his brush
with suspension as worth the
risk. He thinks it brought some
much-needed levity to a student election he feels was
being taken too seriously and
was becoming too heated.
"I think we should mock
anything that's taken too seriously,'' Mathers said. "That was
one of the main principles
behind the Dada movement
after WWI. If we make fun of
everything, maybe we won't
have any more wars.''
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Master's Degree in School
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Earn Your
Master's Degree in Mental
HealthCounseling

FREE MONTH

407-207-0011

11583 University Blvd. UCF

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

Guidance and Counseling
Specialist Degree in School Psychology
• convenient course format tailored
for the working professional
• small class sizes
• 30 years of experience delivering quality
psychology degrees in Florida
• applications now being accepted

• Pet Friendly
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Wait for
dance is
long for ·
UCF men

Baseballgives St. Joe's a smackdown
Record-breaking fourth inning grounds the
Hawks and propels the Knights to victory
since 2000.
The rampage started early for
the Knights, as they took a 2-0 lead
So much for the struggling after one inning on Hawks' freshoffense. UCF men's baseball man starter Matt Gilbert. In the
unloaded on the Hawks of St. .second, UCF scored four on SJU,
Joseph's Tuesday night, scoring a led by a pair of RBI singles and a
school-record 13 runs in the fourth two-run error by SJU second baseinning alone, en route to the most man Robert Pimpinella After SJU
runs in a game for the Knights answered in the fourth with a run,

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

the Knights unleashed the hounds. bases loaded. All of a sudden, it was
It started innocently enough, 19-1 after four innings.
with a Dave Lambert groundout.
John-Michael Howell ripped
Eighteen batters, 13 runs, five two doubles in the inning, knockwalks, four singles, three doubles, a ing in a career-high four RBis. Matt
balk, a hit batsman and two outs Ray went two-for-two for the
later, the Knights set new school game, batting in three and scoring
records for runs and hits in an . four times. Kevin Richmond also
inning. St. Joseph's sent four pitch- chipped in with a two-for-five
ers to the mound - only two of night, scoring three times and
which actually recorded outs. The recording two RBI. As a team, UCF
amazing part is that it could have went 16-for-40 at the plate with a
been worse - the Knights had a
. runner caught stealing and left the
PLEASE SEE RODRIGUEZ ON A12
·
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A-Sun champs hope to be
prepared for tournament
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

The next week could be the most challenging
of the season for the men's basketball team.
And it won't even.play a single game.
Over the next seven days, uncertainty and a
long layoff will be the Knights' most formidable
opposition as they prepare for a return to the
NCAA Tournament
After clinching a bid back to the tournament
in last weekend's A-Sun tourna.ment, the Knights began the
long wait and buildup to next
week's main event
With all the major conference tournaments starting ·
today, the Knights won't know Pll~•.411._
who they are playing until Sunday evening when the brackets Edwards
are revealed
Depending ·on whom they
are matched up with; UCF will
then have to wait until either
Thursday or Friday of next
week before they actually return
to the court. A little rest is always
good late in a grueling season,
but the men are coming off
their best stretch of the year, Avant
winnfug 11 out of their last 12
·games. The Knights' biggest challenge will be to
maintain the edge they built up late in the sea' son
"I think we need to come in and play as hard
as we can," junior forward Will Bakanowsky
said "Keep. ourselves in shape, keep ourselves
· together and keep that edge - you know, that
chemistry that we found in the [A-Sun] tournament"
"That's why we've got to come out here and
work hard every day," senior guard Kingsley
Edwards said "Go at it 100 percent because we
know we're not going to play any games the
whole week"
UCF's late season run came without senior
leader Marcus Avant, who has been out since
mid-February with herniated discs in his back.
Avant and the Knights received more bad
news on Tuesday, as the 6-foot-7 forward learned
he will ' need surgery and will miss his final
chance to compete in the NCAA Tournament
"It's very frustrating," Avant said. "My last
opportunity to play ... no words can really
explain it right now:'
As a team, the Knights have been able to
adjust to the loss of their defensive leader and
succeed, but Avant's on-court presence is still
missed
"It's going to be tough,'' Edwards said,

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

No. 6 seed Lipscomb, seen above in a game on Dec.4, 2004, denied the Knights a chance to go to last year's NCAA Tournament with a last-second win. The Knights are the top in the.A-Sun tournament this year.

To make it back to the NCAA Tournament for the first time this
millennium, the Knights will need to win the A-Sun tournament
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

On Tuesday the UCF women's basketball team
boarded a bus to Dothan, Ala When the top-seeded
Knights return to Orlando on Sunday, they hope to be
traveling with the A-Sun tournament trophy and their
first trip to the NCAA Tournament in six years.
"That has been our goal since the beginning of the
season when we first started individual workouts,"
Coacp Gail Striegler said "The girls understand what's
at stake over the next three days~'
If the women's team can reach the NCAAs, the
Knights will pull off the double dip in March Madness
for the first time since 1996.
The Knights have fallen in the championship game
the previous two seasons, including a heartbreaking 64-

Women's basketball

PLAYER PROFILES

62 loss to Lipscomb last year. The Bison hit two free
throws with 2.6 seconds remaining to get their first berth
to the NCAAs a season ago.
UCF opens the conference tournament with Mercer
at 2 p.m. today. The Knights knocked off the Bears twice
during the regular season, including a 60-45 win at home
onJan.20.
· IfUCF makes the semifinals, the Knights will play the
winner ofthe Belmont and Stetson quarterfinal. That tip
is set for 7 p.m. on Friday evening. The tournament concludes with a 4 p.m. championship game Saturday.
But Striegler isn't looking past anyone, knowing that
Stetson was able to upset Belmont in the 1-8 game last
season
"They have a nice combination of athleticism and
PLEASE SEE

ANKLE ON A12

Golf having solid spring
Men struggle in final
round but continue
their overall good play

wire winner Coastal Carolina by
eight strokes.
· The final round was not kind to
the Knights as they shot a 9-overpar 297 and were· passed by Van- '
derbilt to finish in third place.
ANDY VASQUEZ
As has been the case in every
Sports Editor
tournament so far this spring, four
Men's golf returned to action out of five starting positions were
this week in Tallahassee after a filled by freshman.
Once again, the talented youths
two-week hiatus.
The Knights continued their of the men's golf team showed that
solid play from earlier in the spring they can contribute despite a l~ck
with a third-place finish in a field of of experience.
Recently, Preston Brown and
12 at the Seminole Intercollegiate.
The Knights' lineup was once Ben Leong have emerged as the
again dominated by freshmen, and most consistent freshmen
Brown had the best w~ek of the
once again the team's lone senior
Andreas Hoegberg showed his freshmen finishing in aJ:ie for 12th
at 3-over-par. Leong shot a finalyoung teammates how to play.
Hoegberg shot rounds of 71 and round 75 for his first-ever collegiate
69 in the first two rounds and tied top 20 finish.
Despite the Knights' struggles in,
for second place at 4-under-par.
The final round was not as kind the final round their performance
to the team's emotional leader and was a vast improvement over their
best player, as he carded a 3-over 75 play two w eeks ago in Ponte Vedra.
to fall out of contention for the indi- where they finished 11th out of 17,
vidual medalist honors. He fin- .their worst spring finish so far.
The Knights return to action
ished tied for fifth.
Coming into the final round, the this weekend in Myrtle Beach, S.C.
BRITT HARi I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Knights were alone in second at the General Jim Hackler Invita- Andreas Hoegberg, the only senior on the UCF men's golf team, has
been the emotional leader and best player for the Knights.
place, trailing the eventual v1rrrP-tO- tional.

Ali Roberts
Center
The senior is the most prolific shot blocker in UCF
women's hoops history.
The 6-foot-3center has
995 points and will most
likelyreach the 1,000point club thisweekend.

TakiraAllen
Center

The 6-foot-2Allen is a solid ·
all-around player. Earlier
this year she joined the
1,000-point club. The senior, along with Roberts has
been key to the program's
success.
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AVANT'S ON A11

Want to hit it big in an NCAA
bracket pool? Avoid the Zags.
I love March Madness. I don't
mean the phrase. It's worn out, if
you ask me.
I'm referring to the time of year.
With the NCAA Tournament a
week away and my Golden
Knights looking like a No. 14 seed
again, it feels like a Las Vegas
brothel is having a two-for-one
sale. It's the greatest feeling in the
world, and I can't think of anything that tops it. My school pride
is at an all-time high right now.
But the best thing about March
Madness is filling out my tournament bracket. I was actually going
to devote an entire column to
advice on how to fill out your
bracket, but seeing as I've never
won a bracket pool in my life, and
it's probably the most cliche thing
in the world of sports writing, I'm
simply going to offer three quick
tips:
1. No matter how much you like
them, do not - and I can't emphasize this enough - pick Gonzaga
to go past the second round. The
Zags have screwed me every single year they've been in the Tour-

•
~·

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

nament, and I'm ·tired of it.
They're like the Scott Baio of the
NCAA Tournament. They had
one good run a few years back, but
they'll never do anything good
again.
2. Forget 1i1111bers. Make your
choices with your gut. People like
me, who have a little more gut to
spare, often do very well until we
start looking at Wake Forest's freethrow shooting percentage or the
number of white guys on Niagara.
Gut instinct is always the best.
PLEASE SEE
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, Avant's ailing back
to keep him out
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Senior leader Marcus Avant will miss the NCAA Tournament with herniated discs in his back.
FROM
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"because Avant was a vital part
of our team. He rebounds,
defends, but we've been without
him for the last 12 games. Guys
just have to go on and keep stepping up:'
Despite the injury, Avant has
stayed positive, a testament to
his upbeat personality. The sen•• ior continues to make an
,• impact, and his behind-thescenes leadership has been
instrumental in the Knights'
late-season run.
"He's a huge contributor to
• our team," Bakanowsky said.
"It's good that we still have him
in our locker room, because a
big part of him is emotion and
getting ready to play."
Avant added, "I get on those
guys just like I would if I was
playing. I charge them when I'm
suited up and when I'm not suited up to be the best they can be
when they're out there. That's
what I do for this team right
now, just try to motivate them to
play the best they can."
UCF will have to play its best
basketball no matter whom it
draws on Selection Sunday. The
- Knights' first round opponent

will be the stiffest competition
they have seen all season. UCF
is projected to be a No. 15 or 14 .
seed, meaning that it is likely
that the Knights will face one of
the 10 best teams in the nation.
"We just know that we have
to get better," Bakanowsky said.
"Because we are going to be facing a No. 2 9r 3 seed. We can't
just maintain how we played in
the [A-Sun] tournament. Those
tournament games were our
best three games, so we need to
take the way we played in those
games and get ourselves to play
better for the tournament."
· For the Knights to have a
chance at winning, they realiz.e
it comes down to whether or
not they can take care ofthe ball.
Turnovers are the kryptonite to
UCF's smothering defense, and
giving the ball away has JJeen an
Achilles' heel of the Knights all
yearlong.
Selection Sunday will come
and go, and the Knights will take
the court late next week. Somewhere in America, the ball will
be tipped and finally the waiting
will be over.
Senior Gary Johnson said it
best "I think we are all going to
be a little anxious:•

Who wants a Dur_st sex tape?
FROM

AlO

3. Pick UCF to win in the
first round, no matter who the
Knights are playing. I've got a
good gut feeling about the
men in the first round. But
above all else, it's good mojo.
Follow those tips, and
you'll be taking your friends'
and co-workers' money in no
time. In the meantime, prepare for the hilarity and
unmatched ingenuity of the
Thursday tirade ...
The U. S. Congress is going
to subpoena Mark McGwire,
Sammy Sosa and five other
Major League Baseball players to testify at a hearing on
steroids. Barry Bonds isn't
one of those players. Isn't that
like having a hearing on porn
and not asking Jenna Jameson
to go? I've said before that I'll
believe Barry Bonds until
someone gives me some
proof, but why drag McGwire
through the mud when he's
not the one close to breaking
Hank Aaron's home run
record? Can't we just blame
the entire steroid issue on the
Yankees and move on?
The Miami Dolphins are
reportedly shopping Jason
Taylor because he won't convert to outside linebacker in a
new defensive scheme. Hon. estly, if they deal Taylor, I'm
going to give up on the Fins.
Being a Miami fan is like having a girlfriend who can't
cook or do laundry. It's borderline useless. As always, I'm
single for a reason ...
Speaking of NCAA Tournament pools, Rick Neuheisel
reached a $4.5 million settle-

ment with the University of
Washington and the NCAA
after he sued for wrongful termination. Neuheisel was
relieved of his duties as UDub's football coach after it
was discovered he participated in a bracket pool. Let me
get this straight: The guy
entered an NCAA Tournament pool and ended up win-'
ning $4.5 million. And to think
I get moody when I don't win
the $400 jackpot in my tournament pool ...
A sex tape of Limp Bizkit
singer - for lack of a better
term Fred Durst · has
popped up on the Internet.
Apparently the frontman isn't
just short in the talent department. But seriously, for all of
the 'women who hav;e ever
tried to . turn a gay guy
straight, your final solution
has arrived ...
Marshall football Coach
Bob Pruett retired after nine
seasons with the Herd. Now if
only the entire program
would follow suit ...
Britney Spears says that
practicing Kaballah has
changed her life. She said Jewish mysticism has helped her
turn her life around. So I
guess she's going to stop
tonguing over-the-hill pop
stars and divorce her freeloading poor man's Justin
Timberlake of a husband ...
The St. Louis Cardinals
have apparently given up on
Rick Ankiel as a pitcher and
are trying him as an outfielder. An epileptic octopus
would have better control on
the pitching mound than this
guy, but I really hope he gets

MARK J. TERRILL I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Seriously, no one should be downloading anything that involves Fred Durst and porno,

his act together. He's like
Scott Weiland to the Cardinals' Stone Temple Pilots.
Maybe as an outfielder he'll
become a Velvet Revolver...
Finally, words that I never
thought I'd utter in my life
actually came out of my
mouth the other day. When a
buddy of mine asked why I
wasn't going anywhere for
Spring Break, I actually said,
"because I'm tired of spending money to go see a bunch
of chicks running around top-

less." I know, I was shocked,
too. To make up for it, the
Future's opinions editor
Shannon Mau and myself are
taking a trip to Mons Venus
next week.
Everybody have a safe and
crazy Spring Break, and do
everything I would do. And
trust me, if someone asks you
about a donkey show, just
walkaway. ·
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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Marshall coach to retire
JI

HUNTINGTON, W. Va Marshall football Coach Bob
Pruett retired Wednesday after
nine years, saying it was time to
move on.
The 61-year-old Pruett told
the team of his decis• in the
morning and held a final news
conference three hours later.
Larry Kueck, Marshall's associate offensive coordinator and
quarterbacks coach. will serve
as interim coach.
"It's not about winning and
losing. It's not about inoney. It's
not about anything I didn't get,"
Pruett said. "It's just time. It's
well thought out. This is not a
sudden thing."
Athletic Director Bob Marcum was· disappointed, but he
respected Pruett's decision.
"There's no doubt, I've tried
everything possible to talk
Coach Pruett out of it. In fact, I
offered him my job," Marcum
said, jokingly. "I said, 'Listen, if
you want to be the athletic
director, that's no problem. I'm
highly mobile.'
"He said, 'That's crazy. I'm
giving up one pressure cooker.
Why do I want to take another
one?"'
.The decision comes as Marshall prepares to enter Conference USA this fall. The Thundering ~erd finished its final
season in the Mid-American
Coriference with a 6-6 record,
its first non~winning season in
21 years. The school moved to
Division I-A in 1997, a year after
it won the Division I-AA
national championship.
Pruett is the most successful
coach in Marshall's history,
going 94-23 with five MAC
championships and five postseason bowl victories.
During his tenure, Pruett
coached several .future NFL
stars, including receiver Randy
Moss and quarterbacks Chad
Pennington and Byron Left· '
wich.

24-hour high speed l11ternet
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.
Cohle TV Programming
with 68 channels plus HBO.
Unlimited local phone service
(4 private lines); electricity, water, sewer & pest
control included (no utility deposits)
Free shuttle service to and from UCF
JEFF GENTNER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Marshall football coach Bob Pruett smiles
while announcing his retirement this week.

Marshall won the conference championship from 19972000 and 2002. Pennington led
the 1999 team to a 13-0 record,
capped with a top 10 national
ranking.
.
Pruett, who said his health
was fine, wanted to spend
more time with his four grandsons.

·Michigan guard gets two years of
probation for choking girlfriend

l8SS than
1 mile tram UCFI

Frlendll Stan!
Great Nehlhbors!
clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fast Internet

ANN ARBOR, Mich. Michigan point guard Daniel
Horton
was
sentenced
Wedilesday to· two years' probation after pleading guilty to
grabbing his girlfriend by the
neck · and choking her in
December.
Judge Ann Mattson also
sentenced Hortein, of Cedar
Hill, Texas, to one year of counseling, said Steve Hiller, deputy
chief assistant prosecutor of
Washtenaw County. Hiller said
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the sentence was typical for
such an offense.
If Horton successfully completes his sentence, he will
have his conviction wiped
from his record, under the
Holmes Youthful Trainee Act.
Horton, a junior, was suspended for the rest of the season.
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Ankle injury knocks out Hudson
FROM
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shooting," Striegler said "We can't play
them the same way we did in the regular seasoIL Our kids are going to have to
step up playing some more minutes
and play some different positions along
with some different personnel they
might not be accustomed to."
The coach isn't concerned with the
2 p.m. start on a weekday.
"We have played plenty of those
this season, so it doesn't change our
routine," Striegler said. "The early
game gives us more rest, and I think
that will benefit our kids over the
long haul."
UCF has ·h ad a deep bench filled
with talent all season, and the Knights
are hoping that will help take them to
the next level
"I wouldn't want to have the task of
trying to scout us. rve said since day
one I think, hands down, we are the
deepest team in the conference,"
Striegler said "I think that every one of
our kids gets in almost every game. I
don't think that I have kids who have
not been in every game when they
were healthy."
UCF will have to go deeper into its
bench, playing the tournament without its leading scorer, guard Celeste
Hudson. The Lyman High graduate
averaged 11.2 points per contest and
averaged more than 35 percent from
the 3-point line.
"She is out six to eight weeks with
the injury, so she will not be playing in
the conference tournament," Striegler
said 'We will have to make a few
adjustments along the way and have
some kids step up so we have a shot at
winning it all''
Hudson brought much more to the
table than scoring for the Knights. She
was the team's second best on the
boards, grabbing six per game.
"Celeste did a lot of things for us;'
Striegler said "She was probably our
best guard defendei: She was second in
assists, leads in scoring and second in
rebounding."
Hudson went down in the second
half against Belmont last Wednesday, so well without the basketball, and
injuring her ankle while driving hard to that's a big part of why she is getting
the basket. After completing a jump so many open looks on the interior."
Some other candidates likely to fill
stop and passing the ball to the outside,
the junior came up hobbling.
the void are guards LaShay King and
BUt UCF didn't panic or allow one Claudia Johnson.
King battled an ankle injury in the
loss to turn into two losses entering the
beginning of the season but is starting
conference tournament
The Knights had some unlikely to regain the form that led her to a
heroes in the 54-51 victory at Lipscomb team-high 116 assists last season.
Johnson has been clutch off the
that closed the regular season. Guard
Lashaunda Slade tallied 10 points, -bench this season, instrumental in the
including the game-leading layup 81-40 thumping of Campbell on Feb.
with 1:35 remaining.
19. Her five 3-pointers in the second
Forward Keunta Miles scored 10 half sparked the Knights to a 53-20
points offthe bench in only 14 minutes second stanza.
"She's not on a lot of teams' scoutof actioIL
"People are just going to have to ing reports," Striegler said. "CJ can
fill their roles," Striegler said. "Shay- really light it up and will make teams
la Smith stepped in and did a great pay when she is left open."
job defensively against Lipscomb.
UCF also has a strong inside presWe only have nine healthy kiqs now, ence from centers Ali Roberts and
so all nine of them are going to play Takira Allen. The duo combines for
every night and all nine of them an average of 20 points per game.
have to fill their role in order for us
Roberts has scored in the double
figures in 13 of 20 conference games
to win it."
Miles has been a diamond in the this season, while Allen has come out
rough, and even though she is averag- strong lately, scoring in double figures
ing only 11 minutes per game, she's hit- in six of her last seven games, leading
the Knights in scoring.for three of the
ting close to 60 percent of her shots.
"Keke is just instant offense," last five games.
By the end of the weekend, both
Striegler said "She has been moving

I.•

Runs UCF baseball had in the
fourth inning of its 22-3 win vs.
St. Joe's, a single-inning record

UCF batters went to the
plate during the fourth
inning of the St. Joe's game
Tuesday

·1i1

Recruits signed by the UCF
men's soccer team this
week, all from the state of
Florida
fl )

C>

Players from women's
hoops achieved A-Sun AllAcademic honors this year

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Who's hot

Who's not

Men's baseball.
At16-3,the
Knights are off to
their best start
since 1977. On
Tuesday they set
season highs in
both runs and
hits over St.Joe's.

St.Joe's baseball.
The Knights
pounded them
on Tuesday, scoring 22.runs, ·
including 13 in
one inning. The
loss dropped the
Hawks to 2-11.

Upcoming
Women's hoops is in Dothan, Ala., at the A-Sun
tournament, which runs through Saturday ...
Softball is at the Speedline Tournament in
Tampa today through Sunday ... Baseball
opens up a three-game series tomorrow with
Campbell and finishes the series on Saturday
with a doubleheader against the Fighting
Camels ... Men's tennis faces Boston College
today at the UCF Tennis Complex, and the
Knights host South Florida on Saturday.

Quotables

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If UCF hopes to make it to the NCAA Tournament, Takira Allen, top, will need to increase her scoring output.
The Knights leading scorer Celeste Hudson, above, was injured last week and will be out the rest of the year.

should be in the exclusive 1,000 point
club. Allen is already there, whereas
Roberts is just five points away from
joining her teammate.
Both are also dosing in on 600
career rebounds that would put them
third and fourth all-time at UCF.

Rodriguez gets plenty of run
support in another victory

.,

"The pain just won't go away."
- MEN'S HOOPS MARCUS AVANT ON HIS

Roberts is only four rebounds shy of
joining Allen in that club.
"They have both been special players for our program over the last four
seasons," Striegler said "fve always
said at this time ofyear, you only go as
far as your seniors will take you."

SEASON-ENDING BACK INJURY

"It's going to take a lot out of a lot of people."
- WOMEN'S HOOPS COACH GAIL STRIEGLER
ON THE UPCOMING A-SUN TOURNAMENT

WHERE-IS TROPleAI; FORD?
"'""
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL '
ORLANDO, FI:, 32837~
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REMEMBERI
IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD SAVE
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THOUSANDS!

Junior John-Michael Hall was key in the Knights' record fourth inning. He had two doubles and recorded a career-high four RBis in the game.
FROM
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team batting average of .400.
Lost in the madness was
another solid performance by
Ray Rodriguez on the hill, as
he tossed five innings of twohit ball, giving up just one run.
UCF Coach Jay Bergman then
decided to give his bullpen a
workout.
Bergman sent in Matt
Rhodes, Matt McClung, Kyler

Bender and Jeremy Thorne to
each throw one inning of
relief. They surrendered just
two runs on five hits. UCF tallied three more runs to end
the scoring.
The win gives the Knights
their best start since 1977,
matching their 16-3 start that
season.
They face Campbell to start
conference play in a thre~
garrie set Friday and Saturday.

Notes
Eight of nine UCF starters
recorded hits ... St. Joe's didn't
help its own cause, committing
six errors and allowing a dozen
walks·'· The 13-run outburst in
the fourth broke the old UCF single-inning record of 11, set at a
1990 game against BethuneC:ookman ... UCF last scored 20
runs in a game last St. Patrick's
Day against Wagner ... Trm Ford
pitched in with his first career hit.
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Even a 'bad' break
can be good
E

ver.ybody has a bad
Spring Break at some
point in their college
career.
Whether it be the time that
you pass out in a dumpster with
a dead cat stapled to your leg,
or the time you couldn't go anywhere because you didn't have
the money and you ended up
sitting home all week watching
reruns of the Golden Girls,
there's a good chance you've
had a horrible Spring Break.
But students keep on trucking no matter what and continue to pursue that Spring Break
Holy Grail, or rather tlte perfect
Spring Break.
What defines a perfect
Spring Break? Is it returning
home after a week of terrorizing a foreign island with stories
of sexual escapades and drunken belligerence? Is it escaping
the mental tyranny of professors and exams and risking it all·
for one amazing week? It doesn't matter.
Spring Break is probably the
greatest thing that will ,ever
happen to most of us in our lifetimes. Forget marriage, forget
children. Spring Break provides
enough stories to make Shakespeare envious. We're not talking about the type of stories
that pass in random conversations. These are the tales that
define our generation. They put

an exclamation mark ort an
individual's college career.
These stories are what most
people aspire to remember long
enough that they can tell their
grandchildren when they're
preparing for Spring Break.
More than anything, we want to
remember them so we can .
remind ourselves in the professional world that at one point
life was fun.
This next week should be a
youthful regale for most UCF
students. Too many people take
their Spring Break for granted.
If your idea of a perfect Spring
Break is sleeping all week and
waking up in time to watch
UCF men's basketball play in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament, then so be it. If
your idea of a perfect Spring
Break is going home to visit
your family and mooch off your
parents for a week, don't let
anyone stop you.
·
Above all else, though, don't
let a textbook tie you down.
Don't let some professor that's
too out of touch with reality
keep your eye off the prize. If
you're too worried about your
grades to enjoy the pinnacle
week of your college career,,
then something is seriously
wrong.
Better yet, if some professor
actually has the gall to serve
you an exam or assign some 15-

page paper on the dichotomy of
religious turtles then just say
no.
Raise a middle finger and
then raise a beer because there
are two weeks out of the semester that a professor is morally
obligated to not assign you a big
assignment: the first week of
the semester and Spring Break.
Spring Break is about being a
child in a time when we're supposed to become adults. We've
spent our entire lives being
taught manners and _a ppropriate behavior. Is there a time in
our lives better than Spring
Break to throw all of that bogus
adult propaganda out the window and let the chips fall where
they may?
What it all boils down to is
this week is supposed to be
about having fun. If your idea of
fun is spending the night in a
Tijuana jail because you "didn't
know she was a hooker," then
by all means do it. If your idea
of fun is burying your nose in a
book about Egyptian pottery on
the third floor of the UCF
library, rock on party animals.
Whatever you do, don't
waste this chance to make a
memory. Believe it or not, one
day down the road you're either
going to be thankful to have the
memory of such a time or
you're going to hate yourself for
not.
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All is not fine
with Sinn ·Fein
T

ii•

he American war on terday. "There is no way we can
ror recently turned in a
make any progress that includes
, Sinn Fein until there is a total
different direction to a
part of the world already ridend to violence of whatever
dled with violent activity. The
kind."
Irish Republic Army, a group
This recent attention given ·
labeled as a terrorist organizato the IRA has been brought
tion by Washington, D.C., may
about because of the murder of
have finally worn out its welRobert McCartney. McCartney,
come. The United States is call- a Catholic Republican man, was
murdered outside a bar in the ·
ing for the IRA to completely
disband after the group offered
Northern Ireland capitat of
Belfast by suspected IRA memto shoot the killers of a Northern Ireland Catholic man.
bers on Jan. 30. Nobody has
come forward with any infor. Many people within the
mation on the murder, and it is
United Kingdom have been
widely believed that the IRA
calling for the disarmament of
has threatened any eyewitnessthe IRA for years, and now the
es to the event. Ten men have
recent activities have sparked
been arrested and released
support from America that
without charge after they
could be the final blow. "It's
refused to speak. Since his
time for the IRA to go out of
killing more than a month ago,
business,'' U.S. Special Envoy
there has been much protest
Mitchell Reiss said Wednesday.
against the outlawed Catholic
"It's time for Sinn Fein to be
paramilitary IRA.
able to say explicitly, without
In an effort to save·face with
ambiguity, without ambiva.supporters, the IRA organized a
lence, th'1t criminal!ty will not
meeting with McCartney's fambe tolerated. You can't sign up
ily this past Monday. During the
for the rule of law a la carte."
five and a half hour meeting,
Sinn Fein is Northern Irethe IRA did not offer any realand's largest Irish nationalist ·
son why McCartney was murparty and a political ally of the
dered. Instead, it offered a
IRA. The party has had trouble
course of action that would not
handling the IRA in the past,
involve any courts. The IRA
and it seems that if it can't consaid it would shoot the killers of
trol the IRA now, it will face
Robert McCartney out of
political excommunication.
"Sinn Fein face being exclud- revenge for the family.
The family rejected the offer,
ed from the political process if ·
they do not embrace the peace- and a member of the McCartney family told reporters
ful route,'' said British Prime
Minister Tony Blair on Wednes- Wednesday that "only in a court

will the truth come out."
Sinn Fein and the IRA face
even more of a dilemma than
they had to deal with just a few
weeks ago.
The guerrilla group was
blamed for a bank heist in
Belfast totaling $50 million.
London has since fined Sinn
Fein for the bank heist in an
effort to try to restore peace to
the British-ruled province.
The White House remains
unimpressed with the efforts of
the political parties in Northern
Ireland and has taken the hatshest discourse possible when
dealing with the Irish.
1
They have refused to invite
the leaders of Sinn Fem to the
White House for St. Patrick's
Day celebrations. Are they serious'( Do they really think that
by denying Sinn Fein a green
pint of beer they will completely fold up the IRA and make
them repent all their sins?
The penalties must be much
harsher if Washington or London expects any results. Lock~
ing out the political party
would be a great first step, but
dragging the corrupt leaders
into court .:__ now that would be
getting somewhere. The IRA
has had their fun for what
seems like forever, with their
bombings, assassinations and
whatnot.
Now is the time for the
world to unite and disband this
terrorist army while their support is declining.
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READER VIEWS
Defending·our·title

Come on people, this team has won 20
games
three years in a row, and it made Bel- •
Thank you to our seniors Kingsley
mont cry on Friday night in their own home
Edwards, Gary Johnson and Marcus Avant
two years running. Two years in a row Kirk ·
for their leadership and talent that they lent
has cut down the nets in Nashville. Every
to the UCF basketball program the last two
minute
of every game this season, this team
years. Your defensive intensity and attention
has
worked
its butts off for us:
to the "small details" are the things that have
How many times has Bakanowsky put his
built what is now the state's most successful
body on the line for us? How many times
program.
has J-Rose put someone's face on a poster
You played soundly, and often it was
for next year? How many times has Special
without a sound. You chose patient shots
K out-rebounded someone a foot taller then
over ally-oops, realizing that the things that
him?
How many times has Avant thrown a
get a player on SportsCenter are not always
shot back in someone's face? How many
the things that get you to the Big Dance
times has Peppers made the Arena so loud
(and you ended up on SportsCenter anythat
the people in Gainesville could hear,
way).
and how many times has Gary shot the
They say that offense sells tickets, but
fights out?
defense wins championships. In the future,
The team has its die-hard fans, and we
UCF basketball may be filled with more
can
answer these questions, but it's time for '
dunks and jams. This is obvious in some of
the
entire
student body, all 44,000 of us, to
our young players already making their
back
this
team.
marks. But if Josh Peppers, Justin Rose and
If you haven't made your plans for Spring
the Golden Knights of tomorrow will con·Break, hold off until Selection Sunday and
tinue to keep UCF on top in this state, it
follow your team. Go Knights!
won't be' because of their time above the
- FRANK FUNKE
rim, but rather because they took some time
TREASURER, ROWDY KNIGHTS
to listen and to learn from the quieter champions of today.
Thank you and best wishes for the future!
I'd like to say that t feel your opinion
·
.- STEPHEN ALIANIELLO piece concerning the fate of the plaza containing Liquid Cellar was a tad trite ["Tradition runs deep in the Cellar,'' March 7]. I
Another Spring Break is upon us, and
realize that this is an opinion piece, but I
some of us are still trying to figure out what disagree with it. The article claims ·that a
to do. I have an ideal The UCF men's basket- person asking about college nightlife will be
ball team is playing in the NCAA Tournainstantly met with a mention of the Liquid
ment over Spring Break. How about follow- .Cellar being a.really happening place.
ing the team to their second consecutive
The Writer goes on to then chastise stuNCAA appearance and cheering them on as dents for the possibility that they might not
we take on ... whoever. If you watched any
think that drinking and spending time at
ESPN on Friday night you heard them say
shabby dives such as the Cellar are a good
UCF is a potential bracket buster. I can't
way to pass the time. "Here's ·s ome breaking
think of anything better then going toe-tonews - you're a college student! Act like it."
toe with Duke and the Crazies, or shooting
Sounds like the advice someone who has
around Oklahoma State and punching the
watched too many-e,{{aggerated "college
Grahams in the mout,h (even though only
one of them plays).
PLEASESEE READER VIEWS ON A14

Cellar is a dump of a landmark

Follow your team

~

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editorshould not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UC~ews.com or fax them to 407-447-45S6.Questions?Call 407-447-45S5.

MAN ON THE STREET
THE . WORD

CAMPUS

'What are your plans
for Spring Break?'

JASON OWENS

GREGG BUCHOLZ

CATHRYN AZINGER

Pre-chiro~ractic

Criminal justice

Criminal justice

a"Road trip to New Mexico, then on to
Graceland in Memphisfor a
conference."

"I'mgoing to cut loose and go to some
job interviews in Kentucky. I' sure it'll
be insane."

"Working and catching up on organic
chemistry. Woo hoo!"
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NICOLE VERITY

JENNIFER MOLINA

Molecular biology and microbiology

Forensic science

"Maybethe beach for a little bit, but
mostly just working."

'

JEREMY JACOBS
Molecular biology and microbiology
'

"Beaches, clubs and lotsof homework
thanks to my awesome teachers."

"Studying, water skiing and working in
between."
\
.:x,b\
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READER VIEWS
FROM A13

lifestyle" movies like Animal
House or Van Wilder would
say.
Well, I would wonder if
the writer has asked another
pertinent question. "How
would you like to be able to
rent an apartment that's right
across from the main campus?" I wonder how many
college kids would cheer for
that? Oh, but I'm sorry, it's
some big bad developer man
trying to get rich. Right. Well
how about the possibility that

whatever new apartments are
built, they might be better
than the ghetto squalor of
Pegasus Pointe, Commons or
Landing?
All the apartment complexes near UCF's main
entrance are decrepit dives.
Pure and simple. Drug dealers, cars being broken into,
people getting shot, unfriendly office people, the list goes
on.
To clarify, I'm not arguing
for the tear-down or build-up
of the plot ofland in question.
I simply feel that the writer of

this article could have spent
time on something actually
important as opposed to
attempting to berate students
for not thinking a shabby hole
like the Cellar is a staple of
college life. Because, last I
checked, it isn't.
If I had to make a choice
between a string of dirty little
hole-in-the-wall beer joints
and new housing that might
be better than what's currently available? Well, my question is this - what's the available move-in date?
-

FORRESTTERRYll

Men in black: Professors
before Spring Break

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
Staff writer

For months now, we have
been starving ourselves and
working out furiously at the
gym just to be able to show
off our carved six-pack at the
beach.
Every year, millions of college students look forward to
the once-a-year debauchery
known as Spring Break. And
every year, college professors
make us suffer the week
before it takes place.
I have seriously envisioned
some of my professors sitting
in a dark. empty room, each
of them in matching black
business suits. Smoke from
their cigars and cigarettes
create a haze just above the
table.
The meeting begins. The
moderator stands up and asks

the question, "How can we
friends has been pulling her
screw Nathan Poekert's life
hair out for the past week try- ·
ing to write a 15-page paper.
the week before Spring
Break?"
She has been struggling findSeriously, think about it.
fog a topic to write about
All of us have been suffering
because every one she picks
ends up not having enough
this week because all of our
professors, for some rea.son,
content.
I ran into her on Tuesday,
decided to give all the
midterms and make papers
and she looked extrem~ly
sleep-deprived. I asked her
due.
We've stayed up till the
how her paper was coming.
wee hours of the morning
She started screaming about
studying the same notes over
how the syllabus had a typo
and over again until we're
in it. The 15-page paper was
only supposed to be five
able to recite them as if our
pages.
lives depend on it.
Was this just a simple misWe've banged our heads
take on the professor's part?
against the wall because we
just now noticed that the 20Possibly. My theory: just
page paper on psychogra~h
another decision made in the
ics in marketing was supboard room by professors tryposed to be turned in at
ing to turn our lives into a living hell this week.
http://turnitin.com by midnight, and it's now 3:15 a.m.
Maybe it's a conspiracy'
.We've sat in booths at
between professors and bar
Denny's and Steak 'n Shake,
owners. While at some forordering nothing but coffee
eign bar or club, you might
· think of the 32 percent you
and annoying Janette, a 45just got ort a midterm. To foryear-old toothless waitress
who is evidently becoming
get about it, you order a
tequila shot or 20. Makes
irritated that I keep ordering
saltine crackers and ice water sense to me.
at 3 in the morning.
Regardless of how you
This is the only week that
spend your Spring Break.
I loathe my professors.
enjoy it. Because after this
Case in point. One of my
week. we certainly deserve it.

Be a Hero to
Our Soldiers.
Donate Plasma
,~,

Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops wounded in combat.

'·'
,.

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss~

,,

Earn up·to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being ahero to another level. Donate Now!

'

··············~·················

New and *Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.
*not donated in over 6 months
<

I

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

.
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DISCOVER
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WHY RENT
when you can

OWN?
3 BEDROOM1
2 BATH HOMES

NOW HIRING
All Positions, All Locations!!

Applebee's team members enjoy competitive wages with
great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

Orlando Locations:
~:

Come join your classmates already living here...
plus receive a 'Ill Washer/Oryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

• Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
•Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
and Sunday 11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. SO) 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya

UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

Heathrow
7055 CR 46A
Lake Mary, Florida
407-444-9930
GM: Bobby Shomo

(.

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

New Store Opening Soon in Altamonte Springs!!
Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

,..

407-281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlar\do, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
<

,.
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
1SO
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

Help Wanted: General ·
HelpWanted:Pa1t-Time
Help Wanted: Full·Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent:Apartments
Roommates
Subleas@
for Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life

Willing to Educate

,1

Highly motivated Individual
for rewarding career in
financial services.
407-657-9572.
Full and part-time leasing agents wanted
tor UCF affiliated student apartment
complexes. Fax resume to 407-384-9060

HOW TO PLACE AN AO

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 •
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Moii. issue

550 Events: UCF

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600 Travel
700 Worship

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

800 Miscellaneous

900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

Barten<lers wanted.
$300 a d~y potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 + OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Two Men and a Truck is looking tor
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers. ,
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. custom!lr skills. We offer excellent
, wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

.

5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
PAYMENT METHODS

Mommy's helper wanted
Looking for energetic, fun person to help
with the care of two adorable children ·
(5 yrs and 3 months) for two afternoons
and cine evening a week. For more
inlormation or to set up an interview,
please call Amy at 407-925-5901 or email
bobamykyle@hotmail.com
Vista Lakes is now hiring Pool Staff
attendants for our upcoming busy
summer season. Basic job description
consists of keeping a safe and tun
environment for all Vista Lake residents.
You must be able to swiml Wages: $8
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR, First
Aid, or Lifeguard certifications. Spanish
speaking a plus. Swim team coach and
experience a plus, but is not required.
For more information call:
(407) 207-1241 .

Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors - FT/PT summer
$11-$13/hr, Admln assistant FT/PT $8/hr near UCF,
Computer tech • PT, $8/hr.
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandmlnnows.com
Experienced Veterinary Technician I
Caregiver Needed
Also PT Kennel Attendant needed.
· Pet Hospital In Oviedo area. Teani
player wanted. Flex hours. Apply at
255 Aiexandrla Blvd, Oviedo.
407-366-7323.
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher V(ith experience.
UCF area. 407-340-4221.
Weekend Helper Needed
To work with !Win 5-year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127

(tntnl '1ottla '1rtun Seminole Chronicle
UCF's award-winning newspaper Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
published twice-weekly.
• distributed every Friday.

•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

· • Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

HIRING NOW
. Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

AD RATES

Easter Seals Camp Challenge
Openings for residential camp
counselors, lifeguards, and ropes course
·
instructors. Salary, plus room/board.
Change your life by working at a summer·
camp for adults and children with
disabilities. Located in Central Florida.
May 29th • July 15th
352-383-4711 ,'ext. 312
camp@fl.easterseals.com
www.campchallengefl.com

!" . valet parking attendants need.ed ior . :
I

j

·

the Orlando/Winter Park area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

I

j

WE lOVE ,
WORKING FOR

•

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

Now Hiring AVON Representatives
You can join AVON today for only $15!
For a small investment you can have
unlimited earnings. You decide when,
where, and what hours you work.
Contact Lucy (ISR) at 407-366-4763 for
more info about the AVON Earning
Opportunity or to schedule an interview.

UPS & YOU
WILL TOO!
UPS really came through for us. They provide money for our education,
plus great p·ay, a schedule that fits our lifestyle and other benefits.

$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp tor Boys and Girls ages
8-14. All Room & Board included.
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady Part-Time Jobs
Up to S2,000 Tuition Reimbursement*
$8.50 - $9.50/ hotir • Weekends & Holidays Off
Company Paid Healthcare Insura nce After 90 Days..

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Opportunities are available at the following UPS fa~il ities :

NOW HlllNGI
The first-ever Nickelodeon Family Suites by Holiday Inn will showcase an infusion of water park attractions,
Nickelodeon themed suites, banquet space, character breakfasts and a show room hosting Nickelodeon
entertainment nightly.
A virtual city where "Kids Rule." We are currently seeking "A" level talent, positive energetic employees who
desire to be part of an industry leading team.

'•

Come in, apply, and interview-All in the same day!*
·Monday - Friday between 10:00 am • 6:00 pm

•.

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.
Call

UPS ORLANDO FACILITY

UPS LONGWOOD FACILITY

890 1 Atlantic Avenue
Orlando, Fl 32824

1O 50 Bennett Drive
Longwood, FL 327 50

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

4:00AM - 9:00AM
S:OOPM - 10:00PM
lO:OOPM - 3:00AM

4:00AM - 9:00AM
S:OOPM - 10:00PM

To apply online, visit:
www.upsjobs.com
' Tuition Reimbursement available at Orlando facility only.
Program guidelines apply
**Excluding seasonal hiring period
of October 1st - December 31st

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Visit our People Services Lobby

14500 Continental Gateway (off SR 536) Orlando, FL 32821

'

Send resumes to iwantajob@nickhotel.com or fa"' them to 407-387-1492.
It\

Job Hotline: 407-387-1810 Drug-free workplace. EOE.

NOW HIRING:
• Food & Beverage
•Culinary
• Engineering
• Housekeeping
•Front Desk
• Recreation
• Lifeguards
•Security
•Additional Opportunities:
www.nickhotel.com

NOW HIRING
Part-Time

I~

*

Interview times var y. You can email i wantajob@nickhotel.com to inquire as to exact interview times.

C2005 Viaco m International Inc. AU rights reserved. Nickelodeon, SjX)ngeBob SquarePants and a ll telated titles, logos arid cha ra cters are t rademarks of Viacom International Inc.
SpongeBob Square Pa nts created by Stephen Hillenburg.
.
02005 lnterContinental Hote ls Group. Alt rights reserved. Holiday Inn and all related titles, logos and trademar~ are owr:'ed by Six Continents Hotels. rnc

AIRPORT REPRESENTATIVES

Greet; check-in and

e~cort

Guests to motor ·Coaches.·

Pay rate starts at $7.50 per hour.
LUGGAGE REPRESENTATIVES

Scan and sort Guest luggage. Some heavy lifting

For I ive show performers:
Auditions are held in T~mpa Baj on
the first Wednesday of each month in 2005
Busch Gardens is seeking: dancers, dancers with West
African training, singers, gymnasts that dance, variery or
specialry acts, costumed characters, technicians and
instrumentalists for a wide variery of live shows including
a new Broadway-sryle show called Katonga. Visit our
website for helpful audition tips, pay rates, photos of

is required. Pay rate· starts at $8.25 per bour.
Positions are
located at the Orlando International
"
.

Airport.
Qualified candidates will receive:
Theme Park admission and discounts at select ·
dining, merchandise and recreation locations
at the Walt Disney World® Resort

1

show performers and show descriptions.
Excellent Benefits! Find ?u.t

tall 813-987-5164 or v1s1t:

·

merchandise locations
• Free parking in

more.--x:>usc,J,.,,,
DGARDENS.

w'1'w.BuschGardensTalent.com

• 10-15% ·d iscount at select OIA dining and

t~e

OIA employee lot

Apply online at.www.disneycareers.com or call the

Walt Disney World® Jobline at 407-828-1000.

- ' - =rAMPA BAY,FL

You must be 18 years old to apply. Busch Garden$ Is an eq_ual opportunl~ emplcyer and supports a safe and drug free workplace. Applicants
for positions in every BEC job classlfrcatlon will be subject to testing (both pre and post employment) for the presence of ill eg.al drugs.

....._

...
EOE •

Draw~ng

Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney

March 10, 2005 • (enttaf :Jlotiba :hture

THE POT QR..

Sell your cool clothes - get money!
407~855-9950

NOW HIRING!

Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air'brush tattoo and caricature
positions.at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

.....--.(entraf 1foriba 1uture

Hiring All Restaurant Positions
Apply in Person Between 2-4PM M-Th
@Lazy Moon
12269 University Blvd.
in University Snoppes Plaza
(across from UCF)
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tri pping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, natu're study,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. O r apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecarryp.com.

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

Curious. Disciplined, Determined.Aperson with aflair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fitthe bill?Then there'sa job waiting for you atthe Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per.
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughoutthe spring semester. Full/partial scholarships avaHable.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regularly, as well as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twite a week. Scholarship position.
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Del.api at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

Winter Springs, FL - Swim team coach/
Aquatics Mgr./ personal trainer; Looking
for energetic team player to coach swim
team w/ possibilities of managing the
aquatics dept. Personal training & fitness
a plus. Seasonal and YR round positions
available. Send resume and cover letter
· to g.howe@tuscawillacc.com or
fax (407) 365-1309.
COACHS NEEDED
Chelle Stack's Brown's Gymnastics
is now hiring fun, energetic,
responsible staff members. Spring
and Summer day camps.
No exp needed to apply.
Call today 407-657-8774.

ll
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SECRET SHOPPERS
Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339

March 14 .bt 15, 9am - 6pm
Wab Disnej Worfd 8 casting Center

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-M21

BO I tJ-l I 9-l ""

Across from the Downtown Disney® Marketplace

6fJB~-9tJ,,-lO"

Hundreds of roles-available - full-time, part..dme and seasonal
Qualified candidates may receive a job offer the same day!

Summer Jobs

;.>/0W/!~fi.V J';.>fJ.ft1fJ'J~ddo
.
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Cast Members receive Theme Park admission

;r?.At~

and discounts at select merchandise~
dining, and recreation locations.

?.A. n~~
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Full.-TlDle Cast M~ may he eligible to receh:-e
health benefits~ plus paid time.-off.

.

· ~Mf414'tPJF v1J~~

To reserve vour space,
call the Walt Disney World• Jobline at 407-82S.1000.
Walk-ins are welceme.

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

'
-~

~· .

•!·
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Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext.250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

Qisney. Wheie Imagination Orb.

_____

EOE· Drawing Creativity from Oi\rernt:y • ()()isney
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BETTER

'•

There is no reason to l<?O~ any further,- vve
h8ve the biggest bedrooms and biggest closets!
lnterne1

e11111n1
la112aos1

Swimming pool with sun deck
Private bedrooms and bathrooms
Large .walk-in closets

.3iOO Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida

Computer center
State-of-the-art fitness center
Basketball & sand volleyball courts

thevillageatalafayac/ub.com

407.482.9990

Gated community
Less than one mile from UCF
Local telephone

.,,,

Private bedrooms and bathrooms
Swimming pool with sun deck
Large walk-in ·closets

2913 Einstein Way
Or.lando, Florida

State-of-the-art fitness center
Computer center
Basketball arid sand volleyball courts
Community center
Ethernet service

thevillageatsciencedrive.com

407.384. 7080
T H E

VILLAGE
J

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE
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AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES

-

• (tntta{ 1loriba :futufe

• March 10, 2005

A17

Crossword

,,
Pegasus Landing, 3/3, F Only. Only
$495/mo. (which is the 4/4 price!). N/S,
Ethernet: HBO, All util incl! UCF-affiliated!
Shuttle campusl Call 772-778-0552 (day)
or 772-631-4844 (c) or 772-287-1983 (h)

GET HIRED TODAY!
$8.00 - $15.00/Hr
100 Openings
•
Weekly Paychecks
Paid Training
..
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available!
Two Locations
•
Orlando 407-243-9400
, Winter Park 407-673-9700

Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. Quiet
neigh. 4 min from UCF w/ private
entrance. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st and last.
$300 dep. All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.

..

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

#

.

....

•
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I NOW HIRING I
I

GRAPHIC ARTIST

Must have Tuesday and Wednesday availability,
• knowledge in Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark
with a good sense of ad design and composition.
Approximately 10 to 15 hours per week.
...
~

E-mail resume to Ben@UCFnews.com or fax to 407-447-4556

Weight Loss Supplements Antioxidants
and Exercise Study
The Exercise Physiology Laboratory at the
University of Central Florida is currently conducting
a 24-Week WEIGHT LOSS STUDY.

..

.

This study is looking at the 'effectiveness of
Dietary Antioxidants (i.e. Vitamins),
Weight Loss Supplements and Exercise
All Study Participants Receive AT NO COST:
• Physical examination
• Dietary Analysis
• Complete blood work
•Assessment of Antioxidant status (levels of Vitamins)
• $300.00 at the completion of participation
To qualify must be healthy and between the ages of 25 to 50.
This study does not involve any invasive procedures
(except for two blood draws).

Please call 407-823-5163
~

Now Hiring for VyVary International
Inc. Minutes from UCF & Valencia.
Seeking 50+ customer svc & sales
agents. Potential earnings up to $15
per hour. Call for interview:
407-249-3443.

TRAIN TO BE A
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
SwimKids USA is Now Hiring
Swim Instructors

SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
.., The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is
now accepting applications for Summer
Staff. Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
~ Lifeguards. Please pick up an application
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St.), at the
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.) or at
http://www.cwgdn.com
For more info, please call 407-656-4155

·FT/PT, weekdays and weekends available.
• May through September.
• O~ly mature, professional and responsible
need apply. ·
• Knowledge of swim strokes and good working
with children a must.
• $10/hour and up.

apply online @www.swimkidsusa.com
(407) 245-9587

~ --=-::-:-:-==-~==~--~--~-

SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
. recreation program 6/6-7/29 for children
ages 5-15. WSl/Lifeguard & Maintenance
Ii- Aides (5/05-9/05). Exp. desirable. Apply
at City of Plantation (west of Ft.
Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave., Plantation,
FL 33317. Attn : Personnel or email:
jtanghow@plantation.org.·

LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMER
FOR PAID INTERNSHIP '
With skills in Visual Basic,
HTML, asp.net, or .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 send resumes to
davem@consolidatedlabel.com or'
dave@onllnelabels.com
Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good'·communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

Mystery Shoppers
Needed to work at local Establishments
No Exp Req'd/ Training Prov'd
Multiple positions FT/PT
Up to $19/Hour
Call 1-800-724-2078

P!T position avail. 2 or 3 days per week.
Exp. w/ lawn equip. a mustl Starting
at $7.50/hr. Flex. hrs. Weekdays.
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321 -948-6498.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

-Florida Bearin'g s Inc.
•

•)

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogday,a fternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

!'". - . - . - "H9ip-wani9ci "p7J'-:-. - . - . "'!
I
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
I
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Cali° 407-366-4585

Small business entrepreneur needs .
helpl I am looking for fun, creative asst.
for light clerical & office duties. PT & very
flex daytime hrs avail. Duties include
filing, typing, answering phones, &
errands. Email Giria @
WanderingRootsFL@aol.com

Hiring for all positions ASAP
Sales, Engineering, Management
Excellent Salary-Room to Advance
Call us! (800)441-1741
Bmarchetti@Floridabearings.com

1
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necessary. Energetic peop!e with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

... ·- ·Ia-Yc>lifAi-tisfNeeded· - ·.,
for the Central Florida Future 10 to
15 hours per week. Tuesday's and
Wednesday's preferably. Must be
proficient in Phot6shop, Illustrator
and Quark. Please e-malJ
publisher@ucfnews.com with a
resume and avallablllty.

Wednesdays & Fridays, 9am-1pm for
4 and 1 year old children. $10 per hour.
Call Angela at 407-927-0943
Leasing agent need for The
Gatherings. 20-25 hours per week &
weekends. Some experience
required. Fax resume to
407-998-3787.
3961 Gathering Dr.
TUTOR NEEDEDlll
High School Algebra,
some essay writing.
3 Hrs per week in UCF area.
Call Lindsay @ (202) 297-4479

Weekend Porter
for Hunter's Ridge Apt.
7:00 am - 9:00 am
Saturdays and Sundays
$8.50 per hour 407-677-7070
Marketing Internships $10/hr plus
bonuses, PT/ work your own hours.
Fast growing Orlando based construction
company needs marketing assistance.
Some of the activities you will assist with:
• Brand Building - Advertising
• Direct Marketing
.. New Market Development
• Marketing I Sales Liaison
·Expanding our commercial database
• Public Relations Initiatives
Fax resume Attn: Anna to 407-771-4431
Please indicate your college- on fax.
Are you looking for a Part-time job?
Looking to make some ex1ra income?
Independent Contractor opportunities
Orlando and surroundi ng areas . .
Must use own vehicle, Pass Drug and
Background checks, Clean MVR
1-877-973-7447

Regional Sales Representative

HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED
Mon-Fri, flex hours.
Call 40(--599-7127

.

10 MINUTES TO UCF
F roommate wanted. $325/mo plus
1/4 util. Quiet 412 furnished house.
All house privileges. Pet and smoke
free. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

Granite/Marble Fabricators & Helpers
Located in E. Orlando, Forsy1h Rd.
Call Phillp at 407-448-9913.

Avalon/UCF Area. Just reduced. Almost
new 3/2 town home w/ 2 car garage.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
'312.5, $1500/mo plus utll.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.
1,915 sq. ft., close to UCF
(AlomafTuscawilla). 3/2.5/1 w/
driveway. End unit for privacy! Living
room, family room, den. Alarm
system, community pool. NEW
appliances (refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher). Outside maintenance
Included! 407-257-2488

·Share a large 3 bedroom house 5 mins
from UCF with two other people (23 &
24). $500/mo + 1/3 util, pet fee applies.
Move in at end of March.
Call Jeremy at 407-277-9644.
Room for rent. 5 minutes from UCF.
Furnished house with pool, garage, and
. yard. Cable & Internet included.
$425/mo + 1/4 power. Move in ASAP!
Call Brad at 407-808-8039
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
Ho.use furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mlns from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls Incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886
F N/S Roommate needed for 2/2 apt.
Own huge room and private bathroom
$550/month: Includes Cable, Road
Runner, phone, & electric.
Available 6/1. Call Jackie 407-678-6967

F ROOMMATE WANTED
2 bed 2 bath. $500 includes utilities
10 minutes from UCF. Non-smoking
Available April 1. 1st mo. rent free.
Call Amanda@ 407-207-1439
2 Bdrms Avail in 3/2 UCF Area Home
$450 and $475/mo Incl all util,
cable, and Internet. Fenced backyard
wl pool. A must see! Avail June 1st.
Call Tonya at !321-277-3851

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry!Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
House for Rent Downtown Orlando
3/1 w/ wood floors, fenced yard,
deck, hot tub, and w/d.
$1480/mo OBO. Call for
appointment (321) 277-8717.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-In yd. Pets ok! Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick @ 407-810-7622

Move In & Get a Sound System
Furnished rm & ba avail in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Free first month's rent and
two 12-inch MTX 8000 sub-woofers incl.
$495/mo incl all ~til, ethernet, ca61e, w/d.
Lease begins Aug. 1st. Call Ian at
321 -354-9479 or 631 -965-1714.

5 Lapels'
overlapper
6 Mooncalf
7 Regions
8 Jacketless state
9 Farm enclosure
10 Impudence.
11 Stripped the
skin from
12 Journalist Fallaci
13 Two-seater bike
19 Black goo
21 Healthy
23 Liberal
24 Statistical
average
25 Center
26 _ Paulo, Brazil
31 Kind of pronoun
34 Pacino and Hirt
35 Permit to
36 Silent assent
40 "Medea· director
41 Design
42 Poisonous
• evergreens
44 Primary color
45 Ventilate

UCF Cypress Bend
4-5 Two-Story Homes
Gated/Brand New 2005. Broadband
Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms for
$425-500/mo, $600-700/mo. with
private bathroom. Utll. avg = $80.
Photo: Model home.
Call Leon at 407-334-6658
· Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill; pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.
2 rooms for rent, clean and well
maintained home, great pond view.
8 miles from UCF. $450/mo. incl. utilities
Pet and smoke free! Call 321-276-2373
JSAN3000@hotmail.com
Email me for picsl
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for 2 BD 2 BA townhouse off Alafaya
frail, 5 mins from UCF. $500/mb incls
electric, cable & Internet. Fully furn if
needed. Call Stacy@ 407-754-4697

Master Rm & Ba Avail in Townhome
Female wanted. Drug-free and n/s.
All house privileges. Close to UCF.
$400/mo incl all util, cable, phone,
and internet. Call 407-928-9123.
Male - professional seeks responsible
student roommates, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease: Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family cat on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.
·1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils. ·
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room , lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ m·o. Call Jen 561-351 :8906

. Room avail in 313. $500/mo Incl all
util, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
Immediately. Call 786-302-0511

No Deposit fees!! Room avail. in 4i3

@

University House. Lease till Aug, can
renew! $439/mo. Incl. everything. Shuttle.
to UCF. Util. incl. Save money w/ no
deposit fees! Move in today!!I
Call ASAP 305-773-2522.
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46 Bawls out
47 Ron of gadgets
48 _and
Cleopatra
53 Author Kesey
55 Sleeveless
garments

56 Small bay·
58 Art of the
absurd
62 Director Reiner
63 Rower
64 Holy woman
65 Fetch

2001 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE
4-door, black w/ grey interior, power
windows & locks. Good condition.
$7000 obo. Avail first week of May.
For more Info call 407-758-1961.

READY IMMEDIATELY!!!

For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, SOK.
$6185.00 {407)977-1367, (407)929·5934
or menards@mailaka.net

VIiiage of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
lncls all utlls wro, trash service, fully
furn. Girt Onlyll Great People. Call
Kate@ 503-341-3923.
Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Available May 1• August 30 Fully
furnished and private ba. $475 obo.
Utilities included. Full tennis and
basketball court. Call Rich @
850-525-0250
Looking to sublease rooms in College
Station for April & May 05. $470/mo
everything included. 4/4, fully furnished,
Internet access, cable with 3 HBO,
clubhouse with arcade, tanning bed,
gym, & computer center. On Alafaya Tr.
· Contact Darlene - 407-625-6734
One large bedroom w/ private bathroom
available in Arden \'.illas. M preferred.
Pool table in large living room! Move-in
ASAP! $414/mo. + util. 407-492-8451
***FREE RENT TIL APRIL***
Bd & ba avail now in Pegasus Landing
3/3. Oversized room. $510/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call 386-316-4908.
$200 CASH REWARD
2 rooms in Pegasus Pointe furn 4/2,
move in ASAP, M or F. $455/mo incl all
util, ethernet, w/d, tree shuttle. Lease
ends July 31st, can also be renewed.
Call 727-488-8460.

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees

1997 Ford Aerostar Van, 47K mi, Auto
transmission, 6 cylinder 3.0L engine. Ext.
green, Int. tan. Front & rear A/C, Cruise
control, pwr. steering, roof rack, running
boards, new tires. Contact Ronald @
407-277-7730 or ropfell@earthlink.net
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
· 800-7 49-8116 ext V502

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM
Dedicated to UCE StudentslFamilles ·
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

Lawn Maintenance Spring Speclal
Hot weather is on the way!
Stay cool, elimln~te the hassle
Lighten the load & enjoy spare time
Call Picture Perfect Landscaping at
407-718-5412

Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Poirite.
Move in alter April 30. $580 perrtno.
.Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623

MORTGAGE · 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First

PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed for fully
furnished 2/2. $575/mo
incl all util. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddish@yahoo.com

Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.

SUBLEASE 3/3 APT
Jefferson Lofts apt avail May 14th-Aug
3rd. $580/mo per room incl all.util, cable,
HBO, fully furnished. 5 mins from
campus. Call (407) 281-4590.
Summer lease at Jefferson Lofts
1 room in a 4/2, fully furnished, next to
pool, lake view, ethernet. Only 5 mins.
from campus. Util. incl $450/mo but
negotiable. Call Sarah @ 727-744-2533

MARCH FREE
· F sublease, 1BD/1BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah @.321 -501 -1363

Tivoli Apts Room for Rent
Avail. May 1 - July 22. $485/mo. July
prorated to $355. Incl. cable, wireless
internet, security system. 2bd/2ba.
Very.clean. Free shuttle to UCF'.
Call Melissa 904-476-6266.

~
'

***DANCE AUDITIONS***
Would you like to show off your
dance skills? Do you like to entertain
and perform? MV Records is holding
auditions for Background Hip-Hop
dancers to perform on stage with
local artist Rad-Z. Info on the music
page of www.rad-funk.com.
SaveEnterprise.com is
hosting a rally in Orlando.
Please join us!
***YARD SALE...
Huge multi-family yard sale. Numerous
treasures and great finds.
Saturday, March 12th 8am-2pm.
1005 Alendale Ave, Oviedo.

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundralslng
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,bOO in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain .com
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
.......WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM*'*******
Solid Teak Executive Desk
34"x60" and 30" high.
5 drawers, 2 writing surfaces, 1 hanging
file drawer. 407-923-7379 .
mmackubin1 @atlas.valenciacc.edu

FREE MONTH RENT.
Sublease now through August 3.
1 Bd/1 Ba in 2/2 unit at Jefferson Lofts.
Furnished, all utilities. $600/mo
Call Lindsay @ (561)670-$519

c
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Village @ Alafaya Club
Summer lease. 4BD/4BA Huge walk in
closet, W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash.
3 great roommates brand new furniture
$490/mo. Call John @ 321-217-5264

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Village at Alafaya Club

-+--+-+-< , ,

lim

Pegasus Landing, 3BD/ 3BA, W/D,
pools, basketball courts, amenities,
all utlls Incl. $510/mo
Call Kachlna@ 561-573-7445

Located on Lake Sargon.
$320/mo plus 1/4 util.
Call Kevin at 407-470-2370
212.i, $775 at Cambridge Circle
http ://26274. rentclicks. com
3/2.5, $1,200 at Waterford Villas
http://55847 .rentclicks.com
Call for details 407-310-6583

2005 Trlbuno Media Services, Inc.

All rights reserved.

1ST 2 MONTHS RENT FREE

ROOM AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME

TOWNHOMES FOR RENT

DOWN
1 Kubrick's
computer
2 Be indebt
3 Australian
island
4 Rome's river

0

Roommate Wanted
Downtown Orlando area.
$550/mo + 1/2 electric
Call 407-687-1053

Needed Immediately I Salary + Comm
Access Control Systems
• Email Resumes sales@actflorlda.com
Fax 407-649-8352

.L·-·-·-·-·- ·- ·-·-·-· -·-·

Phone Sales
Experlenc4i)d, Money Motivated.
~nly 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses. '
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

j

~--·· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--~
Child care
needed in my home. Mondays

Brand New OviedoTownhouse

COLLEGE SI ODEN 1S!! .
$3K to $5K/mo plus bonuses
Work your own hours PT/FT/Flextime
Fast growing Orlando based
<" Construction company looking tor sharp,
well spoken individuals to offer our
services to homeowners with hurricane
damage. Fax resume to Attn: Anna
407-771 -4431

•

Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. .Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.

ACROSS
1 Beverage pick
7 Small vipers
11 Coffee server
14 Stands by for
15 Saturn satellite
16 Pitcher's stat
17 Sappho's home
18 Honoree of
element99
20 Checkers. e.g .
21 Remotely
situated
22 Three-bean or
garden
23 Sacco and
Vanzetti, e.g.
27 M. Descartes
28 Television
"Tarzan" Ely
29 _ of the blue
30 Gullible dupe
32 Hoover or
Oroville
33 Tentative plan
37 Diminutive
38 Comprehend
39 Too sentimental
43 "Love Songs"
poet
46 Mineral spring
49 Gridiron zebra
50 Compete
51 Cutting tool
52 Knock on the
noggin
54 False moves
57 Chose
59 _Moines
60 L. Michaels'
show
61 Ntmoy and
· Bernstein
63 Lubricating
66 "Gunga _"
67 Lummox
68 Fifth or Park
69 Shitty
70 Fortas and ·
Lincoln
71 Change colors

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs, .
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext l/502

Att: Communication Majors
Win one of two $500 Scholarships
for the 2005 Spring Semester.
Pick up an application in
COMM 238.
Final Deadline: March 31.

NEEDED for CAS ceremony on May 6
@ 2pm. Price is negotiable.
Call Kelly @ 321 -439-6622
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com

outour.· .·
D CommunityFea ures
. • 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
·• Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball C.ourt
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
• Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

'•

D

• ••

'"

men ties ·

alt

•Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
··Kitchen and Dining
·Cable tV w/3 HBOs ·
, • High Spee~ Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors

• Utilities Included

(407) 277-4007

Experience
College Li/~
with tbe 2 best
address"Cs near
1

UCF!
.
.
College Station Apartments offers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
.

extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic clay of studying and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. J{the best is what you are
· .looking for, come to College Station Apartments!

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE $HUnLE to UCF

Service in all 4 bedrooms.,.
No o•her Internet se111ice required.

No need to drive when ,c>u
can ride. Runs evety t5 minute•. .

~

.
.

CABLE TV with HBO
. .

SelVice In all 4 bedrooms
with 60+ channels plu$ aHBO'$.

'

• (4;:Er1) 213-5151 •
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Following UCF's newest band,
The Ariya, through Battle
~. .~_qfll!L_.. q

A jazzy musical for
the Windy City

Comic Cooks up
· fresh ha-ha's
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HAPPEN NGS

Murders,
dancing, all
thatj~z
·Tony-winning m~ical
. Chicago opens at the
Bob Carr Theatre
CAROLINA GROPPA
Staff Writer

B

efore Thelma and Louise, there was
Beulah and Belva, two crlininalstum.ed-career-entertainers. In a
day and age where the Great Depression·
:weighed heavy on all Americans and the
media was hungry to find a distraction,
the story of these once dime-a-dozen
. women provided the spark to ignite the
cre.ative inspiration behind a novel and
COURTISY PAUL KOLNIK
the eventual play adaptation, titled Chica- Biana Marroquin leads a group of men whose pants are too tight in the play Chicago. The play is coming to the Bob carr theatre from March 22 to March 27. Tickets are $34 to $59.
go.

~

Currently selling out on Broadway and
in various parts of the world, Chicago tells
the story of Velma Kelly and the most
famous murderess in the town of Chicago.
Roxie Hart is a chorus girl who becomes
famous for killing her lover. Roxie's savvy
lawyer creates a "Razzle Dazzle" trial that
manipulates the media and makes Roxie a
star. She then teams up with Velma to
become singing sensations on the vaudeville stage. The dialogue is witty and
engrossing, while the extraordinary songs
and dances piece together the character
development and plot progression.

The play was written by Maurine Dal- developed it.
,
las Wa,tkins, a reporter for. the Chicago
Hence, Chicago: A Musical Vaudeville
Tribune. Her work was based on her cov- was born. The musical's. brilliance · is
erage ~e two very public trials for murder attributed to the _c omparisons between
that occurred in the city during 1924; those justice and show business, which explicitof Beulah Annan and Belva Gaertner. ly conceptualized the plot as a serles of
Years later, the famous choreographer vaudeville acts.
Bob Fosse became interested in the possiFirst performed in 1975, Chicago did not
bility of creating a musical based on her instantly become a smash due to its satiriplay. Fosse approached Watkins for per- cal spin on real crimes.
mission to .adapt her work various times, _
After a 20-year hh.ttus, however, the ·
but she consistently refused. Following play -reopened on Broadway, and since
Watkins' death in 1969, howev~r, he . . then its success has been nothing short of
o~tained the rights from her estate and tremendous. Winner of six 1997 Tony

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of central
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessu.ily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be rei)rinted in part or in whole without pennisSon from the publisher.
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Awards, including Best Musical Revival,
the play also achieved the mo's t prestigious title on Broadway in 2000: the
longest running musical revival in Broadway history. The 2002 film adaptation
took home six Oscars.
With a running time of two hours and
30 minutes, including a 30-minute intermission, this sho'Y iS guaranteed to please
any crowd The Broadway U.S. tour will
be in Orlando at the Bob Carr Theatre
from March 22 through March 27. Ticket
prices range from $34 to $59. For more
ticket information, call 407-849-2577.
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Right to business.
This week, we have a chat with
Dane Cook (who evidently likes'to
suck on a gas rag).
On top of that, there's an inter-_
view with a member of ·The Dirty
· Dozen Brass Band
Feel Robbie Rabom's wrath in the
latest Real Life for Real, this. time
involving how best to be a feminine
hygiene product.
Though the Battle of the Bands is

over, we get a behind-the-scenes look
with the group The Ariya.
This issue also features a very special Wizzle Less Trizzle in the Ramblings section.
And movies reviewed this week?

Be Gool, The Sea Insid~, The Jacket.
No the indie next week Sorry, but
we're lazy too and are· doing nothing
work-related over Spring Break.
We'll be qack to usual the week after.
- BRANDON HARDIN

•

•
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Audi • Chevrolet • Honda • Hummer • Kia • Mazda
Mitsubishi • Nissan • Subaru • Volkswagen

CALENDAR

SAGE FRANCIS
Sage Francis is a pretty
hardcore dude. When asked about
aheckler at one of his.shows, Sage
responded:'! can't rememberthe
circumstance, but Iremember how
hard Ihit his [expletive deleted]
face, and thcititfelt better than it
should've. If he's reading this, I
apologize; if he.wants to fight me
at the next show, I'll be there."
Sage will likely need every
ounce of toughness he can muster
to wade through the negativity
that seems to always arise when
the words 11ndie hi!>'hop" or"emorap" are used: Francis iS far from the
newest hipster punch line,
however. He has bee!! honing his
rap skills since the age of 8,and
already has won two national,rap
battle titles- The Superbowl in
1999,and Scribble Jam 2000.

Have you ever
thought _
t hat a
part-time Job
could lead to
.a career?

1-

z

w

So is Sage the next Vanilla Ice
or the second coming ofEminem? • ·
You11 have your own chance to
answer this question when Sage
mils into town Wednesday at
Scleamer's.Doors open at 8 p._m.,
and tickets are $15.
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CAMPUS
Central Florida Martial Arts
Festival
March 11 to March 12, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
$10.
Student Union
407-657-1212

Voices Against Violence
March 10, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Student Union.
Pegasus Ballroom
Espica 15@yahoo.com

2411 E.Hwy.192
Kissimmee
407-846-6257

Central Florida Fair

March 13, 1 p.m., free
Downtown Winter Park
Park Avenue
407-916-8490

March 10 to March 13, various times,
various prices
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

March 14, 6p.m. to 9 p.m., $25 to $40
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-2.28-0048

' March 12, 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., $35
Osceola Center for the Arts

Bike Week 2005

PLEASE SEE
I

CALENDAR ON i4

,. ,IicRi1s 6 lofo 487-657-1212
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Scheduling - .Hours include Nights
+Weekends

• Hourly Rate _+ Commi·ssion
Earning Potential

Mon-Friday· 10_
: 00 a.m. to 3:00

= H.igher

p.r:n.

Thursday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
t

2Q,differentsthools from Central Florida representing
,. Tae Kwon Do, Kung Fu, Karate, and more!
;~~~iting demonstrations and seminars!
"''t''''·

Fl~xible

Please Apply In Person

Saturdag, march 12
.

•

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES
• Full Time Sales Associates
• Part~ Time Sales Associates

UCF Stµdent Union
f ridag, mare~ 11
'

0

-

Red Hot Day
March 16, 1 p.m.to4p.m.,$1S.to $18

Under the Big Top _ ·

EVENTS

0

4th Annual Fabulous Fringe
Fundraiser

Florida Strawberry Festival

March 15,8p.m.to 10p.m.,free
Wackadoos
Student Union
407-823-6471

:e

St. Patrick's Day Parade and
Celebration

March-10 to March 13, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
$9
Plant City.Fairgrounds
· 2202 W. Reynolds St .
813-752-9194

Open Mic Knight

-I-

March 10 to March 13, various times,
various prices
Downtown Daytona Beach
North Beach and Bay streets
386-255--0415

...

UCf Students SS

1011 N. Wymore Road,
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(Please use the visitor entrance tacing 1-4)
An equal-opport~nity employer • Drug-free workplace per Florida statute 440.102.
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21+ ID Required

HAPPENINGS

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night

wlthRamaz
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SUNDAY

FROM

i3

Orlando Museum of Art
2416 N.MillsAve.
407-896-4231

SHOWS
lda{indie)
March 10, 9 p.m., $10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
!107-246-1419

Staring Contest, Music vs. The Heart
{rock)
March 10,8p.m.,$5
Will's Pub
·1850 N. Miffs Ave.
407-898-5070

.38 Special {rock)
March 10, 5 p.m., free
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
3n037thSt
407-423--0346

Drake Equation, Ever We Fell, The
Commerdals {rock)
March 11,5 p.m.,$5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N. rAills Ave.
. 407-898-5070

MarCh 13, 10 p.m., free
.The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

New Found Glory, Reggie &The Full
Effect, Eisley {punk)

Bathtub Gin, The Hex Tremors, Bithin El
Camino {rock)

March 11,6:30 p.m.,$16.50-$19
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

March 13, 10 p:m., SS
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Medeski, Martin &Wood (jazz)

Mohave, Cadillac Recipe {rock)

March 12, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

March 13, 9 p.m., free
Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
it07-849-9904

-

.

The New Left, Cori Yarckin, The Greater
Grey{rock)

Black Mountain {rock)

March 12, 8 p.m., $10 ·
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave:
407-246-1419

March 10, 7p.m., free
Rshon Rre _
7937 Daetwyler Drive
407-812-6881

Forever Changed, Through You, Imperial,
There for Tomorrow, Chasing Victory.
{rock)

Derek &The Slammers {rock)
March 11,4 p.m., free
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
3n037thSt
407-423--0346

Grandient Echo (experimental)
March 11, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-228--0048

Gargamel!, Supervillains {rock)
Marchll, lOp.m.,$5
AKA Lounge
68E.PineSt. •
407-839-3707

Mohave, Toni Brown Band, Shak Nasti,
Zen Fishcamp {rock)
March 11, 8:30 p.m., free-$6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

The Diamonds, The Crests (rock)
March 11,Sp.m.,$30.25-$41.75
The Plaza Hotel
425 N.Bumby Ave.
407-228-1220

March 12,4 p.m., $5-$7
WilFs Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Casket Daggers, Skinny Mruee & His
Mayhem Makers {rock)
March 12, 10 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N: Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Rabbits with Glasses, Klssing Karma,
Ludd Fly {rock)
March 12, 6 p.m., $6
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244--0299

Tiger! Tiger!, The Evidents {rock)
March 12, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MiflsAve.
407-228-0048

MaK with a"c'' {final show), Bucket of
Nails, Steve Garron {of Precious),
Holidaysburg (rock)
March 12,.4 p.m., $5
Back Booth,37W.Pine St
407-999-2570 .

Milka{rock)
March 11, 10 p.m., $5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Bughead, bne Drop, The Rules {rock)

The Band of the Name, HS, Machine
Drum {indie)

Styx, Melissa Crispo {rock)
March 12,4.p.m., free .
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
377037th St
407-423-0346

Lynryd Skynyrd {rock)

March 11, 10 p.m., $6
WilFs Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

March 12,5 p.m.,$39.95-$59.75
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Donavon Frankenreiter {rock)

Cactus Jack and The Cadillacs

March 11, 9 p.m.,$13-$15
TheSocial
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

March 13, 1p.m., free
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
377037thSt.
407-423--0346

Blues Jam, 4- 8 p.m.

POPCORN FLICKS:
ROMAN HOLIDAY
Popcorn Flicks is an event that happens once a
month in Winter Park's Central Park, where people
gather with picnic goods and folding chairs for the
purpose of watching a dassic film from the old days
. - Superbabies fans need not apply.
This month, the film of choice is the 1953
William Wyler classic, Roman Holiday. Undoubtedly
one of the finest romantic films ever made, the
picture stars Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck, and
· went on to be nominated for 1OAcademy Awards
(winning three). Peck plays an American reporter
with an assignment in Rome, who stumbles upon a
runaway princess (Hepburn).
Couples out there looking for a change in pace
may find this a perfect opportunity to spend some
quality time with your loved one, while sitting
' outside and enjoying some nice Floridian weather.
Roman Holiday is playing on March 17 at7 p.m.at
Central Park on Park Avenue.

Toots &The Maytals {reggae)

.. . OKEE--J

"""'''"'"~.o:.,:!,!Y.~!!N°~' ./
FRIDAY
FritmWiki

10Pm-close

---$3 cover--SATURDAY

Roger lee
10pm-close

----No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colc;mial Dri\'.e • Orlando, Florida

March 13,8 p.m.,$18-$20
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Strata, Future Leaders of the World,
Helmet, Crossfade, Chevelle (hard rock)
March 13,5:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.SO
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Zao, Juliana Theory, Open Hand, Take
Over UK {punk)
March 14,6JJ.m.,$12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

:t::i~Pipes

.~· '~.i

•Metal Pipes
;:. r .., ,,:;\~~hs
·Sheri
.Pbl,S'.'., ·,·· . . ,i!'WaterPipes

•Incense/Pipe Cleaner

·Body Jewelry

• emoran Blvd, Winter P.adc • 407-679-8365
· · · 10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to entetlP ~eql.Jire(I .

·

On Broken Wings, Black My Heart, In
Rememberance, In the Face of War, My
Son My Executioner {hard rock)
March 14,4 p.m., $9
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Bane, Comeback Kid, With Honor {punk)
March 15,5 p.m., $10
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Big Dand the Kids Table, Whole Wheat
Bread (punk)
March 15, 7 p.m., $8
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave..
407-898-5070

New Mexican Disaster Squad, Country
Slash~rs, Pink Razors (punk)

March 15,8 p.m.,$6
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Sage Frands, Sol.illoquists of Sound,
Jared Paul {hip-hop)
-March 16,8 p.m., $15
Sq'eamers
360 State Lane
407-244--0299

and Race Book

THURSDAY- MARCH J71H
COME CELEBRATE ST. PATRICKS DAYI

soe·HOT DOGS
50t SOFT DRINKS
&·sot BEER
Col ege Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good
. For 1 Free Program
.. (Any Performance)

Steve Vai, Eric Sardinas {rock)
·March 16, 7:30 p.m., $19.50-$21.50
HouseofBlues ·
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
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Part 2 of2 ofthe indie's
Park Ave CDs jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Feb. 27 - March 5
. l. Mars Volta

Frances the Mute
2.50Cent
The Aftermath
3.JackJohn5on
In Between Dreams
4. Death Cab for Cutie
John Byrd EP
5. Greyscale
Thin Line Between Good •.•
6. Nonna Jean
0 God, The Aftermath

7. The Postal Service
Give Up
8.Academy
Is Almost Here
9. 3 Doors Down
Seventeen Days

10.Anberlin
Never Take Frien_dship Seriously
11. The Postal Service
We Will Become Silhouettes
12. Bright Eyes
I'm Wide Awake, It's Morning
13. Plain White T's
All That We Need
14.Jennifer Lopez
Rebirth
15.Comeback Kid
Wake the Dead
16. Armor for Sleep
What to do When You Are Dead
17.0pen Hand
You and Me
18.Emiriem
Encore
19.Killers
Hot Fuss
20. Kings of Convenience
Riot on an Empty Street
21. Regina Spektor
Soviet Kitsch . 22. Steve Vai: Real
Illusions: Reflections
23. Rocket Science
Eternal Holiday
'24.Eisley
Room Noises
25. Kings of Leon·
Aha Shake Heartbreak

WORST
COVERS

E·

R

Finishirig up the top ~o
worst cover songs of all
time, with more eli~m
Madonna -American Pie .
When Don Mclean released '~erican
Pie" in 1971, the·masterpiece was touted as a
tribute to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and
The Big Boppe:r; but it was much more. An
eight-and-a-half-minute ode to the icons and
events that made the '60s one of the most turbulent decades in American history. Fast-forward to the year 2000, when the material girl
herself Madonna released her own version of
'~erican Pie." Sucking McLean's opus of
every ounce of sow and life it·once had,
Madonna transformed one of the greatest
songs of the past 50 years into a lifeless techCOURTESY A5500AlID PllESS
no-dance-pop travesty. There is something ·Madonna, making a face tailor-made for Conan O'Brien's 'lfThey Mated,' is one of this week's 10 bad cover perpetrators.
heartbreaking about hearing Madonna's
•
- RICKY SURIUO
emotionless voice singing through such Knows
poignant lyrics as: "helter skelter in a summer
Ifthere was no proof before for the lack of APerfect Circle- Imagine
''Imagine no possessions/I wonder if you
swelter I the byrds flew offwith a fallout shel- a divine, loving power that takes care ofus all,
ter." If Feb. 3, 1959 marked the day the music this is it This song sucks so hard and so com- can/No need for greed or hunger/A brotherdied, then this release would mark the day pletely that it defies description. The instru- hood of man/Imagine all the people/Sharing
America truly realized the loss.
mentation sounds like a cross between the all the world!' Written in 1971, John Lennon's
-:-CHRIS.BOWERS music you'd hear on Sesame Street and the ''Imagine" was a simple yet powerful call for
music you'd expect to hear from a µ-year-old change in a world tom by war and social
experimenting with their parents' synthesizer upheaval that is still as prevalent today as the
Marilyn Manso!'- IPut a Spell on You, Rock'n'
in the basement The singing, melodiamatic day it was written. Perhaps it was the continRoll N*****, Tainted Love, Personal Jesus
Manson deserves a lifetime achievement as it is, sounds completely out ·of place with uing importance of ''Imagine" that appealed
... award for continued excellence in the field of the muppet music and, as if that wasn't bad to A Perfect Circle, who released a version of
enough, they're ruining a.classic Beach Boys the song in 2004. IfA Perfect Circle thought it
t~mble cover v~rsions. He gets a mulligan for
a not-bad take on "Sweet Dreams (Are Made song. Brian WtlsoJ?. did not spend three years had any chance of recreating the power of
of This)," but even the greats have their mis- iri bed. just to get up and furn on the radio to Lennon's song it was sorely mistaken.
Lennon's composition was a masterful blend
steps. There are two glaring problems with here this.
of piano and vocals accompanied by ge~e
- DIANNA ZISMAN
most of Marilyn Manson's covers: l He usustrings.
Replacing these with distortion and a
ally picks songs that' are too obvious, espebass guitar d_pesn't modernize the song, it
cially for his shtick. 2. He applies the same Orgy--BlueMonday
treatment to all of his covers. Add slow,
Orgy is yet another band that got their ini- insults it In the grand history of music this is
creepy vocals and some distorted guitar tial success with a cover song (thankfully they the one song that should never be touched,
blasts and you have Manson-ized the song, didn't keep it for long). Orgy is a perfect tinkered-with, or remade. It was perfect in
now guaranteed to offend parents/religious example of what we -need in this world, an · 1971,. and it is still just as perfect today.
-CHRIS BOWERS
groups and titillate 15-year-olds. My adv.ice to industrial band doing a cover of an '80s New
Mr. Manson is this: Ifyou really wish to shock Wave song. Maybe the song wouldn't ·have
· the publi~ try putting out a good record Ifs been so bad if they had actually done some- Britney Spears - ILove Rock'n' Roll ·
been roughly ten years since Antichrist Super- thing to it besides add some distorted guitars.
It's hard to comprehend how Britney
star, and you've become something much No wait, they would have to be a good band thought this would honor Joan Jett Jett played
worse th~ offensive - you've become first off: and then they would have to try to her own gui~ Jett wrote her own music, Jett
inconsequential.
make a good cover. Unfortunately for Orgy, was a musical icon. You, Britney, are a hack.
- NIGIOLAS MARKOVICH they accomplished neither one of those, but How can you claim to love something and
fortunately for everyone else, we don't have
to listen to them anymore.
Mandy Moore and Michael Stipe-God Only
PLEASE SEE SORRY ON i7
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The Dirty Dozen Brass Band is ready to bring 'its singular sound to the edectic Langerado Festival in Miami, alongside De La Soul, The String Cheese Incident, Medeski Martin &Wood, Keller Williams, Mofro and Toots &The Maytals.

WOrld"'."famous brass band keeps Langerado dirty
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band hopes to expand eclectic audience aµd 'spread happiness all over the world'
The essence of the jazz funeral is something the band
has captured on its latest album,. 2004's Funeral for a
Friend.
"It really tells you what goes on at a jazz funeral, as the
ow does the 63-year-old saxophone player of one
of the world's premier brass bands spend his time? body goes out the church," Lewis said He spoke of a brass
Someone who's been playing in said band for 28 band folloWing the funeral procession, a tradition that
years and traveled to every corner of the world? For was common in black funerals in the early 20th century.·
Roger Lewis, it's much of the same as he did when he was '~ you take the body to the hearse, the band plays a nice
10 years old and what he advises all aspiring musicians to slow hymn. Go four blocks,_and then we cut the body
loose. All the cars have their lights on, and when the last
do - "Practice. That's all you can do."
The seasoned and amazingly humble musician speaks car passes, the band lines up and plays happy music."
Building upon that tradition, the Dirty Dozen Brass
about his music as a kind oflove affair. '~I've slept with my
saxophone before. Well, you practice for 16 hours a day, Band has branched _out to all genres of music. Said Lewis,
and then you put it in its case, leave it in your bed, wake 'We play a lot of different styles of music, the blues and
up and practice again.'' That kind of lifestyle seems like it avant garde and everything in between."
Over the years, the band has been requeste_g_for and
would wear on a person rather quickly, but not Lewis. He
was a founding member of the relentlessly touring Dirty played. on recordings of Dave Matthews, Elvis Costello,
Dozen Brass Band, one of the premiere brass bands in the Modest Mouse, and most often Wide~pread Panic. While
world With a high-energy, sousaphone driven bombastic Lewis said that expanding their audience is not the prime
brass sound, they've dug out a name for themselves in ~e goal of these collaborations, their work with such acts
-brings in more diverse crowds. ·
musical world
_
"We've got a big college following. A lot of WideThe-band came together in New Orleans in 1977. Their
name derives not from war movies, but from a social club spread Panic fans will come out to see us again," said
in the Big Easy. The Dirty Dozen Social and Pleasure Club Lewis.
.
gathered a brass band to play in the old style of a jazzThe Dirty Dozen have featured other artists on their
funeral. The band. built upon this tradition' and has_ records, such as Norah Jones, who appeared on their
become one of the most innovative and distinct forces in album Medicated Magic. Before Ms. Jones, hqwever, the
music. .
band collaborated with the late Dizzy Gillespie on their

EMILY SCOTT

Staff Writer

H

Voodoo album. "That was a highlight, playing with a living legend," said Lewis.
When asked if he~ that the band's appearance at
the Langerado FestiVal in South Florida this weekend will
attract a new audience, Lewis said emphatically, "I certainly hope so!'! He speaks of the band's audience and -~
appeal with amazing scope.
· ''We seem to spread happiness all over the world," he
said ''We've toured all over Germany and Australia and
Indonesia and China and Iceland ... we -have fans of all
ages. We hope that people come out and see us and follow us all over the world"
After such an illustrious career, reason states that
Lewis might want to slow down at some point. However,
this is not the case. The future plan-of the band is to "contirtU:e playing music." Through changing members and ·
changing musical times, the Dirty Dozen continue to
reinvent themselves.
~'[We want to] come up with something no one ever
heard before," Lewis said. He added that the band is his
legacy, and his musicianship a gift from GoC;l ·The members of the Dirty Dozen truly believe there is a message in
their music;
"There's enough sadness in the world, so much b.s.
goin' on in the world, we need a little peace and happiness," Lewis said "If you perform and hour and 20 minutes a-night, and you ~ring joy and happiness into someone's life during that time, ~ybe it will carry over."

-
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An Ariya is formed, right

before it goes into Battle
.Following UCF's newest rock group~ from.forining to
·debating on a name to success at Battle of the Bands
-

MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer

I

t's 9:20 p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom, and
the Battle of the Bands has.raged on for
almost an hour. The smell of smoke
from the cigarettes of anxiolis musicianS
lingers in from the outside hallway, while
four guys tweak their instruments on.a dark
stage. Lead singer Apdy Bromberg grabs the
microphone and takes a deep breath as the

COURTESY CAPITOL RECORDS

The Vines don't reach nirvana and instead should be outcast for making a cover of Ms. Jackson.

Sorry Ms. Jackson, that cover sucks ·
FROM i6

•
tum around and mock one of its female
legends? Jett played CBGBs and toured
with the Ramones; you made Crossroads
and.were in the Mickey Mouse Club. You
know Brit - they say if you love something, let it go ... Please, Britney! For the
love of God, let it go!

played in the key ofE major, while this version soundly resides in the key of ASS.
These naughty girls deserve a spanking ...
and I don't mean the fun kind . ·
.
- NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

Tiffany- IThink We're Alone Now

In the beginning, there was Tiffany.
Long before Britney Spears and Jessica
Simpson came along to make horrible ver-CHRIS BOWERS sipns of decent songs, there was Tiffany
and "I Think We're Alone Now." As it
- Joss Stone - Fell In Love With a'Boy'
stood, "ITWAN" was a hit song for
Yes; we're all very impressed that a 16- Tommy James and The Shondells in 1967.
.year-ol~ skinny, blonde English girl can No one could have foreseen it being the
sound (sort oO like a soul queen, but she song that would latµlch the career of
sucked everything that was good from Tiffany and thus ignite the bubblegum
that.song (two minutes of insane fun that revolution that still is as strong today as
you could just go crazy to), slowed it down that fateful day in 1986. When a singer's
to a'screeching halt and doubled its length. first hit is an '80s teenage-oriented pop
There are some· songs that just do not cover of a top hit from the '60s, that should
work at a slower pace, and this is one of definitely shine a light on what is to come.
them. And stop changing the lyrics to suit · Like oh, I don't know, say a headlining conyour gender! That's the single most cert tour of major malls across the counannoying element in any cover song. try?
Look, Joss,_ we're not going to think you're
-CHRIS BOWERS
a lesbian if you sing "Fell in Love With a
Giri" okay? And ifthe argument is "chang- The Vines- Ms.Jackson
ing the lyrics personalizes the song and
Nirvana had a lot of succ~ covering
makes it my own," then here's an idea: David Bowie's ''The Man Who Sold the
write your own damn song next time. World," so it only made sense for AusThat'll make it v~ry per8onal. If you're tralia's The Vmes (who were almost
going to insist .o n covering a song, sing the instantly labeled the next Nirvana) to
right lyrics or shut the hell up.
attempt_their own cover song. But the
.
- DIANNA ZISMAN · result, a slowed-down, depressing version
of OutKast's "Ms. Jackson" is not ~ir
T.A.T.U. - How Soon is Now? ·
vana's equal. Instead it is proof The Vmes
There was a time when you would get · are about as far from Nirvana as Ausbeat up for listening to The Smiths. Now tralian rules football is to the real thing.
their music has been picked up as the There have been few g~ rock covers of
. theme song for some primetime garbage hip-hop songs, and this ·is nowhere near
on the WB (Charmed, in case you were one of them. The Vmes took everything
ctq'ious). Anyway,. Russia's worst pop from the song tl_lat made it a hit and
export, TAT.lJ., has decided to.add anoth- replaced it with everything that make
er nail to the coffin, nearly ruining the them a generic tum of the century altersong's status as one of alternative rock's native.b and Basically, it removed the heart
great anthems. TAT.U:s version of "How of a truly µnique·song in an effo~ to fill the
Soon is Now?" "is so tuneless it doesn't wallets of four overhyped grunge kids
·
exist. within the concrete structure of uni- from down-under.
versal music theory. The original was
-CHRIS BOWERS

music faintly-starts to ascend He tig(tens his

I

grip on the mic, and the light$ flash on
The band is about to have its sixth practice.
- ·
·
In the-tradition_of honoring local bands,
events like UCFs Battle of the Bands usually
call to amiS the veteran locals whose music
lives in the bars and hole-in-the-wall clubs of
downtown Orlando. At these small venues,
musicians spend years cultivating their
music, all the while trading their talent and
hopes for a few pennies and maybe some
beer.
Few go into such a battle with little

artillery.

-

Nevertheless, that was the c·ase for
Bromberg and his bandmates. !laving only
known each other for a little over two
months, the band had spent the last three
weeks practicing in a shoebox studio off of
Forsyth Road With a bassist that was brand
new, the lineup· was barely official, maldng
them an unusual entry in a contest that.carried local heavyweights like Atomic Tangerine, which was formed in -1995, or even
Berman, which has been together for three
years. They were clearly the underdogs of
the Battl~ and with five p~ctices under their

belt they had put together a set of two origirial songs coupled with arecjuired cover. The
onlY; thing they didn't have was a name.
''How bout Slaughtered Fist - bwahhhhh," joked Kris Talarico, 23, as he mockingly
raised a fist The selfproclaimed "old man in'
the band" and guitarist, Talarico has the
most experience with Orlando's local band
scene, . having played _with bands like
Wakestreet
''Yeah; Slaughtered Fist From Silence,"
lead vocalist Bromberg, 20, joked back,
recalling' a name that was already on the
table; Slip from Silence, a name he hated
Frustrated with the constant back-andforth of the past few weeks, guitarist Kevin
Parrow, 21, sat with his bandm.ates on the
steps outside_ their practice studio. He was
tired of having his ideas shot down and
shooting down the ideas of everyone else.
"Let's each just put our idea in a hat and
pick one," he said with an exhausted sigh.
.-- -_After tossing names arotind for 15 minutes, the guys eventually gave up and retreated back into practice.
''We're surprisingly close for not knowing
each other that long," said Talarico OIJ. hlS
way back into the studio. ''I would tell any of
these guys to f*** ofl: and rve heard it from
almost all of them"
"Everybody hates everybody's name
idea," said Greg Parrow,· 21, with a smile.
'We're all so damn stubborn:'
~
The drummer, affectionately nicknamed
"The Greg" by his bandmates, is also Kevin's
twin prother.
"Yeah, me and Kevin have been playing

TUNE
GUITAR MAlllAG
Tune TWB4J 4-String Bass
case not included.

1WB43POXX Padouk Body • LJsf, $999.99
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MUSICupstart rockers The Ariya impressed many at Battle of the Bands event

.

.

.

MARILYN MANNO I THE INDIE

Mark Abrams, left, plays bass-while Andy Bromberg belts out a tune and guitarist Kevin Parrow strikes a chord. Their group, The Ariya, formed less than a month ago but st!ll put on a strong performance at UCF~ Battle of the Bands.

he was playin' Claypool and Wooten, and I the nervousness.
Records and W)RR's ''DJtheDj", who hosted
was like, '-'K, note to self. student's room"I think we're gonna, drop a bomb on the event . · .
everybody:' said Taiarico at the end of their
''The judges were very· happy with the
together for a long time,'' he said sarcastical- mate is naaasty:"
''Yeah, rve been playin' for like two and last practice. "There's talent in this band, UCF talent they saw and were excited.that
ly as he looked at his twin.
"Rumor has it they were beatin' out ha1f years," said Mark Abrams, ·21. "It's a and I think the overall talent makes us con- UCF had good bands to showcase," said
rhythms in the womb:' said Talarico with a privilege to play with these guys, because· tenders."
Ricky Huff, CAB's Homeroming and Col].laugh.
they've all been in bands and I've never
Before long, it was three seconds to cert Director. "Justin Thomas, a producer
"The Shared Placentas," cracked played a show."
showtime, and thoughts of finicky amps from Gridlock studios, was very interested
"Two and a half years is incredible, to .and too-short practices were cut short when in The Ariya and gave me a note for the
Bromberg into the microphone, and they all
play bass.like that:' said Greg ParroW.
a burning spotlight lit up the stage where band to call him because he wanted to work
burst into laughter.
The original fr?ffiework of the band
Impressed by each other's talents, all five - The Ariya now stood.
with'them"
came frrim a band the twins had founded a guys were eager to put something together.
Farrow's thunqerous percussion,
However, once the·points were tallied,
few years ago called Entropy.
After a practice or two, they didn't have Abrams' slick bass-st:rtnnmiµg and the nim- iSent Ninjas was named the winner and.
"[It was] basically us with rotating mem- much, but what they did have they were hie-fingered guitar work of Talarico and given a Gibson Les Paul Studio gui~ along
hers," said Greg Parrow of their project. ex.cited by, and_they wanted to share it as Kevin Parrow all seemed to c01p.e together . with a spot in this year's Florida Music FesEntropy had spent the last year touring with soon as possible.
_
without a hitch, as ·Bromberg belted out tival But according to Huff, The Ariya's perpop singer Cori Yarckin as her backup band,
The idea to take their fledgling posse to songs written·by himself and Talarico. The formance had already won them a spot in
but after a final show at The Social on Jan.17, the Battle came from Kevin Parrow who two original songs were followed by a pul- FMF that night, and, apparently, a certain
it was time to concentrate on the music they thought it would be a great way to jump-; sating rendition of N"me Inch Nails' "Wish" amount of respect
· had been wanting to make. After losing their start the band and get them noticed
that left the crowd pleased and made the
Wielding his mic stand and a card from
Atlantic Records, Bromberg walked out the
other two m~mbers, Kevin and Greg Par- · "It definitely lit a candle under our . judges raise an eyebrow. ,
row began to search, finding Talarico asses," he said "To get us movin' and put
They did well, and they knew it
backstage doors with his bandmates and
through flyers they had put up and some soilgs together."
Somehow, word of the group's short. new.found friends. Just like them, he knew
Bromberg through the Internet
. Practice epded that night with the prom-- lifespan had reached the judges, and they the-band had exceeded their expectations,
The band still had Entropy's original bass ise ofone more on the night ~fore the Bat- buzzed on what they considered to be an and the task of creating a demo was now on
player until he quit three weeks ago, and tie. By then the desperate search for a ·name amazingly tight performance.
the table. But after a show like that, there
that's when Mark came in.
had finally come to a close, with Bromberg
"They've only been playing together for were bigger things on the agenda.
''I used to give guitar lessons to his room- discovering one that everyone didn't hate. · a month or so?'' Asked sti.rprised producer
"Good show, guys," he said as they
mate," said Talarico. '~d then one day he The band was fully a~ that it was a long and judge Toey Battaglia as he discussed the · watched the crowd disperse. "Let's go get
was like 'I play a little bass'. He came out and shot, but there was optimism mixed in with band with Steve Robertson of Atlantic drunk."
FROM
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"Hate it or love it the underdog's on top

I And I'm gonna shine homie until my heart
stop I Go 'head envy me I I'm rap's MVP I

SO CENT
The Massacre
Genre: rap
Label: Aftermath
Release date: March 3

And I ain't goin' nowhere so you can get to
know me:'
50 Cent's biggest hit "In Da Club" put
hip-hop back on the charts while all other
genres took a back seat ride. Fiddy, part of
G-UNIT!, has followed up Get Rich Or Die
Tryin' with yet another solid album in The
Massacre. Leaked on the Internet, the
album was forced to have· a premature
release by almost a week from its original
release (shortly after the fiasco in The
Game's separation from G-Unit).
"I find it ironic in light of recent events
that transpired between 50 Cent ~d The
Game, that the illest track on the whole
joint is the remix of 'Hate It Or Love It',
which features The G~e, said Ad/PR
pending major Marquis Dun~ "So much

.

THE DOVES
Some Cities
Genre: Brit-rock
Label: Capitol
Release date: March 1

.

The Doves, although a produtt of the lat- the band doesn't try anything groundbreak- clever arrangement. In fact, the unique
est Brit-band trend, are a group of talent and ing or new. Instead they stay in the safe melodic qualities in their son.gs· almos~ all
substance that manages to prod~ce decent trendy zone, with a few exceptions.
have a catchy tone to them, much like Cold..:
albums. Unfortunately, their third album
Indeed, the album isn't entirely without play. However, The Doves have a more art-:doesn't seem to live. up to that reputation
hope. There are a variety of styles they seem ful, dreamlike technique to their music that
Some Cities, the band's junior record, has to be experimenting· with. The upbeat separates them from the trendy pop bands,
a much more poppy, retro feel than the pre- "Black and White Town" starts off the . although they do share some of these qualivious two, Lost Souls and The Last Broad- record with a 1970s classic punk feel, with its ties.
cast, which both have melodic yet somber repetitious drumbeat and simple guitar
The trippy, slow "Shadows of Salford"
qualities in the vein of Radiohead, their chords. Reminding the listener of early has an almost creepy undertone. But the
gloomy predecessors. Though sometimes Clash with -lyrics like, "Whether you live upbeat alternative sound of "Sky Starts
repetitious and droned-out, these two alone I Or you're trying to find your way in Falling'' follows, picking up the album's
albums are the epitome of successful and this world/You better make sure you don't tempo. The album ends with '1\mbition,"
enjoyable modem British rock. Son.gs like . crack your head on the pavement man I which falls back down to-a slow and sooth"Break Me Gently'' on Lost Souls could even gotta get up and shout I It's been pro- ing trance.
pass for a spacey Pink Floyd song, minus the gramnied I It's a dangerous place man," one
Whether you're in the mood to dance, get
vocals.
can't help getting a tad excited
riled up or want something to fall asleep to
But with Some Cities, instead of evolving
The band seems to have a flare for goOd peacefully, this album will do you justice~
as artists, they seem to devolve a bit What rhythm and a few different styles, or at least But if you're a hardcore Doves fan you may
used to be fiery and unique ,is now begin- is able to imitate them well.
be a tad disappointed, merely because of
ning to sound too much like everything else
''Walk in the Fire" has a ghost-like melan- very high expectations.
we hear. As a whole, it's less inspiring and choly sound with a catchy chorus and a
-GINA SCANLON
.

'~

IfConor Oberst lived across the Atlantic,
his name would be Patrick Wol£ The two
young musicians have both grown up mak- .
ing music and both find themselves burdened with such titles as musical whiz kid
and the all-too-frequently used "next big

•

However, Wolf departs from his American counterpart with the release of bis second full-length, Wind in the Wires. Each
track on Wmd in the Wzres fl4wlessly mixes
an undercurrent of electronic beats with
numerous instruments spanning from violins fil1:d cellos to ukuleles, topped With
lyrics that tell stories of gypsy kings; pining
for lost youth and everything in between.
The environment that Wolf creates here is
one that Oberst only flirted with on his
most recent electronic release, [);gital Ash
in a Digital Um Wmd in the-Wzres should
find a home with anyone who appreciates
music as both a unique form of storytelling
and powerful forum for self expression

The indie rock duo The Kills just
released its sophomore album No Wow,
its first for major label RCA.
It's a fitting title if there ever was one.
This group used to be a lot better when
they were called The White Stripes.
- Not to say that The Kills' latest album
is without merit.
Every song starts out with a ton of
potential but never manages to build
· NoWow toward anything.
The Kills are a drum-machined, syn' Genre: indie rock
thesized
version of Jack White's sound,
t.
Label: RCA
the only difference being that in The
Release date: March 8 Kills, the woman of the group sings the
lead vocals.
If you are a fan of the first Kills album,
Keep on Your Mean Side,· you are going to
love No Wow.
However, if you like music that uses
more than two chords and a generic beat,
avoid this album like Paris Hilton avoids
common sense.

- CHRIS BOWERS

- JOE ANDERSON

thing:'

PATRICK WOLF

IAlind in +he w;,.LX

,,., ,

"• 11

,,., ~.J

Genre: indie rock
Label: Tomlab
Release date: March 15·

for seeing that ~ve."
goes into my piggy bank ... Bank's s*** sells
The Massacre, produced by Dr. Dre, I Buck's s*** sells I Game s*** sells I I'm
Eminem, Sha Money XL and 50 Cent him- rich as hell," putting aside the name-dropself (who also produced The Game's docu- ping bashes and attacks of other artists.
mentary), has appearances by Jamie Foxx
Many argue Get Rich or Die TTyin' is still
(on "Build You Up"), G-Unit, The Game the better album, but The Massacre already
· and Olivia ("Candy Shop").
consists of club hits: "Candy Shop;' "Disco
50 partners with Eminem on the track Inferno" and soon enough, "Outta Con"Gatman and Robbin" This song unques- trol," his next single spilling lyrics fit for the
tionably possesses a Shady feel in the way club: "I do my thang in da club I Every
the beats are produced as well as the way chance I get I tear it up I Dan~e floor jani
Fiddy and Em spit out their lyrics. In the packed, look I I got em,.goin, goin, out of
beginning of Eminem's verse, his every control I Set it off on yo left dawg I Set it
rhyme is hit like Batman's ''Whack!," bring- . off on yo right da\vg I Set it off, n****, I said
ing to mind the comic-like text bubbles set it off."
with Barn! in bold
The Massacre consists of 22 hard-hittmg
"Piggy Banlc" is a track that some claim tracks, sparing us the obligatory skits that
will get long-time 50 fans "playa hatin'," somehow tend to find themselves on so
with the lyrics, "Clickity clank, clickity inany rap records. Overall, you'll either hate
clank/ The money goes into my piggy bank . it or love it
I Clickity clank, clickity clank/ The money
. - SHARON PME

.

THE KILLS
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MARKO A MANNO

Respondjng
to the pine
problem .

BLEEPS & BLOOPS

Fall·out
of real
society

Wh3:tever you do, don't
call up that ex-lover
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

Go ahead.·This Spring
Break, be antisocial.

Staff Writer

D

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

A

h, Spring Br.eak! Sun, relaxation
and inebriation. And for the .less
socially adept of us, plenty of time
to invest in all the games we've be~n
neglecting and all the JilOnstrous RJ>Gs
'we've been avoiding.
When a sleazy casino owner asks you to
murder a toWll's mayor, you can rat on
For those with a lot of time on their him and bring him to justice, go ahead
hands, the Fallqut series is one of the and assassinate the mayor and collect
most unique RPGs ever to grace the your bounty, or just turn the eatire town
home PC. Forget your hobl?its and ores, into war zone and eventually a ghost
Fallout takes p]4ce in the post-apocalyp- · town. You can beeline through the game
tic western United States. Picture Mad and just try to accomplish your quest, or
Max but with a broken-down car. Players you can see how many liv~s you can save
travel between dens, villages. and cities and/or ruin.
on their ques~ for technology that can .
·Add in a meaningful conversation syssave their people. During their travels, tem, a twisted sense of humor and the
they encounter prostitutes, thi~ves, con-·· best mascot ever (the perpetually happy
spirators, ·raiders, mutants and other -s'Pip Boy'' drawn a la Monopoly chance
wholesome folks.
cards) and the Fallout series is a true gem
The end goal is to sav~ your family and in gaming.
friends, but what you do on the way and
who you do it to are entirely up to you. Katamari Damacy (PS2)

Fallout(PQ

COURTESY INTERPLAY

Those busy partying this break may
be more interested in instant gratification from a game like Katamari Damacy.
An inebriated King of the Cosmos accidentally destroyed all the stars in the
sky and ·now demands that his son, the
miniscule princ~ wad up pencils,
radishes, a cat, little girls, cows and anything else he can roll a colorful ball over
so that these clumps can replace the former stars and constellations.
Players control the prince and his
katamari like a tank, using solely the dual
analog sticks as he nimbly navigates
through huge environments, starti.Ilg by
collecting tacks and cookies and eventuPLEASE SEE

HOW ON i12

MANNO A MARKO

The ~yth of the past relationship
sleep with _your ex, but yoµ sure as hell
will think about sleeping with your ex. '
This' need to have a partner all the
time keeps us from enjoying one
mom~nt of our single life. I will never
MARILYN MANNO
understand this about the human race.
Staff Writer
When we're with someone, we want to
here's ~saying that I love. It goes a be single. When we're.single, we become
'lil' somethin'. like this. "Humans slaves to the romantic comedy. Oh yes,
are very much · like monkeys I've seen it happen to men too. Sitting
because they never let go of one branch there; watching Serendipity, pretending
l.ijltil they have a"firm grip on the next · that he's just watching it 'cause "Nothin'
one."
else is on." What perpetuates this?
The truth is, sadly, that no matter how · I think partially it's because we enjoy
horrible a relationship was, we find om:- the pining. We fove every minute of the
selves resorting back to it in times of b~aring U2 songs, the sad ;movies, the
loneliness. If not physically, than emo- tear-drenched pictures, and last but not
'tionally. In other words you might not go least, use of the sexi~st pick-up line on

Check reality next time
you pine for lost love

T

,..

the planet, "I just got my heart broken. I
really don't think I'in ready for a relationship right noW."
Since pining away can be so fulfilling,
it's hard for us to get up_ and out of the
metaphorical "last relationship~' bed. We ·
like it there. It's so soft and comfy. Familiar, like an old shoe, but most of all, it
feels like real 'love. The fantasy world in
which we and our ex-significant others
reign as king as queen is a fat better
place then the ghettos of dating. (i.e~
bars, parties, public bathroom8)~
·Eventually, your friends drag you out
for your official, "I'm single and ready to
mingle" night out. It usually turns out

,

.

PLEASE SEE

YOUR EX ON i12

amn it. Serendipity is on (I'm pnly
watching . it, you know, cause
there's nothing else on), and I've
got to -turn it off to respond to Suzy
Heartache over there to my left. I want
everyone out there to take a minute and
shed a tear for poor Ms. Manno. Don't
laugh; dating is really· hard when you're
talented, intelligent and mind-numbingly
gorgeous (you're welcome). This week,
it's my turn to respond to Marilyn's column, and she set me up nicely by submit~ the term paper from Lanie Chick Literature 101 Read on as I take Marilyn to
school like I was the UCF shuttle. ·
First off, guys don't pine for their exgirlfriends. We replay. We lament. We
may even rehash. But we don't pine. You
know whom we do pine for? The new
girL The next girL Here's something that
you and Oprah Nation can take from us
(we do manage to get a couple of things
right): We d.o a much bett;er job oflooking
forward
Work in the present. Unhappy with
the way that your life is going? Improve
your status. I currently take 20 credit
hours, Work two jobs, have an internship
and write this column. Why do I do this?
L) I've got illegitimate children to feed. 2.)
Strippers ain't cheap. 3.) There are so
many negative things to dwell on that I
saturate my life with movement so that I
don't look backwards.
·
Marilyn, when did you become That
Girl? Did it ever occur to you that this
''pining'' that you speak so fondly of may
be what's keeping yoti ·from enjoying the
next great relationship? We can sense
when your heart is not really into it If you
project an image of sadness and longing,
guess what you'll come away with at the
· end of the night more sadness and deeper longing. Carrying around a bad relationship is akin to wearing the scarlet letter; we can see it plain as day.
And for God's sake, don't you dare
make that call. Don't do it Take home a
total stranger before you call up your ex.
Call me ifyou have to; rn talk some damn
·sense·into you. He's your ex for a reason!
And yes, I am aware that guys make this
call quite often. However, ii1 our defense,·
we're not looking for answers, vindication
PLEASE SEE

PININ' ON i12

LIFE
DVD REVIEW

A super Superman DVD
Animated Series fmally gets qoes Man of Steel the ·nght way
SUPERMAN: THE .
ANIMATED SERIES DVD ·
BY WARNER

•

Dane Cook on hecklers,
his methods and more

BROTHERS

Genre: Animated Series
Release date: Available now

BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

n the rainy night of Feb. 23, thousands of anxious (and soaked)
UCF students piled into the UCF
arena. Some had been waiting
eagerly for hours just to get in; others simply stampeded their way in once it started
pouring rain. Either way, they would stop
at nothing to reach their destination: a
Knight of Qlmedy with Dane Cook! ~ ·
Cook delivered a solid, action-packed
~ hour to the sold-out crowd despite some
technical difficulties. About _IS minutes
into the set, Cook's microphone went
dead Fired up in the middle of another
''Real TV'' video clip joke, Dane was ready
to continue without the mic anyway. But
before long, the mi<;rt>phone returned in
its full capacity and Dane was back on and
ready to rock.
· After the show, the in.die caught" up with
the man himself to ask him some questions. Here's what he had to say: .

0

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

T

he WB has been doing a bang-up job
restoring its '90s DC cartoons, first
with the Dark KIDght, Batman, and
now with the icon that started an entire
genre of comic storytelling, the Man of
Steel himself: Supellnan.
Airing from 1996 to 2000, the show borrowed heavily from John Byrne's ~986 reinvisionment ofthe character while adding in
its own touches. This isn't the Superman
that flicks planets out of orbit This isn't the
LexLuthor that chats away with Ned Beatty and worries about losing his hair. This is
a modem portrayal of a classic icon, and for
the most part, it works.
There ~ much controversy throughout the show due to the de-powering of
Superman. While still resilient to most
attacks, the animated Superman struggles
to lift helicopters and can get seriously
injured, even without the radioactive glow
of Kryptonite. As the show's producers say
in one of the four commentaries offered on
the DVD; this wasn't done to make Supes a
wimp, but because there had to be some
type of tension throughout each 22 minutes. It was a well-thought-out and wellexecuted decision, and as a result this
Superman is more human than preyious
versions of the character. .
The creators also did a stellar job with
tweaking the villains. They completely
redid Brainiac, a mediocre alien in the
comics, who was imagined as a HAL-like
a
emotionless computer, who actually has _
hand in bringing Superman's home planet
to iq; grisly end
Lex Luthor is as he should have always
been: a money-grubbing tycoon peeved by
Superman's glocy-hogging heroics. It could
be so easy for Superman to kill him, but he's
above $at, and the way S~perman must
wrestle with his morals during the show is
pulled off ~wlessly. Whenever Superman
and Luthor are on screen together, there is
an indescribable level of tension.
The Toy Man, a goofy silver-age nuisance, ~ downright creepy on the show,
portrayed C!S a bitter man in a doll's body.
The Parasite, a villain with life-draining
powerS, provides comic,-relief for the show,

I Stand-up
-Cook is a
great .Dane

COURTESY WARNERBROTHUIS

craving cable TV more than anything else.
He's a slacker .janitor who accidentally
gained super powers and hasn't really
changed much. The show's.most grandiose
villain, Darkseid, lord of Apokolips, only
gets a cameo in one of the episodes, but
would go on to cause unparalleled misery
and mischief for the boy·in blue.
Three short featurettes and a pop-up
trivia version of an episode are the DVD's
special features, in addition to the aforementioned commentaries. While infonnative, the commentaries are filled with too
much technical information that woUld
only be·of interest to animation aficionados. The only noteworthy aspect of them is
the always funny.Paul Dini, who manages
t<? get in at least one Mr. Mxyzptlk reference in per episode. And that imp from the
fifth dimension doesn't even appear here!
At $20 for 18 ,episodes, Superman pro-

.

.

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

Su_perman battles Brainiac in his animated series.
vides much action-adventure bang for your
buck and makes a usually boring character
far more interesting thah he has any right to .
be.

Brandon Bielich: First of all, how do
you feel the show went?
·
_... Dane Cook: Oh man, that was an
amazing show, dude. That was f***ing off
the chain, man. I had done seven shows in
seven days, and I don't think I could've
ended any better. In comedy, there's no
such thing as a perfect show. There's great
shows and there's shows where you 1'0Ck,
and that was pretty close to a perfect show.
Even with the technical glitch ... ,it all
added to the excitement of the show and it
wa8 all great, man. Really good people; I
had a good time.
BB: Do you have any pre-show rituals
to get you "psyched up" for a show? ,.
DC: Before every show, I get a rag and
I dip it in gasoline and I shove it i,i my own·
mouth. Then I run around in a circle like
60,,70, 90 times. Then they call my name, I
spit that gas rag out, and I go on; that's it
That gets me ready; I call that "fueling the
fire,'' me being the fire and the rag is the
fuel and ifI keep it in too long, ''Kapowee!"
ignite and we can't have that

rn

BB: How did you first get started in
stand-up; when did you decide this is what
you_wanted to do?
PLEASE SEE

AUNIVERSITY ON i12 .

LIFE
A .~versity is 'like an orgy' How do we roll? With a
FROM

session and flip it on its ass [and
use it to· propel myself forward],
I'll look like a winner because I
can make something ~ppenright
· here, right now for these people.

i11

DC: Since I was a little tiger. I ...
come from a funny family. My
mom and dad are very open to
being silly and putting themselves
out there. A lot of my style comes
from my parents. My mother is
vety animated and over the top,
not afraid to [look stupid] ... and
my dad, on the other hand, is very
sarcastic and kind of subtle and
low key, and he's got kind of a
cocky swagger. So I basically com- _
bined my parents' humor and
brought it into my act.

me

BB: What's
the -w riting
process like for your jokes?
DC: Complete stream of conCOURTESY ©~lrnY CENTRAL RECORDS
sciousness; I don't sit down and Dane Cook has a new CD in the works.
write. I hav~ not written an actual
seiJist or jokes in many, many, you, you're right there, you~re
many years. I felt like I was losing - right on me." Then [a college] is
my excitement to want to get up like an rn:gy. We're gonna have a
and explore the joke on stage. So I sexual romp; ifs gonna be climat::tend to go backwards: I will have ic. It's gonna have flows. Ifs gonna.
an idea, and then I will take it up be surreal sometiriies because
on stage and t;0mpletely throw a people are [moaniilg] and calling
mud ball and try to see what out The energy is palpable; ifs
sticks. I'll improvise with it ... and sexual.
if 10 ideas g0 up on the wall there
and three stick, then the next
BB: How do you feel about
night I'll do it again and throw hecklers?
those three and [try to see what
DC: There's a love-hate relaelse works]. That's the reason my tionship with the heckler ... The
jokes aren't ~ctly identical night hate part is that ifs music up there
after night I try to keep that for- and it really is rhythmic. And
when you're trying ta get that
rhythm going ·and somebody is
BB: How would you compare just going to - right in the middle
playing comedy clubs versus uni- of it - yell "I love popcorn,''. ifs
versities and colleges?
pulling you away from the music,
DC: Ifs like seX; ifs like a one- ifs taking your hand offthe guitar;
night stand at a club. Ifs like ''Hey, ifs a crack in 'your windshield; it
I'm gonna hit on you, and it's annoys you The love part is that
gonna be intimate, and ifs gonna you're a comic, and a right of pasbe you and me; and I'm gonna . sage being a comedian is the
look into your · eyes ..• and I'm heckler. If I can ·take this heckler
gonna be able to literally touch that is pulling me out of my jam

T

Pinin' ain't ndthin~ but
a tree thang, Manno
FROM

i10

or self-esteem when we do it;
we're ·looking for some tail. That
may sound harsh, but there's a
good amount of honesty in our
behavior. Speaking of honesty, I
will now provide the bottom line
for Ms. "This need to have a partn~r all the time keeps us from

BB: Do you find yourselfbeing
asked to recite infamous jokes in
public? Or do people just walk up ·
to you sometimes and shout "OH
YEAH!?''
DC: Yeah, it's flattering as all
hell - I'll take it, I love it. But
when they start asking
to do
the bit, to repeat it, it's like 'Tm not
on stage:' If rm not on stage, rm
not in the mode. Offstage, rma little .more reserved, I'm a little
shy~ and rm a little-bit more laid
back. Ifs a [little aw~] when
people come up and say "do the
Kool-Aid thing.'; I'm not in that
mode right now and it wouldn't
be as finn?-y doing it right here.

enjoying one moment of our single life" over there: You're not as
single as you think you are. Until
you shed the TRUE dead weight
in your life (not your ex- ·
boyfrien~ but your obsession
with past relationships), you will
have no room in·your heart for
someone new who actually
deserves to be $ere.

· BB: You have a new CD entitled Retaliation t-0 be released .in
the next few months. Can you
give us any more info ·on that or
maybe a preview of what to
expect?
DC: There's a surprise [that
will be on] Retaliation that I really
don't want to give away. But I
know that the fans are going to be
pretty stoked. I know that, when
they open up that packaging,
when they see what's in there, I
think that they are going to be
pretty excited by that. There's
[some old bits] like the "Car Acci·denf' bit in their full form. There's
[also] a lot of new stuff on there,
and rm very excited for people to
get hold of that
As Dane said, "I guess it wasn't
a Goodyear for Mary." Maybe not,
but it was an incredible night for
UCE

Your ex
wasn't that
wonderful
FROM

i10

bad for you Every single person
in the entire room wants to date
you, and it's like getting a _foot
massage when your feet are
nUQJ.b. You're like, "This is great

humongous ball of crap
FROM

i10

ally growing his c.J.ump into a
monstrosity capable of sucking
up vehicles, bUndings ·and even
islands. There are no deathtraps
to outmaneuver, enemies to kill
or complex· battle ·systems to
master - players need only focus
on amassing a large enough katainari within a ·time limit so that
they can create a new star.
However, creating constellations demands a bit more concentration.
Creating Virgo
requires that players not only

build up their kafamari, but also
they miJ.st roll up as many "maidens" as possible. Reforming Taurus requires players to build up
their katamari ·and collect .o nly
one cow, the largest cow they can
find-with the largest being the
"Holy Cow."
·
Infectious music and colorful
imagery assault players' senses
the second they load up Katamari
Damacy.
Few games outside of N"mtendo's ADHD-inspired Wario Ware
series can match the pick-up-andplayability of this game.

by l'obbie. l'aborrdll
...so then I put the
biggest muffler on
my Honda alorig
with some dragon·
stickers.

of course, my rims
needed to be upg;raded to
some &erious eye candy.

l'm tal.kin' chrome
$})inn.en, baby!

.
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do you think .I can bom>w
. that book you're reading
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. . "Tbe. College Guys' Oukk:
to Becoming Wdl-Known
a Huge Douche Bagu ·

as

9·

I'm writing a

~

I\ .

stl~

note for )'ou.

~~oui

(i'mlooely)

and all, but I don't feel a thing!"
friend. You'll be able to forge a
You miss the pining.
relationship with this person not
It's like crack.
because you've f mally found
Then one day, you wake up someone better than your ex, l;>ut
and realize that this amazing because let's face it, your ex wasperson in your head is nothing n't reallythat_great to begin with.
like your ex. Your ex has someEnj_oymg someone more than
how gotten faller and more the pining will be' what gefs you
attractive. That lisp, or mole, or past the last branch and lets you
lazy eye is gone. They make you tighten your grip on the next
laugh when they were never · one. How do you start dating ·
really that funny.
again? I have no idea. When? I
This new realization will lead couldn't tell ya. It all depends on
you to meeting someone whose you.
company is inevitably more
Alright, Nick. Do your worst,
enjoyable than your imaginary babe.
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Foreign Film Oscar
winner is finally here
Javier Bardem .~ terrific as a suicidal
quadriplegic in Spain's The,Sea Inside
PAUL HAYNES

· right and not an obligation, and
·that the same groups that
oppose euthanasia are also
t would seem that right- vocal supporters of the death
wing pundits like Rush penalty. The Sea Inside incorpoLimbaugh might almost rates all of these points and is
prefer it if the movies didn,t essentially a dramatized debate
exist, as the cinema almost forum. The movie is not doginvariably becomes a target for matic; it explores botp. sides of
sanctimonious attack. Secretly, the argument thoroughly,
· though, they acknowledge that although certainly not· with
their voices would be gravely neutrality. It opens with the
compromised without films question ''Why choose death?,,
like The Sea Inside. Because and subsequently attempts to
cinema is the most accessible answer it.
and popular form of expression,
Javiar Bardem, perfectly lowit is ready-made fodder for .key here, stars as Ramon
·('()Utspoken,, opportunists.
Sampedro, a former sailor who
, The Sea Inside, by the gifted has been a quadriplegic since
Spanish director Alejandro breaking his neck after a diving
Amenabar (Open Your Eyes, miscalculation 28 years earlier.
, The Others), has been the target Ramon, who rarelt leaves his
of selective outrage alongside bed and is attendea to by the tion. Ramon has become pub- young single mother whose
another successful current film members of his family who live licly known as an activist interest in Ramon invites suspifor its endorsement of euthana- with him, is not bitter, not through his appeals to legisla- cion. Many of tJ?.e characters are
sia for quadriplegics. The con- unpleasant, and appears.to be at ture to allow him a legally sanc- either · openly or quietly
servative moralists who have peace, but he feels he would be tioned death, although this . opposed to Ramon,s will to die,
tokenistically condemned these at greater peace if he were dead. image is merely incidental, as and their various reasons for
movies (in most cases without The relief provided by intangi- it's not his objective to become this are revealing and become
seeing them) zealously el~vate bles such as memory and fanta- . a spokesperson or a cause an element in the movie,s argument.
the ostensibly sunny opinion sy is not enough to sustain him. celebre.
The
movie
attentively
·
folthat life is worth living regardThis movie has attracted less
The quandary of suicidal
less of any imaginable set of quadriplegics is, of course; that lows Ramon,s relationships controversy than that other curconditions to the threatening· they cannot commit suicide with his family, his new attor- re~t film, despite the· fact that
aura of decree. Among the independently and must rely on ney, (played by Belen Rueda, the other film is not as overtly
_familiar arguments against others, who may become vul- herself aftlicted with a degener- about this particular subject
--:hese ideologies is.~at life is a nerable to criminal prosecu- ative disease), and a needy matter. Because The Sea Inside
Staff Writer
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Ramon (Javier Bardem) .shares a rare moment
of laughter with his pro bono lawyer Julia·
(Belen Rueda) in The Sea Inside.

is foreign and has received
more limited distribution, it
would not be as convenient to
the objectors, cause. This
movie is also rational and
leaves few moral stones.
unturned, presenting a greater
challenge to the pro-life creed
simply because it acts aS a studPLEASE SEE THE SEA ON ill:,
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Incredibles gets
incredible DVD
Also, Alfie, Alien Autopsy
and Stqr Trek: First Contact
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer ·

"1e lnaedibles
The Incredibles, one of the better (and
one of the most original) films of last year
. and an Academy Award nominee for Best
Original Screenplay (it also won Best Animated Film), arrives on DVD in a two-disc
special edition that includes commentary
by writer/director Brad Bird and producer

John Walker, plus a second connnentary
U.S. movie revenues for March 4-6
All dollar figures in-millions
RAl!JcfllM- WEEKEND GROSS ,
GROSS TO DATE• WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1.The Pacifier- $30.6
$30.6 • One week • 3,131
2. Be Cool- $23.5
$23.S •One week• 3,216
3.Hitch-$12.1
$138.0 •Four weeks• 3,438
4; Diary of a Mad Black Woman- $11.0
$37.1 •Two weeks • 1,703
S. Million Dollar Baby- $8.1
$76.6·12 weeks· 2,350
6. Constantine- $6.1
$60.7 ~Three weeks· 2,758
7. Cursed- $3.9
$15.3 •Two weeks• 2,805
8. Man of the House- $3.5
$14.0 ·Two weeks· 2,422
9. ~use of Winn-Dixie- $3.2
$26.tf: Three weeks • 2,506
10. The Jacket- $2.7
~..Oneweek•l,331

SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-9n-1107

Be Cool (PG-13)
12:201:101:30 3:104:004:30 7:00 7:308:109'.SO
10-3011:3012:S()a

Because of Winn-Dixie (PG)
12:20 3:20 6:40 9'10

The Boogeyman (PG-13)
12:30 3:10 7:20 7:509'5010:3012:1oa
~ntine{R)
·
= -"12:00 4:00 4:307:1Q10:0010:4012:50a

Cursed (PG-13)
7:2010:1012:Joa

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG-13)
12:101:20 3:10 7:10 7:50 9:40

Hitch (PG-13)
12:30 1:00 1:303:40 4:10 4:40 6:50 7:40 8:20 9:40
10-3012:00a 12:Joa

Hostage(R)
12:101:20 3:20 4:20 7:408:2010:1012:00a 12:Soa

The Jacket (R)
- 12:40 4:207:2010:0012:40a

-ManoftheHouse(PG-13)
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i17

Benjamin Andrei (better known as Andre 3000) has acrappy cameo in Be Cool. Perhaps this OutKast ~tar was miscast.

Messy adaptation not as
Cool as it wishes it was
Be Cool littered with worthless.cameos, sloppy direction
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

B

e Cool begins with a self-referenti31 discussion about the Motion Picture
·
Association of America In that discussion, Chili Palmer (John 'fravolta) speaks of
how one can .only hav~ one utterance of the
dreaded F-word in a PG-13 movie and then
proceeds to mutter it before the opening credit roll. While self-reference can be fun a]J.d
sometimes even useful, this is but one example-of what m3kes Get Shorty's sequel Be Cool
more of a self-parody then a continuation .o f a
~

story.

One could almost see the studio executives
running aroilnd trying to piss on the film
enough so they could feel it was theirs. Audi:..
· ences are treated to over-glorified cameos by
Danny DeVito, Andre 3000, an eyebrow-raising Rock and Vmce Vaughn, who's so unfunny it's painful It's as if each executive threw in
a star vegetable on their way to making their
own glass of VS.
All of these things are meant to keep one's
eye off the plot, and for a while it does the job.
Then, about an hour before the movie endS
(Be. Cool runs messy, bloated two hours), the
realttation is had that whafs being watched is
no mbre than people cutting slices of hani off
of their own persons.
·
Director F. Gary Gray does ah awful job
bringing to life the screenplay by Peter Steinfeld. Gray (The Italian Job, A Man Apart)
doesn't understand the humor of this film or
of author Elmore Leonard's humor in general
and uncomfortably repeats sight.gags instead

a

of empliasizingwitty banter or, for that matter,
any of the spoke~ words. His direction overall
is lazy and messy. For a film that is so deceptive· in its undertakings of plot~ Gary Gray
makes sure that none of it is clear in the fmished film. Painful
Travolta is thankless and hammy in his role
as Palmer. Gone is the cool allure, the mysterious animosity toward humanity. Instead there ,
is a man who haphazardly manipulates people
to do his bidding. That's not cool, and that's
not being cool, that's.being crap.
Uma Thurman, who was last seen on
screen with Travolta in 1994's Pulp Ftction, fills
space in this movie by drinking, smiling and
dancing with Chili when deemed appropriate.
Her character is given little space to grow jn
this convoluted mess of a poor adaptation of a
.
mediocre novel by Leonard
No reason exists to produce this film
besides making a lot of money. The director
doesn't understand the film, the actors are too
into themselves to see heads from tails, the
writer is an obvious hired hand who skimmed
through the novel and picked here and there
and no one invested enough time into making
the film good, or even watchable.
A credit cookie that shows all of the characters in the film (including characters that
died) hamming it up further by dancing to the
end credits song only further expounds upon
the theory that this film is utterly useless.
About the only positive attribute this film has
is that it's in focus most of the time.
After viewing this film, Chili ·Palmer
should follow his own advice and instead of
being crappy, he should try to be cool

oy the animators. Jack-Jack Attack is an
eXclusive all-new short film that apparently reveals exactly what Jack-Jack was doing
offscreen during the moVie. Incredi-Blunders includes bk>opers and outtakes. Also
included are deleted scenes, including an
alternate opening and a making-of featurette. Caked on after this are seven additional behind-the-scenes featurett~s, the
Pixar short film Boundin ', with optiollal
commentary by &rector Bud Luckey and a
Who is Bud Luckey? featurette. Still not
enough? Top secret NSA files on all the
Supers, the Mr. Incredible & Pals cartoon
with optional commentary by Frozone and
Ml: Incredible, and Vowellet, an essay by
vocal talent Sarah Vowell (Violet) round
out this incredible package.

Alfie
One ·of the 800,000 movies that Jude
Law was in this fall, Alfie comes to DVD in
a generic package that matches both the
film and its marketing. The tagline ''What's ~
it all about?'' reminds everyone that when
the marketing is asking what the film's
. about, it can't be that good in the first
place. Included on this . ordinary DVD
release are eight deleted scenes with
optional commentary by the director and ·
editor; five featurettes; script, production
and storyboard galleries; and two com..:
mentaries.

Alien Autopsy and Star Trek: First Contad
A Jonathan Frakes double feature! First
as host of the Fox Television special Alien
Autopsy: Fact or Fiction. Originally airing in .
the mid-'90s and wholly debunked in the
mid-'90s, this giant piece of bunk is being
released for the first time on DVD. Watch
. an alien be cut open and examined A night
for the whole family!
.
Then watch as director Frakes takes the
Star Trek fleet on the adventure subtitled
First Contact. This DVD is filled to the
brim with three commentaries and no less
then 14 featurettes, as well as scene deconstructions, storyboards and t:P.e theatrical
trailer.
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Thriller The Jacket pulls:a few butterfly effe~ts

Adrien Brody keeps this time-travel suspense film compelling, but don't exp~ct much originality in
-JENNIFER GONZALEZ •
Staff Writer

H

ere's something to ponder: What do Ashton Kutcher and Adrien Brody have in
common? h might be a hard nut to crack
at first but the Punk'd prankster and the Oscar
winner have several similarities. They both are
tall _and wry. They both have a history of
smooching older women (Demi and Halle,
respectively). And lastly, they both starred in a
pretty similar movie.
Iri The Jacket, Adrien Brody suffers as John
Starks, a Gulf War I veteran, who was sent home
after a head injury left him with amnesia. The
quick pace of the first 20 minutes swiftly takes
Starks from bloody battle to the bitter cold arid
deserted highways of Vermont, then ultiinat~ly
remanded to a mental hospital named Alpine
Grove, for the alleged murder of a police offict?r.
It was a murder he may or may not have committed, because the last thing he can remember

is an encounter with a junkie mother (Kelly,Lynch) and her young daughter, ~horn he quickly bonded with.
Shortly after arriving at Alpine Grove, Starks
meets Dr. Becker (played by Kris Kristofferson,
who works the 'troubled evil doctor' role with his
gruff voice and steely blue eyes), who proll!ptly
puinps him full of drugs, straps on a straightjacket and sticks~ in a morgue drawer in the basement, all part of his so-called therapy. Once he's
in there, director John Maybury goes to great
lengths to convey the claustrophobic terror of
this barbaric treatment. While in the drawer,
Stark is inundated with an onslaught of flash-cut
images of the past and of the future. Eventually,
Stark realizes he can travel to the future, all the
way to the year 2007. In this future, he meets
Jackie Price (Keira Knightley, brooding with her
darkhair and American accent), who turns out to
be that little girl with the junkie mo~ all grown
up and legal. He also learns that the present him,
the one lying in the drawer in _1992, will die in

Adrien Brody accepts another
challenging role as amnesiac
Gulf War 1 veteran John Starks.

'

the script

fourdayg:
Stylistically, Maybury injects tension into the
time-shifting film through dark lighting, tight
close-ups and Knightley's smudged eyeliner.
Most of the hospital scenes are worn out, graytinged and sterilely unnerving.
The script by. Massi Tadjedin. is compelling
enough, if not unavoidably reminiscent of the
recent The Butterfly Effect. In both films, the
main character eventually goes through great
lengths to fix the life of the girl loves using bis
. ability to travel through time. They go to the past
to try and repair .th~ future.
What tru)y turns this film into something
worth a look is Brody's performance. He effectively maneuvers through the convoluted and
dark ·p lot with unconventional charm and sincere emotion. But if that doesn't interest you, let
the promise .of a nude Keira Knightley inspire
you to give this morbid thriller a chance and not
dismiss it as another one of the 150 horror
movies currently in theaters.
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A Ring for the

•.· whole family
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

I

~:

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

My Own Private lda-whoooa! Keanu Reeves, back when he was aedible, plays Mike in Gus Van Sant's cult dassic, here holding best friend Scott (River Phoenix).

,

Add this to your Private collectio;n

JJ.y Own Private Idaho gets an astounding release from Criterion
MIKE FERRARO

arrive in Rome, Scott meets an Italian girl and the two fall in
love, aiid he eventually leaves Mike all.by himself. Not only
does Mike love Scott, he also mis a hard time traveling withndependent cinema really started to eXplode in the late out accompaniment due to a hard case of narcolepsy that ·
'80s and early '90s. Films like Jim Jarmusch's Down by ~ causes him to pass out under seriously stressful situations.
Law and Steven Soderbergh's sex, lies and videotape.real· Simplistic viewers (or homophobes) may have a hard time
ly helped the independent scene hit mainstream - their seeing their precious Mr. Anderson kissing on some older
unique storylines and interesting characters gave audiences a members of the same sex, but more mature audiences should
reason to escape typical Hollywood films. Another.key figure find Keanu's performance to be among his best. River
in this movement was director Gus Van Sant
Phoenix's work here reminds us that we were indeed robbed
Before he gave us the great Good Will Hunting or his hor- of a fme performer way b~fore his time should have been up.
rific raping of Hitchcock's Psycho, he told a terrific and haunt- It is an amazing thing, really. Too many entertainment greats
ing story of two young male street hustlers in Portland in have found themselves. indulging in drugs to the point of
1991's My Own Private Idaho.
death, yet countless crappy others (like Jessica Simpson) only
The film includes a post-Bill and Ted performance by overdose on teeth-whitener, little doggies and enough money
Keanu Reeves and a pre-overdose act by the late River to throw down $50,000 on wrist-watches like it's nothing.
Phoenix. Mike (Phoenix) lives on the streets because he ·has
This new Criterion release ofMy Own Private Idaho would
nowhere else to go. His mother abandoned him at a young age have been perfection had it not been short of a commentary.
and his relationship with his father is tumultuous to say the It does, however, include a plethora of eXtras nonetheless.
le~t Scott (Reeves), on the other hand, is the complete oppoIt includes a two-hour audio interview with Van Sant by
site - he is a rich kid who adapts to this kind of living for the director Todd Haynes (Far From Heaven), a new 40-minute
simple fact of pissing off his well-to-do parents. On his 21st making-of documentary with interviews from some of the
birthday, he is to.receive a large inheritance, and when that crew, deleted scenes and the theatrical trailer. It also mcludes
comes (w~ch is in a week), he plans on leaving this life and a 64-page booklet that reprints some essays comparing this
changing into exactly the type of man his parents want him to film with Shakespeare's Henry IV and an interview with Van
be.
Sant by River Phoenix. It is a very touching and intiniate interEven though Scott has his life plan set alreadY, he embarks view that not only tackles personal stuff from Van Sant's life
on a journey to help Mike fmd his missing mother. This mis- but also what actually helped inspire this gritty and unique
sion takes them all around, from Portland to Italy. When they film.
Staff Writer

I
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n preparation for both The Ring 2 and The
Weatherman, I recently bought what fd like
to dub ''The Gore Verbinski Collection" 1bis
essentially means that I bought The Ring and
Pirates of the Caribbean (I already owned The
Mexican and had no real desire to see Mousehunt).
I watched Pirates first and once again enjoyed
Johnny Depp's bizarre performance. But then I
watched The Ring. I first watched The Ring on an
. airplan~ it was the first time I had rented out one .
of those little teeny tiny DVD players. I enjoyed
the film and thought the overall mood was chilling, but something about the logic of it all never
sat right with me. On second viewing, I found it
The Ring is about family- it's riot a horror film.
At least it's not a horror ftlm in any convenient
sense. If it is a horror film, it's a horror film about
responsibility and parenting. Watching the film a
second time, I was struck by how easy it all fit
together, how all the motivations just slipped right
into place. This isn't the first ti.QJ.e Verbinski has
dealt with responsibility; either; it is a recurring .
theme throughout all his work
And for a man whose name is Gore, there really isn't any in this film. That is, of course, unless
you consider family to be a gory topic; I know I do.
I was struCk by Verbinski's issues with family.
Naomi Watts plays a single mother in the film
(and quite possibly the worst single mother in all
of cinema history). Throughout the ftlm she continually neglects her son until she's forced to confront all ofher shortco~ because of a girl who
was seeing a guy on the sly and a girl named
Samara, who was denied altogether.
The Ring is a film about denial About denying
who you are. It's also about family and marriage
and what that word means. The Ring could symbolize the wedding ·band. And this makes me
excited to see The Weatherman. A gloomy ftlm
about a guy who has a crappy home life and issues
with his family seems a. natural progression from

TheRing.
Never did I think during that fateful first viewing that a film my freshmen roommate called
"f**kin' awesome, man. That movie was scary as
all hell, man,'' would ever turn into a psychological mindbender about the hope of family.
The Ring has a new DVD out this week, and
while rm tempted to get it just so I can pay $20 for
. ., the same movie and 15 minutes of extras rll never
watch more then once, I think fll save my money
instead and start a line at the local multiplex for
The Weatherman.
And though I still don't see how a sequel to The
Ring can possibly be anything but bad, I do look
forward to the sequel of a remake that has a sequel
·,. but that's sequel is not a remake of the original
: . sequel but a wholly original work directed by the
· director of the original ftlm and not the remake or
the sequel For if that is not the longest Ring, all is
lost on me.
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The Sea Inside is uil~omproffiising without being preachy
-

- - - - - - - - -·-

ied reply to that ideology.
It's dramatically engaging too, and
Ameruibar, who is among the most distinguished of the new generation of
E~opean filmmakers, makes this potentially static material as cinematic. as he
c~ using widescreen compositions in-a
way that plays into the film's use of contrasts. Characters are often shown using
their limbs in conspicuous ways, and
most are mobile within the widescreen
frame, whereas Bardem is usually
framed unmoving in the dead center,
straddled by insurmountable space. One
of the movie's most poignant passages is
a fantasy sequence in which Ramon
walks away from his bed, clears a path to

.
sidestepping sentimentality and instead
working the emotions with its empathy.
The atmosphere is sober and overcast,
and Ameruibar takes the middle ground,
never becoming either too emotional or
too cerebral, subtly acknowledging
issues peripheral to the central one, such _
as financial ramifications, Ram0n's
resistance to being a burden, and
whether or not the prospect of an afterlife is a practical comfort. The movie is
about the will of the individual against
the hypocrisy of a supposedly secular
government, whose separation of
church and state is not evident in the
practices of leaders like America's current president, who seeks to handicap
the stem:.cell research that might provide hope for _quadriplegics, while

the window, and flies out of it, soaring

simultaneously opposing their only

over the countryside and to the sea,
illustrating that walking is as much a
fantasy for him as flying.
The Sea Inside, like the 1991 film
Awakenings, is human drama made
political, and it's ultimately as moving as
one could ·expect it to be, gracefully

other avenue of escape, therefore rendering them existential prisoner~ in
addition to prisoners in their own B"odies. Ramon respects other quadriplegics'
desire to live and would like the same
respect for his decision not to.
Opens Friday, Marc~ 18 at Enzian.

,
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Mabel Rivera, playing Ramon's sister Manuela, leads a strong supporting cast in The Sea Inside.
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Hostage(R)

Hitch (PG-13)

1:154:207:2510-.25
12:503:50

Million DollarBaby(PG-13)
12:504:508:10

The Pa<ifier (PG)
12:301:103:30 4:40 7:00 7:50 9'.30
10-10 12:20a

Robots(PG)
12:001:001:302:403:30~:106:50 7:20

8:00 9'109:5010-1011:4012:20a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,407-628-0163

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:00 4:05 7:5511 :35

Be Cool (PG-13)
12:451:203:554:25 7:107:5010:10
10:45

12:25 3:40 6:45 9'.3512:20a

Man of the House (PG-13)
10:0512:30a
12:55 4:00 7:0510:15
11.:55a 1:00 2:20 3:25 4:45 5:50 7:20
8:209'5010:4512:15a

Robots(PG)
11:50a 12:2012:502:15 2:453:154:40 .
5:10 5:40 7:15 7:45 8:159:4010:40
12:05a

Sideways (R)
12:10 3:45 6:409'.3012:25a

The Aviator (i>G-13)

12:35 3:35 6:40 9:1512:00a
12:302:55 5:15 7:409'5512:10a

·Constantine (R)
12:40 3:50 6:5510:00

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG13)
1:304:307:3010:20

Finding Nevertand (PG)
8.'()() 10-.35

Hitch (PG-13)
1:054:1l> 7:00 9:4512:30a

1:204:207:4010-10

Man of the House (PG-13)
12:40 3~ 7:109:5012:20a

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:20 3:407:0010:10

. The Pacifier(~)
12:201:302:504:305:207:207:509'50
• 1o:io·12:20a

Po9h's Heffalump Movie (G)
1:003:00

Robots(PG}
12:1012:501:202:50 3:30 4:00 5:20
6:30 7:107:509:009:4010:2011:30
12:10a

REGAL OVIEDO MARKETPLACE

Bom into Brothels (NR)

Conspiracy of SHence (NR)

1~ 4:307:4010-.30

11' Jacket (R)

The Pacifier (PG)

1500 OVIEDO MARKETPLACE BLVD.,407977-1107

Bride & Prejudice (PG-13)

12:0012:301:003:003:304:006:30

1:00 7:309'.3010:0010-.3012:30a
Hostage(R)

Million i>ollarBaby(PG-13)

~use of Winn-Dixie (PG)
12:15 2:50 5:25

11:50a 2:004:156:509'1011:40

~.

Imaginary Heroes (NR)

12:00 3:50 7:50 11 :30

Be Cool (PG-13)
12:1012:401:10 3:10 3:404:106:30.
7:007:309:3010:0010-.3012:30a

Because of Winn-Diiie (PG)
12:30 3:20 6:509'5012:30a

Constantine (R)
12:003:106:409:40

Cursed (PG-13)
6:409-1012:00a

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG13)
12:50 4:207:2010:10

Finding Nevertand (PG)

Sidl!W¥(R)
1:10 4:107:1010:10

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

The Merchant of Venice (R)
.

3:306:309-.30

D.MAC ·
39 $.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

Oscar-nominated shorts (NR)
Friday: 2:00
Saturday:3:30 5:30 7:30 9'.30
Sunday:3:00 7:30 9:30

AH listedtimes are for the weel(end and subject to
change. ' ~~ .
.

1:204:106:509:3012:10a

~~
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NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

Todo,otnot
to.be; that is
the question

THE GEEK LIFE

Cubicle ·calls
•
up memories
-

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

.

Comic-book love started at early age
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
StaffWriter

L

ately, as I sit in my cubicle staring at the computer screen repeating
myself for the thousandth
time, I find my mind drifting.
Trapped deep within the
cubicle farm, I can only
dream of better days.
My fantasies stretch the
botlt).daries of my work-a-day
world till they blur and no
longer exist. In the blink of an
eye I can be standing in the
middle of neo-Tokyo watch-.
ing the motorcycle trails blur
by or standing at the edge of a
cliff facing an angry ocean. Of
course, fantasies can only get
uou so far. Before you know it,
Catwoinan and Batman have
already had every melodramatic adventure ever and
imagining the wonders of
underwater world begin to
pale.
That, my dearest readers,
is .Jhen I turn to my lovely
friend the comic book. Regu-

the

lar books are all well and
good mind you, but they just
·aren't as fun to look at as the
kind with pictures.
Comic books and I have a
long history. Long ago, back when I was merely a child
with my hair in pigtails and I lived down the street from the
now defunct Great Value
supermarket chain, my
younger brother and I would
sneak away after school to
our local strip mall. This was
· one crazy strip mall, too. Not
only did it feature Great
Value, it also had a Pizza Hut
with ·an all-you-can-eat lunch ·
buffet worth skipping school
for. It even featured a pomo· graphic theater by the name
of the Pink Pussycat.
We avoided the perverts at
the tiny theater as much as we
could and wasted our time in
the grocery store. You see, the
aforementioned Great V~ue
supermarket had one feature
that meant so much to two
· dirt~poor latchkey kids. It fea- .
tured a comic book section,

W

hen I was a despondent 15-yearold, I made a pact with myself,
stating that if I wasn't living the
exact life 'I wanted to at the age of 30, I
would take it upon myself to admit failure
- and erase myself from this world
I am still holding to that pact, and after
turning 22 a scant two months ago, rve
realized my time is halfway ·up and rm
still nowhere near achieving the type of
life I wanted So in comes the list you're
about to read.
Will my life be instantly better by
accomplishing the items on this list before
I turn30?
Probably not, but either way a list of
this nature may give my life the assertive
butt-kicldng it needs.
Here is the list, with brief explanations
for each, running for three weeks.

1.GQ to Canada
COURTESY MARVEL

and no one would ever
yell at us for just standing
around reading.
And read we did, let me
t~ll you. This is where I read
the very first comics featuring
Spider-man, Amazing Fantcisy
No. 15. It was .a reprint, sure,

but after reading it I wanted
so desperately to own it.
Unfortunately, poor little girls
like me could rarely afford
luxuries like comic books, but
I was happy j~t to hold it in
PLEASE SEE

COMIC-LOVE ON i19

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

So put your hands together for
The indie's
own indie tobot

it. I recommend doing the
rm Darius Rucker, and rve
very·
s~e. Once you get past the · mismanaged all of my finances
funny looks people give you for -· Those bastards at VH-1
randomly launching into stand- never paid me for my comDIANNA ZISMAN
up routines and busting out ments during their stupid flash:Staff Writer
weird non-sequite~ you'll find back shows
So go out and get spicy
it's aCtually quite fun:
fter years of much
Has anyone seen·that Blirg- chicken sandwich
deliberation and debate er King commercial, with DarWhile I look like a jackass.*
with myself; I think I've ius Rucker of Hootie and the
*Might not be actual lyrics.
finally figured out what the Blowfish dressed as a cowboy
The overall effect of seeing
most difficult profession on the· and singing about spicy chick- it is equivalent to .watching an
planet is: stand-up·comic.
en?
Old Navy commerciat where
To honor all those who have
Was anybody e~ as fright- you sit afterward for a moment
chosen this thankless career . eiled as I was?
in stunned, confused silence,
path, I've decided to periodicalIfyou haven't seen the com- and then say out loud, "Did
ly speak and write in no~ mercial, it goes something like anyone else just see ·that, or
but stand-upese. Ifnot:l*1ielse, this:·
have I gone completely ..." and
it11 help the world appreciate
(Singing, to the tune of "Big then you realize that there's no
people who are actually good at Rock Candy Mountain")
one else in the room and you
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make yourself very, very sad
. Great promotional idea
there, BK.
The most amusing Oscar
moment (in an otherwise lameass _telecast) occurred when
Hilary Swank got up to accept
her award, and the announcer
gave us-this little tidbit of information: "This is Swank's second win and she is also the first
woman t-0 receive a nomination
for playing a boxer."
Wow. Awesome! Why
haven't they done that before,
with every nominee? "Charlize
Theron is the first woman
nominated for playing a lesbian
PLEASE SEE

POST-LIVING ON i19

To this Floridian dreamer, the Great
White North represents a pristine ideal.
My travels across this massive planet of
ours must begin with the bigger of the .
border brothers. I don't really care what
part of Canada I go to; it's all blurred
·together to me after so inany years of
wanting to be there.

2. Write anovel
We all want to write the Great American Novel {eVen foreigners do), but that
comes later. fin content with just writing
a noyel, regardless of whether it's all that
great, to see if I have that much patience
and devotion.

3. Take father to California
· My father moved away from his homet9wn of California at the behest of my
mom, and he hasn't been back since. He
looks at his former home state fondly, and
really, it's about time he went back.

4. Learn to appreciate my mother _
The ultimate step is loving her, but one
thing at a time. I don't even know how I
begin to cio something like this, or imagine how rd finish, but that can't stop me
from trying. Can it?
·
~·Pay off student loans and other obligations

No matter what grades you get, managing the.finances can be tough. rve managed to stay below $50,000, which I'm
proud of, but until I owe nothing, I won't
Jeel as free as I should be.
PLEASE SEE
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It's time for Wizzle Less Trizzled
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ°
Staff Writer

D

ear readers,

.
It has recently come to
my attention that I have
yet to dedicate an entire week to
making fun of bling culture in
this column Surely this topic is
well deserving of being in the
spotlight at least once. Welcome,
my blin.gin' thugz, to the nizzle
shizzleist Web Less Traveled ye~

Dr.Jays.com StreetStyle
http://streetstyle.dl)ays.com/
At this section of DrJays.com,
retailers of "urban" clothing,
users can post their favorite pictures of themselves dressed in
''urban'' style. People with names
like ''Xzotiq Tearz," "ThaBoofyHuntah,'t and "BxFlyNuKKali"
have lined up to pose with their
pimpinist of pimpin' gear. Some

even include inset photos ofth~ir words of wisdom, everyone had
name-branQ athletic shoes better listen: "da fit iz madddd
because obviously bigger Nike Cu.te~•..keep
<loin
u.Jne."
swoosh = more thug: erect. Like ''Krym.elink," on the other hand,
most sites, the comment section tomlly knows how to sweet-talk
provides the most.comedy bling. the ladies: ''that looks great but .
This bastardization of English is what booty are u talking about ...
the first reply I found on the first it looks kinda flat" Word
picture I clicked on: ''those kix is
hot and original!!" As a writer, my Urban Dictiona~
grammar senses just died a little http://www.urbandictionary.com/
inside. "jeShieE" the "Iced-out
Much like the ever-popular
Bawla." from ''UPtown New York Wtkipedia, Urban Dictionary is a
STAND UPP'' also commented site that lets its users generate the
with ''lip it to the fullest hoLLa." content This one attempts to
Anxious to watch the slobber fest create, as might be obvioµs, ·an
that'd doubtlessly occur in the :-''urban" dictionary to explain
comments for girl's pictures, I every bit of stupid slang in exisclicked on the toi;rrated ''booty- tence. Looking to figure out what
ful_azn,'' who is dressed in over- the people in the last link are saysized, neon orange hoop ear- ing? Look no further. Check out
rings, jeans, and a neon green this definition: "Ga Fluff Fluffs~
jacket
featuring
Goofy. Ca fluff fluffs are a respectful-and
"MaMizSiCwiTif' is a "Master of ' enchanting way for saying: TITStyle," so when it · offers these TIES!!! Damn she has some big

Ca Fluff Fluffs!!!" Ladies, do you
find that word "respectful and
enchanting?" I doubt it. Idiotic
cell phone users are also represented here, sharing that "Bell me
up" is the new coolness for "call
me:' Of course, since thiS is the
Internet, people like to screw it
up with stupidity and inside
jokes that the virtually nonexistent moderation never removes.
Don't like some kid that killed
you in Counterstrike? Make an
Urbandictionary entry under
their name that says ·they suck.
That'll teach 'em. Look up the
definition for "Ian Ng." I don't
know who he is, but he's defined
as someone inferior to Kevin Yu
at Counterstrike and ''picking up
chicks." rm sure the rest of the
world cares deeply. Here's how
to use it iJ1. a sentence, just in case:
''I wish I was Kevfn Yu, my name
is Ian Ng." Riiight

Comic-love spread to Japan
FROM i18
•

•

my hand
_
Later, as lbegan to get raises
on my allowance and then jobs
so I could afford to spend
money on goods and serVices, I
spent a lot on the wonderful
graphic novels my local comic
book store had to offer. Before I
knew it, I had read Maximum
Carnage and the latest X-Men
mefodrama. Soon friends and
" boyfriends, realizing my interest in the world of illustrated
stories, were letting me borrow
parts ·of their collections, and I

worked my way through
decades of Batman, through
years of Preacher, past terrifyingly comic visits to the world
of ]honen Vasquez and finally
made my way to th~ incredible
universe that is The Sandman,
whose oh-so-dreamy darkness
and Robert Smith hair. still
make me swoo~
By then, of course, I had
learned all about the wonderful
world of Japan. After immersing myself for several years in
the animated worlds available,
how could I help but bow
down before Japan's mighty

empire? These days I spend all
my extra cash on maiiga, ferodously goigiµg on everything
from Lupin the Third to Tokyo
Babylon and Battle Angel arid
everything in between. Yes·,
even the dreaded romance
comics like Peach Girl.
So now, when my mind
wanders and my imagination
takes a vacation, I just open up
whichever_ illustrated wonder
caught my fancy that morning
and I drift away to other
worlds. I can't imagine what
my life would be .like without
them.

i18

7. Read any book more than 1:o00
pages long
I'm an English major, so
you'd think I'd have done this
years ago, but somehow, someway, rve never managed to read
anything bigger than 600 pages
(and that was a book about
independent films). With my
ADD, this . might even be

tougher than writing a novel
mysel£ ·

8.Write, produce, and record a song
Do I know how to play an
instrument? Absolutely not.
Can I sing worth a lick? Let's just
say I make William Hung look
good But hey, with .the digital
age of music, I can pull something poppy, fun and danceable
out of my ass. Lord knows rve
pulled a lot of other things out

of it.

· 9. Spend a night in a hotel room
nal<ed with a ~writer, writing
the whole night through
Without drugs of course~
The ·idea of going somewhere
for the sake of my art alone is
beyond idyllic.

10. Create and implement a
syllabus for a comics course
This has been a work of

Post-living
an untapped
cash soUrce
FROM

i18

serial killer." The possibilities are eJJ,dless! And, ifll encourage actors to take
weird roles, just to hear "Paul Giama.tti is the first man nominated for
playmg an acrobatic used-car salesman from the planet Zorcon." Zorcon.
Now there's a fun word
You know what other word I like?
Scrappy. Once you get past the Scoo-by Doo connotations, ifs great
rd kill to have som~cme descn"be
me as "scrappy." It makes you sound
like you're ready for anything; that
you take the · world by the throat.
Words like ''peppy'' or "spunky"
kinda get there, but don't give · u
nearly the same effect
In fact, on ~y gravestone, I want it
tosay:
.
Beloved Whatever
Terrific Lovah
Gosh, was she SCRAPPY!
The exclamation point at the end
is crucial, of course. You could underline scrappy, but that's not really a
requirement or anything.
_
tell you what, ifs definitely axt
improvement on my ·earlier tombstone etching ideas: ~
''Help! rve been buried alive!" or
''Look behind you!"
That reniinds me. People don'qise
obituaries to their full potential.
Obits should be more like advertisements, you know? Make them like
. movie trailer,s. This kind of marketing
tactic would make your funeral the ·
social event of the season:
"Gladys McGrady, 79, passed away
yesterday. USA Today called her, 'a
hard-hitting, edge ofyour seat thriller.'
She's survived by her husband, Seamus, her daughter, Greta4 and her
son, HanseL See the corpse everyone
is talking about! Tzme says, 'Gladys
was one of th~ top 1o·Irish Catholics
of the Year!"'
· This has unlimited potential~ou
could even sell advertisUig space, like
they do in movies now:
''Boris Humpstein,_86, died yesterday of colon cancer. He is survived by
his two children, Yentel and Xavier,
who both drink Pepsi, and so should
you. Pepsi: The Joy of Cola!"
You can have the obituary photo
with the deceased in a suit with a
N"Ike cap on. The poSt-living are an
untapped marketing resource that
should be capitalized on. - Thank you, rn be here all week.
Thy the veal, it's delicious.

rn

COURTESY DC

Spend night in hotel naked with typewriter
FROM

'to

~

progress for me. I'~e seen
comics taught in upper-level
institutions or in art classes.
However, I've yet to see a
whole course devoted to the
history and literary merit of the
form. This' would be aimed at
middle and high school students as an extracurricular
course and would allow for
comics to be a gateway for students to other forms of literature.
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many~credits

and going.to
so .many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
just show us your valid' UCP studen~ l~ qtd.

I

.B eSt

We've go.t · 12 .varieties of soups, gumb9~,
chowders, and Oriental soups made fresh;
every day. Purchase any garden-fresh
:iour~et salad, hearty stack:d sandwich
or wrap priced over $4, and get a 12-ou_nce
C-up .of our incredible·soup, FRE~.

No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great.gourmet
food, made fresh. And free soup, too.

of all,
i't's FREE!

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00
MON.-SAT. I 0;30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. -1-1 AM - 8 PM

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

\~7
ALAFAYA

Got a UCF ID card?
Then, there's FREE SOUP
wa.it:ing,for ,y ou a.t: Crispers!
Free soup or $2.99 off chowdE:7rs and gumbos
• with purchase over $4 and valid student ID Card.
Expires 3-J.1-05
'

Eating i_s okay, but eating gourmet is great. .
That's .why Crispers has been a sensation for over
'~ 16 ye;u-s. Today, we're expanding throughout Florida
as the quick. delicious altern.ative to fast food.
All our .g ourmet salads, sensational soups, and
stacked .sandwiches are made fresh, every single .day.
1

: ·If you're· a sWeet fteak. our 9esserts will make your
1
eyes op~n wide. Creamy cheesecake~. mile-high
layer. cakes, cookies, brownies .. '.it goes on forever.
Then there ate the real milkshakes and gooey·
- ' sundaes made with rich, delicious Publix Premium
·
• , lceCream.

At ~risp:ers, gourmet ·soups are a specialty.
Sin<;e-=·you~re tak~ng

.

: . food! The hot n~w ·c ampus craze!
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To see all our menu selections, dick
on www.crispers.com.

436

QRLANDO
ph (407) 48l-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
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WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

\0:~
SEMORAN BLVD. '

